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%Accumulator troubles
are over/

With the introduction of the
Sterling " Super Invicta " Bat-
tery it is no longer absolutely
necessary to use accumulators
for heating the filaments of radio
receiving valves. This is a boon
for those to whom the frequent
recharging of accumulators pre-
sents difficulties. A further
great advantage is, that the
" Super Invicta" will continue
to function satisfactorily even
after an indefinite period of
inactivity.

The "Super Invicta " is primarily
intended for use with D.E.R.
and D.E.3 type valves. It is

calculated that two " Super
Invicta " cells will operate, for
approximately ten months, a
two -valve set employing D.E.R.
valves and used for two hours
daily, without further attention
than the addition of water to
the cells to counter any evapo-
ration.

With D.E.3 valves the "Super.
Invicta " may be said to last
indefinitely subject to replace-
ment of water. The usual careful
handling of these valves is
necessary, however, in order
that dethoriation may not
occur.

SUPER

INVICTA BATTERY
The " Super Invicta Cell illustrated has an
approximate capacity of 500 ampere hours when
discharged at the rate of 1 ampere for 8 hours
continuously per day. Its initial voltage is
l'4. It can be easily cleaned and recharged
when necessary, and it will then be ready for
a further period of service.

PRICE, per Cell 30/ INN

1/411.P:;

Announcement of

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED
Registered Office : Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2

and 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, W.1
Sole Agents for THE STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

122 In retivinil to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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MY OWN ILOOAEL, MCMEVER
By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E., Editor

Tastes differ, and one man's requirements are not those of another. This set is particularly designed
to give loud -speaker reproduction of the greatest purity from the local station up to distances of
10 to 15 miles. It is also characterised by a great selectivity and simplicity of operation

"
WHAT, can't you build me a

set ? " said my wife one
day. "Something we can

keep in the dining room and turn
on and off when we want to with-
out doing any damage ! "
There must be thou-
sands of wireless en-
thusiasts who receive
similar requests from
time to time, for how-
ever much we ourselves
enjoy listening to dis-
tant stations and grap-
pling with the many
problems of wireless re-
ception, the non-
technical members of
the household are
generally interested only
in the local station.
They want, in fact, the
highest quality repro-
duction from the local
station with " one knob
control." The ap-
paratus, furthermore, -
must be good looking,
dustproof, foolproof, and without
unsightly trailing wires. The in-
strument I am to describe this
month covers, I think, all the
aforementioned requirements, and
possesses certain virtues in ad-
dition.

Special Features
When completely closed the

finished instrument resembles a
small oak cupboard. When the
front doors are open we see a

The handsome oak cabinet is provided with
doors which completely enclose the set.

mahoganite panel carrying three
knobs. The lowest of the three
tunes the instrument, and once the
best position has been found this
knob need not be touched until
such time as the local station
changes its wavelength (not a very

frequent occurrence), or until it is
desired to listen to Daventry in-
stead of t he loc al programme. Im-
mediately above the tuning dial is
the knob of the filament resistance,

which controls the fila-
ment current of all three
valves. This knob acts
as an "ion and off "
switch, and over -run-
ning the valves is pre-
vented by a small device
I will subsequently des-
cribe. The third knob,
which is situated imme-
diately above the fila-
ment resistance knob,
can be termed the
" volume control."
Turning it clockwise
reduces the volume of
sound and anti -clock-
wise increases it (within
liniits). Strength can
thus be regulated with-
out touching the tuning.

After Tuning
-Once tuned, the apparatus is

brought into operation merely by
turning the filament resistance
knob as far as it will go, the wave-
length adjustment and the volume
control being ignored. The circuit,
as shoWn in Fig. r, consists of a
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sharp -tuning circuit, across which
is placed a crystal detector, this being
followed by three resistance -coupled
note magnifying valves.

Valves to Use
The receiver is priniarily designed

for the type of valve using. .25 am-
pere filament current. The first
two valves should be of the type
designed for resistance capacity

E

c,

Two .or tr.F fixed
condensers, type
6io (Dubilier Con-
denser Co.).

Two .25 megolini
gridleaks (L.
McMichael Ltd.).

Three antivibra-
tion valve holders
(Burne-Jones & Co.,
Ltd.).

Fig. r.-The circuit diagram.

amplification. The following are
suitable: D.F.A.4, D.E.5B.

In the last socket any good valve
of the D.F.A.r, D.E.5 or B.4 type
should be used: If it is desired
to' run the set' from dry cells, then
the first two valves can be D.E.3B.,
and the last a D.E.3, D.F.A.3, B.5,
or other similar type.

Three of the 1- ampere valves, or
three of the o6 ampere dull emit-
ters mentioned will run satisfac-
torily on the one- filament resis-
tance, but if the use of bright
emitters is desired, three separate
filament resistances should be used.
The best results, however, will be
obtained by using the valves men-
tioned.

Components
Below is a list of the com-

ponents used in the instrument
illustrated. In many cases different
makes of components could be
substituted without loss of efficiency
but, following the usual Radio Press
practice, the actual components
used are named.

Ebonite panel, r4" x Radion
Mahoganite (American Hard Rub-
ber Co., Ltd.)

Ebonite panel, re x 51", Radion
Mahoganite (American Hard Rub-
ber Co., Ltd.).

Cabinet to take r4." r2" panel
(Carrington Manufacturing Co.).

One, .0005 LAY "Four square vari-
able condenser (Bowyer -Lowe &
Co.).

Two roo,000 ohm resistances,
with bases (Dubilier Condenser Co.).

December, 1925

The cabinet has a sliding back, which is here
removed to show the interior arrangements.

Two panel brackets (Burne-Jones
& Co., Ltd.).

One Transadapta (Gambrel'
Bros., Ltd.).

One " P.M." permanent detector
(Radio Instruments, Ltd.).

One dual rheostat (Burndept
Wireless, Ltd.).

One Bradleyohm resistance,
ro,000-roo,000 ohms (Rothermel).

Two Clix plugs and sockets (Auto-
veyors, Ltd.).

Eleven 4-B.A. terminals.
Radio Press panel transfers.
Glazite connecting wire.

Constructional Work
The front panel is of standard

size, and can be purchased ready
cut. The sub -panel supporting
most of the components you can

cut yourself, or obtain ready cut
from your dealer. The construc-
tional work has been purposely
made as simple as possible, and it
will be found that practically
everything is mounted on the sub -
panel, with the wiring points so
arranged that leads between them
are very short. The free blue-
print with this issue will show
you just how to wire up the sub -
panel, and when you have mounted
the volume -control, filament resist-
ance and variable condenser on the
front panel, it is a very simple
matter to join them up. In attach-
ing the sub -panel to the front
panel, I would suggest that first of
all you wire up the sub -panel, next
attach to it the brackets, and,
finally, mark the holes for the

This photograph shcws the underside of the shelf, and
should be consulted in conjunction with the free blueprint.
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securing screws on the front panel
by using the brackets themselves as
templates. '

Notice that a flexible lead is
soldered to one side,of the detector.
I will explain how this is used a
little later. The special valve
sockets and several other parts are
mounted beneath the sub -panel.

Operating, the Circuit
As soon as you have finished the

set and placed the panel in the
cabinet, short-circuit the grid -bias
terminals by connecting all three
together (this is a temporary ex-
peclient for a preliminary test), turn
the filament resistance to the " off "
position, connect up a 6 -volt
accumulator if you are using the
quarter -ampere valves, or a 4 -volt
accurimlator if you are using the
.06 -ampere valves. A high-tension
battery should also be joined to
the terminals marked. To get the
best results with this set, you
should use about ioo to 120 volts,
for resistance, amplifiers need a
higher voftage than transformer
amplifiers. Do not imagine, how-
ever, that the set will not function
with a lower voltage-a 6o -volt
high-tension battery will give quite
good results, but you will get much
greater volume by using the volt-
age mentioned. Join up aerial,
earth and loud -speaker.

The Coils
Now place the three valves in

the Sockets and turn the filament
resistance knob almost all the
way round for the quarter -ampere
valves, or about half or three-
quarters of the way through the
fine wire portion for the .06 -
ampere valves. If the valves light
satisfactorily, turn the filament

resistance to the
"off " pOSition
again, place a
small coil in the
right-hated .socket
of the Trans-
adapta (looking
from the back)-
a Gambrell " a "
or " A," or in the
numbered coils a
25 or 35 will do.
In the left-hand
socket I would
suggest that you
use a Gambrell C
coil with centre
tapping. This is
a special coil that
Messrs. Gambrell's
have made at
my suggestion,
and which I am
using in a number
of special circuits.
It is not essential this re-
ceiver, but it will give a great in-
crease in selectivity if joined up in
the way I am about to mention.
If you use it, join the flexible lead
to the screw terminal of the centre
tapping, and leave the two Clix
sockets open. The effect of this
will be to place the crystal across
only half the winding, an arrange-
ment which proves very effective in
this receiver.

How to Tune In
Now switch on the valves.

You will probably hear nothing
whatever with the loud -speaker,
and may wonder whether the set
is functioning. Carefully turn the
tuning dial (first making sure that
the volume control screw is turned
in an anti -clockwise direction as
far as possible), and you will
suddenly find the local station.

Fig. 2.-The

12"

to
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front panel components are
simply arranged.

very

The tuning is so exceedingly sharp
that you are liable to miss it if
you turn the knob quickly. Once
you have tuned the local station,
make sure that your crystal detector
is properly set to give the best
results, and if signals are too loud,
turn the volume control switch
inwards until the sound is reduced
to the volume you desire.

A Safety Device for the Valves
Next experiment to find the best

'position of the filament resistance
knob (burn the valves no brighter
than will give good signals), and
when this is found, disconnect the
batteries (leaving the filament
resistance knob in its best position),
take out the valves and drill a small
hole in the filament resistance boss
just in advance of the arm. Into
this insert a peg, which will pre-
vent the arm rotating further. After

,,s4 AERIAL EARTkitsvo L.7:-
(rtt (icks: i2 -A\v)

1, If
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1

Fig. 3.-The lay -out of the shelf -panel. The free blueprint shows the wiring. R5 and R6 are the
25 megohm leaks.
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This photograph shows the upper side of the shelf. Note the Clix plugs
left, and the spade conne:tor resting on the Transadapta.

this is done, you will not be able
to turn the knob too far. You can
now replace the valves and batteries
and use the set for listening. I
un sure you will appreciate the
inc quality, and purity of repro-

duction. If you are not using the
special tapped coil, leave the flex-
ible lead free and join the two Clix
sockets with a link made of two
Clix and a wire. A No. 75 coil can
then be used in place of the tap-

on the

Fed coil. For Daventry, follow the
same procedure, using a rob coil in
the right-hand socket (at back),
and a 250 in the left-hand socket,
the Clix sockets being joined
together.

Don'ts for Valve Users

DON'T overrun your valve, es-
?ecially if it is a dull emitter.

DON'T employ a higher anode
voltage thin that for which the
type of valve is designed.

DON'T forget that a power valve
is advisable for good loud -speaker
work.

DON'T throw de -sensitised dull
emitters away, as sensitivity may
frequently be restored.

DON'T forget that dull emitters
can  be used as bright emitters if
sensitivity has been lost.

DON'T keep tapping your valve
with your finger.

DON'T, if you want satisfaction,
use a rather microphonic dull
emitter as detector without a
special valve -holder.

DON'T forget to clean valve -
legs occasionally.

DON'T ignore the advantage to
be obtained frcm separate H.T.
tappings.

DON'T forget to use the valve
specially designed to work in a
certain position in the circuit.

DON'T forget that an old valve
will make a useful weather forecast
instrument. (See next issue.)

DON'T omit to use valves of low
inter -electrode capacity for ultra
short-wave work.

DON'T forget that valve bases
may be removed and special, mount-
ings made to reduce capacity
effects.

DON'T buy unnamed cheap
valves if good results and economy
are desired.

DON'T forget that many small
receiving valves will function satis-
factorily in small power trans-
mission.

DON'T forget that valves can be
run in series to limit the current
consumption, where it is desired
to use dry batteries for filament
heating purposes.

DON'T pull valves out of their
sockets by taking a grip on the
bulb.

DON'T leave your valves lying
about when not in use. Pack them
up in their original containers and
put them away in a safe place.

E. H. B.

DON'T MISS THE

Xmas Double Number
OF

"Modern Wireless
OUT ON DEC.
Price - - - 1 /6
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POSHTONE 1000 -SPEAKER
- 4 VALVE cw_oRopyN E.

I'LL BE DEL16(-1TED
To GIVE You ANY

Oti-tER, INFORMATION
You MAY DEsiRE-

6ET AMERICA ,CZER-CHO-
SLAVAKIO,PAR.s-ANy
STATION YOU LIKE WITH
Tt-tP 6REI\TEST EASE-

VIELL- TELL ME YoUN6 MAN)

WHAT'S IT FOR ?

WRAT SOME OF OUR, POOR, WtReLEss SALESMEN NAVE TO PUT UP 10111.
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Fading Its Causes and
Unexplained Mysteries

Unnimunt iiiiii inotaimminmo

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.),
A.C.G.I., D.I.C., Stag Editor

ANY enthusiastic amateur who has listened to
comparatively distant signals will have observed
the baffling and sometimes somewhat annoying

phenomenon of fading. Perhaps the signal strength
when the station is tuned in is remarkably good and
every word can clearly be understood. A short
while afterwards the signal strength gradually decreases
until it is perhaps impossible to distinguish a single
word or even to distinguish what is happening. In
extreme cases the signal strength may absolutely
vanish and no trace of the station can be heard at
all. Then, without any alteration to the adjustment
of the receiver whatever, the signal strength will
gradually commence to increase again until within a
comparatively short time the signals are once again
at their maximum value, as they were when the
station was first tuned in.

A Puzzling Phenomenon
If a station is tuned in and left, it will be found that

this fading is rhythmic in its action. That is to
say, the interval between the points of maximum
signal strength is approximately the e in eachcase, and the signal
strength will continue to
wax and wane in this
more or less periodic
manner. It is only,
comparatively recently
that any reasonable ex-
planation has been forth-
coming to account for these
peculiarities. In the first
place, fading is only noticed
over comparatively long
distances, that is to say,
distances of about 5o miles
or more, and this actually set the investigators on the
track of the true explanation.

Prof. Appleton appears to have put forward the
most satisfactory theory, which was developed in a
paper presented before the British Association this
year. Prof. Appleton and Mr. Barnett, at Cambridge
University, have been experimenting for some time
upon the fading which they obtained of the signals
trom 2LO. They thought the matter out and worked
upon a certain theory, on which they would expect to
obtain certain results. It turned out that the results
they obtained agreed with the theoretical expectations
and they are therefore fairly confident that their
explanation of the phenomenon of fading is correct.

i'wo Waves at the Receiving Point.
The explanation of the whole matter appears to lie

in the fact that the receiver picks up the energy from
two directions. There is, first of all, the direct wave

.AviSIDE LAYER

Fig. I.-The wireless waves reach the receiving
station in two ways.

which travels from the transmitter, along the surface
of the ground to the receiver. There is also, however,
a second wave, which is radiated at the transmitting
point away from the earth at an angle. This wave
travels outwards until at some distance above the
earth it encounters an electrified layer of gas known as
the Heaviside layer. Now, wireless waves will not
pass through a conductor, and as this electrified layer
of gas is partially conducting, the waves cannot pass
through it. They are in consequence bent round and
caused to return to the earth again. (Fig. I.)

The problem is somewhat similar to the reflection
of light from a mirror. If a ray of light falls upon a
mirror at an angle it will be reflected at an equal angle
and so deviated from its original path. In a
similar way the wireless waves reaching the upper
atmosphere are reflected down to the earth again.
At ahy particular point, therefore, provided there is
some considerable distance from the transmitting
point, there will be the two waves, one of which has
arrived directly, travelling over the surface of the
earth, and the other arriving at an angle by reflection
from some layer of electrified gas in the upper

atmosphere.

Interference
Now, the fading can be

shown to be due to in-
terference between the
two sets of waves.

, The wave which arrives
along the surface of the
earth is more or less regular
in character, but the wave
which arrives by reflection
from the upper atmosphere
is subjected to a certain

twisting when it is reflected. It is not easy to explain
exactly what happens without complicated theoretical
discursions. Fortunately, however, it is easy to give a
very simple mechanical analogy which will convey a
fasirly lucid idea of what is happening. The method I
propose to describe is a development of my original
pendulum experiments described in THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR, Vol. r, No. ir.

We need for this experiment three pendulums, one
to represent the receiver, the other two to represent
the two waves arriving at the receiving spot. These
three pendulums must be suspended from a triatic
across the room as in the previous experiments. In
this case, however, the triatic takes the form of a
" Y." The point is illustrated in Fig. 2. A length
A -B of stout cotton is stretched across between two
convenient points in the room. At some point in the
middle of this triatic a second length of cotton is
connected, the other end of which is fixed to the wall
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in such a manner as to make an angle of about 43 deg.
with the first cotton. At the junction of these two
triatics, the point C in Fig. 2, one of the pendulums
is attached.

The several pendulums are made up by cutting off
lengths of cotton, about 3 ft. long, having fairly heavy
weights attached at the bottom extremities. I myself
used ordinary sewing cotton with r oz. weights on the
end. The triatics should not be stretched too tightly,
but should be arranged so as to give about 2 in.
without undue strain when pulled aside with the finger.

One pendulum, therefore, is attached at the meeting
point of the two triatics. The other two pendulums
are measured off equal in length, and are attached
at points along the other triatics about four or five
feet away from the meeting point where the first
pendulum is attached. As in all these pendulum
experiments, it is essential to have the lengths exactly
the same within one -quarter of an inch or so, so that
the times of swing are the same. This, of course,
corresponds to the process of tuning in a wireless
receiver.

Performing the Experiment
Now set all three pendulums at rest, then start a

swinging (see Fig. 2) with an ordinary backward and
forward motion at right
angles to the triatic on
which it is suspended. The
pendulum b should then
be set in swinging with a
circular motion. That is
to say, instead of pulling
it aside and releasing it,

' it. should be given a slightly
circular movement in re-
leasing it, which will cause
it to swing round and
round instead of simply
to and fro. This motion
will very rapidly de-
generate into a to-and-
fro swinging motion in a
plane which is continually
rotating.

Now these two pendulums represent fairly accu-
rately the condition of affairs which we have in a
wireless receiver at some distance from a transmitting
point. Tkle first pendulum represents the direct
wave conung across the surface Si the eart4 in which
thethe vibrations are all in the same plane. The second
pendulum represents the wave which is reflected from
the Heaviside layer, and in which the vibrations are
not consistently in one plane, but take place in a large
number of different planes with a sort of rotating
movement.

A

An Interesting Analogy
The effect of these two pendulums upon the third

pendulum c, will be seen to be exactly similar to- the
effect on a wireless receiver. - The pendulum c will
shortly commence to swing and will build up to a com-
paratively large amplitude. After this the size of the
swings will begin to decrease again until shortly the
pendulum conies to rest. After this it will once again
commence to swing and will continue in this manner,
alternately building up to a maximum and then coming
to rest again. This corresponds to the condition of
affairs in a wireless receiver, where the signal strength
builds up to a maximum, and then periodically dies
away almost to nothing. This peculiar effect is due
to interaction, which takes place between the impulses
set .up by the two pendulums. The impulses set up

;45°

Fig. 2.- This shows clearly how the experi-
ment is carried out.

by the first pendulum are all in the same plane,
although alternatively backwards and forwards. The
impulses produced by the second pendulum, however,
are not in the same plane, but, as has been seen, occur
first in one direction and then in a slightly different direc-
tion, and so on round the circle with a rotating motion.
The combined effects of all these is that at times the
two sets of impulses assist each other, and cause the
third pendulum, representing the receiver, to build
up to a good strong oscillation, whereas, at other
times, the two impulses cancel each other out, and the
effect on the third pendulum is nothing.

Minor Adjustments
The experiment is a very pretty one if properly

conducted. It will be found to require a little trial
before it can be made to work perfectly. There
are one or two minor points which Make a fair amount
of difference. The distance of the two pendulums
a and b from the centre of the " Y " should be ap-
proximately equal.

Another point is that the distance from the centre
point should not be too small, as otherwise one pen-
dulum may tend to exercise an undue effect. I have
found a distance of between four and five feet quite
satisfactory. Another important point is that the tension

on the triatics must not be
too great, or else the ex -

/3 periment will not work at
all. Should any difficulty
be experienced, therefore,
the effect of loosening the
tension on the cottons
may be tried. Avery con-
venient method of adjust-
ment is to make the con-
nection at the point C be-
tween the two lengths of
cotton in the 'form of a slip-
knot or suitable form of
running knot, so that the
point at which the second
triatic joins the first will be
varied. It will be found
that as this point is moved

one way or the other so the tension on all three cottons
is either increased or decreased, and a point can very
soon be found at which the experiment works very well.

How are we to Overcome Fading ?
To return now to the electrical problem, we see that

fading is caused by interference between the two
waves radiated from the transmitter. Prof. Appleton
and Mr. Barnett have conducted experiments which
show that the angle at which the reflected wave was
arriving at Cambridge was about 6o° on the trans-
mission from 2LO. From this and certain other
observations which they made they were able to obtain
some very valuable information concerning the Heavi-
side layer, which is responsible for this reflected wave.

It is certainly rather difficult to see, in view of this
explanation, how we are to overcome fading. It is not
as if the fading was due to any permanent tilting of
the wireless wave, for in such a case as that we could
overcome the effect of the fading by tilting our aerial
to correspond. The effect, however, as we have seen,
is due to an interaction between two sets of waves, and
no arrangement of the aerial will overcome this effect.
When we get to considerably greater distances than
ioo or zoo miles we have further peculiar effects
occurring, which I may refer to in future articles. I
hope, however, that this simple experiment will help
readers to understand the phenomenon of fading.
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ONE of the minor worries
which beset the owner of an
outdoor aerial is the main-

tenance of his rope halliards in good
condition. The combined effects of
ain and frost tend to break the

fibres of which the rope is composed.
Rain makes the fibres swell and
shorten, making the rope taut, and
putting a great strain on it if
initially it happened to be hauled up
tightly. The obvious remedy for
the latter occurrence is to leave a
few inches of slack when hoisting
the aerial to its position on the mast,
but this will not, of course, mitigate
the rotting effect of the rain. The

MAST

PULLEY

8
TWINE BOUND

ROUND THE ROPE

Thin twine will prevent wear
at the pulley.

effect of frost on a wet rope is to
cause the moisture which has
soaked into it to freeze, and so
burst the fibres and greatly weaken
the rope.

flow to Treat the Rope
Prevention is better than cure,

and if water can be prevented front
getting into the rope the latter will
be far less lia'ble to rot and give
way in windy weather. Probably
the best waterproofing substance is
liquid tar-that strong smelling
black treacly liquid beloved by
sailors of the old type. Tar can be
obtained quite cheaply, and a gallon
or half -gallon can will suffice to
treat many ropes of the kind used
for aerial halliards. The rope
should be placed in a can and
covered with the tar, a lid being
vlaced on the top to exclude rain.

Protecting Aerial

Halliards from

Wear and Weather

dull
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Ir
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After soaking for at least a week in
the tar the rope should be removed,
the tar adhering to it being well
rubbed in with a pad of old rags held
in the hand. Needless to say, an
old suit, old gloves and well -soaped
hands are necessary preliminaries
to the operation.

Advantages Gained
After " rubbing in " the :rope

should be stretched out between
two posts, and allowed to dry in
the open air for a week, when it
should again be well rubbed to
remove excess tar. The rope will
now be practically rot -proof, and,
in addition, the tar will act as a
lubricant, and reduce friction, and
consequent wear at the pulleys,
cleats, etc. If liquid tar cannot be
obtained, creosote or some kind of

 heavy viscous oil will prove to be
fairly good substitutes. Ropes
treated as above should last quite
twice as long as untreated ropes.

Protection from Wear
A rope frequently gives way at

the portion which passes through
the. pulley. It can be protected
against wear at that point by bind-
ing it round with strong twine, sew-
ing on a " slee1re " of sail canvas,
or in some similar way covering the
section at which wear is likely to

\SA,1 CANVAS
WOUND SPIRALLY
ON ROPE AND

- SEWN.

Protection is also afforded by a
canvas "sleeve."

occur. The protective covering
should be well tarred after it has
been put on, and will then last much
longer.

The above simple precautions
will enable you to get long and
trouble -free service from any ropes
you may use in your aerial system.

P. H. W.

December, 1925

Fixing Variable
Condenser Dials

THE engraved dials of many
types of variable condensers
are nowadays secured on the

spindle by means of a grub screw in
the knob. It not infrequently
happens that, even when the grub
screw is turned hard up against the
spindle, the dial is still capable of
turning independently of the
spindle. This movement usually
occurs when the moving vanes of
the condenser reach the full maxi-
mum or minimum position, and it
is very annoying to note dial
readings for stations received. and
then to find that the dial has
turned on the spindle and rendered
them useless.

A simple remedy for this trouble
is to file a small " flat " on the
spindle at the point where the
grub screw is to press on it. First,
set the dial in the desired position
on the spindle and screw the grub
screw hard down. Turn it back
again till the dial can be removed,
when a small. mark will be found
on the spindle where the grub screw
has pressed on it. With a small
file make a narrow nick in the
spindle at this point. When the
dial is replaced, the point of the
grub screw will bed into this nick,
and it will be impossible for the
dial to turn on the spindle.

A. V. D. H.

The Simple All-

Enclosed Receiver

Sm,-I have just constructed the
" simple all -enclosed lccal or Dav-
entry crystal receiver," described by
F. English in the September issue
of THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,
and these are the results : I receive
Newcastle (very good), Daventry
(about the same) and Birmingham.

I am roughly 200 miles away from
Daventry, and I think it seems
rather a record for a crystal set. I
have made several crystal sets
described in THE WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTOR, but this one seems to
be the best of the lot. I oonsider
I get a good sixpennyworth of
wireless information from THE
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR every
month and wish your paper every
success.

Yours faithfully,
RICHARD H. SHEARS.

West Hartlepool,
Co Durham.
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UICK.CHANGE
CRYSTAL SET

By CPAllinson

EL -.717:3

A Multi -Crystal Receiver for the
Local Station and Daventry

THE crystal receiver has many
advantages which appeal to
a large number of enthu-

siasts. Even the wireless enthu-
siast who possesses a multi -valve
set is sure to have a crystal receiver
with which he may receive local
broadcasting. In one respect
especially the crystal receiver stands
pre-eminent, that is in the quality
of reproduction which it gives.
Especially when listening -in to
music, such a set will enable the
listener to distinguish the most
delicate shades of light and tone,
and pick out the various individual
instruments without the slightest
difficulty.

Another point which recommends
it to many wireless enthusiasts is
the fact that it costs nothing to run.
There is no need to supply it with
current from an accumulator, which
therefore has to be re -charged perio-
dically, nor is there any need to
supply it with a high-tension
battery. Furthermore, it is simple
to handle, there are no difficult
tuning controls, and the reception
of broadcasting is merely a matter
of adjusting one dial.

A Multi -Crystal Device
There are very few listeners

who are not within range of both
the high -power station at Daventry
and a local B.B.C. transmission, so
that in order that they may have
the choice of either of two pro-
grammes, two separate coils are
incorporated in this receiver, by
which either programme may be
listened to. The change from one to
the other is effected by a simple
switch.

There are many opinions as to
what are the best crystals to use,
and in order that the listener may
experiment for himself in this
direction the crystal receiver which
has been fitted to this set is of the
type which allows different crystals

to be used by a very simple opera-
tion. If desired, further, a com-
bination of two crystals may be
used instead of the more usual cat -
whisker and crystal arrangement.
It is therefore an easy matter to
make experiments comparing the
selectivity and sensitivity of various
forms of crystal detector, and
decide for oneself just which arrange-
ment it is that one prefers.
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Fig. 1.-The circuit used.

Circuit Novelties
The circuit diagram shown in

Fig. r shows a further novel
feature which has been incorporated
in this receiver. This is the use of
both auto -coupling and the propor-
tional crystal tap together. In
order to simplify the adjustment
and operation of this receiver, the
two taps have been combined, the
aerial and crystal being connected
to the same one. A double -pole,
double -throw switch connects the
variable condenser either across
L1 or L2, according to whether the
local. B.B.C. station or the high -
power station is required, and at the
same time it transfers the aerial
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and crystal lead from the tap on
the one coil to the tap on the other.

It will be seen from the photo.
graph of this receiver that it pre-
sents a neat and symmetrical ap-
pearance. On the one side are two
terminals for connecting to aerial
and earth, and on the other are
two to which the 'phones may be
attached. The crystal detector
is conveniently placed for adjust-
ment, and the switeli shown at the
bottom of the panel is that which
transfers the various connections
from the short wave to the long
wave coil. The whole receiver is
contained in a handsome cabinet,
and will not look out of place in
any surroundings.

An examination of one of the
photographs of the inside of the
receiver shows that home-made
coils have been employed. These
present no difficulty at all to make,
as they have been wound more or
less on the hank principle, the
whole operation not taking more
than a quarter of an hour for the
two coils.

What You Will Need
The following components and

materials will be required to build
this set, and for the benefit of those
who wish to duplicate the receiver
exactly, we give the names of the
actual components used. It is
understood, of course, that other
components will be perfectly suit-
able, as long as these are of good
quality. You will need :-

One ebonite panel, 9 in. by 6 in.
by j in. (Paragon).

One cabinet to fit this, with loose
baseboard 8i in. deep (Cameo).

One .0005 u.P. variable condenser.
(The one used is a Newey 4 -point.)

One crystal detector, unmounted
(Service Radio Co.).

One double -pole, double -throw
switch, lever type (Utility).
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One oot p,F. fixed condenser
and mounting (McMichael).

Two spring clips (Burndept).
Four largel acquered terminals.
Half -pound gauge r 8 d.c.c. copper

wire.
Quarter -pound gauge 24 d.c.c.

copper wire:
Quantity of square tinned wire

and two short lengths of tiex for
connections.

One set Radio Press pane.
transfers.

Construction

The construction of this receiver
should present no difficulties at
all, and the first step to be under-
taken is the construction of the two
coils. Coil Lt, which is the short-
wave coil, consists of 5o turns of
the gauge 18 copper wire, wound
on a glass tumbler of about 2i in.
diameter, tappings being taken
at the 25th, 3oth and 35th turns.
The turns are wound on jumble
fashion, and when slipped off ate
held together by means of a short
length of string bound round it.

14-2, the long -wave coil for Doyen -
try, is woundpn a cardboard former
with a diameter of 21 in. The
200 turns of gauge 24 wire are
wound, more or less, in four
sections, each being wound hank
fashion close together. The tap-
pings are taken at the Both, rooth
and rooth turns.

The next step is to mount the
components on the panel and,
provided that guaranteed ebonite
is used, the holes for mounting these
may be drilled right away. Should
there be any doubt, however, as to
the surface insulation of the ebonite,

it should be carefully rubbed doWn
on both sides with No. o glasspaper
before mounting the components.
The positions for these are given
in the panel layout in Fig. 2 ;
and the only- pOilit that is likely to
present any difficulty is the cutting

L
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Fig. 2. -The panel lay -out is
very simple -and neat.'

or the slot through which the
lever of the wavelength switch
works. This may easily, be done,
however,. if the back of, the panel
be marked out with exact dimen-
sions of the slot required. , A num-
ber of -Pc in. holes are then drilled
and run together with a small
file ; the sides .of the slot are then
filed flat, and the switch may then
be mounted by means of two small
holes through which the fixing
screws pass.

The crystal detector is next
mounted with two short 4 B.A.
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cheese -head screws, soldering, ---lugs
being used for. the connections.
The small crystal cup which -is
used instead of the catwhisker
when a double crystal detector is
employed is mounted on the
panel by means of a 6B.A. screw,
so that it is always at hand when
required, and there is, therefore,
little risk of its being lost when not
in use.

The Baseboard
Next mount the panel on the

baseboard, and having ,done this,
the two coils and the fixed con-
denser may be affixed thereto.
The method of mounting the coils
is clearly shown in the photograph.
but in order further to make it
plain for the benefit of those who
have not had great experience in
the .construction of receivers, an
enlarged sketch giving the details
is shown in Fig. 3. The short-
wave coil, it will be noted, is fixed
to the. baseboard by means of a
short length of ebonite, which has
-two holes, drilled in it, one at each
end. Two screws pass through this
into the baseboard, and thus fix
the coil firmly to it. The long.
wave coil is placed on end, and a
piece of screwed 2B.A. rod is
fixed tightly into a hole .made in
the baseboard. A short strip of
ebonite, -with a 2B.A._ clearance
hole drilled in the centre, ,is then
dropped over the rod, and a washer
and lock -nut screwed down so as
to fix the coil firmly into the base-
board.

Wiring -Up
The wiring -up of this receiver

will be an easy matter, all the
connections being shown in the

These two photographs clearly show how the components ate arranged on the panel and baseboard,

532
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wiring diagram in Fig. 4. A hot,
.well -tinned soldering iron should
be used, and only a minimum of
flux, for if too much flux is em-
ployed it will splutter and possibly
spoil the insulation of the panel.
Should any difficulty be experienced
in tinning the ends of the flex leads
which are connected to the switch
and the spring clips they should
be cleaned with a little glasspaper
first, after which it will be found
that they will take the solder quite
easily.

Operation
There is probably no receiver

so simple to operate as the crystal
receiver, and the testing -out of this
set should present no difficulties.
The aerial and earth leads are con-
nected to their respective terminals
and the telephones are connected
to the receiver. The wavelength
switch is placed in the low or high
position according to which station
is most easily within range, and
the aerial and crystal taps may be
taken first to the centre of the

inductance. A suitable, crystal is
placed in one of the cups of the
revolving drum, a catwhisker
fixed in the chuck, and the crystal
detector adjusted in the usual
manner. The dial of the tuning
condenser is then slowly revolved
froin minimum to maimum, and
if the station is not heard the
crystal contact should be re-
adjusted and the procedure with
the condenser repeated. Once hav-
ing tuned the station in to its
loudest on the condenser the
crystal detector may now be ad-
justed again until the best signals
are heard.

Now try the effect of adjusting
,the aerial -crystal clip to another
of the taps, after which, of course,
it will be necessary to re -tune on

Fig. 3. This sketch shows how the tapped
coils are made.
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Fig. 4.-The wiring diagram -
Note the switch connections.

the condenser. Once having deter-
mined which of the taps gives the
loudest signals, the clip may be left
fixed to it.

Having adjusted the receiver on
the louder transmission,
we may next try and
receive the weaker one.
Change over the wave-
length switch, put the
clip which goes to the
tap of the other 'in-
ductance on the centre
tap, and if the crystal
detector has been set at
its Most sensitive adjust-
ment and the station is
within range, it should
now be heard by SloWly
turning the condenser
dial.

Interference
Should the listener

live within two or three
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miles of one of .the main broadcast
stations,.he may have difficulty in re-
ceiving the high power ,station at
Daventry,if .he is at all distant from
it, without the use of, a wavetrap to
cut out his local station. This
occurred in the writer's case, and an

"ordinary type of wavetrap was con-
nected, as shown in Fig. 5. The
procedure in adjusting this wave -
trap is as follows : Place the trap
tuning condenser at zero degrees,
and tune in the local station which
you are wishing to get rid of as
loudly as possible on the receiver.
Next turn the trap condenser till
a spot is found at which the local
station becomes inaudible. You
can now change over to the distant
station and receive it without inter-
ference, provided, of course, that
it is within your range.

Results Obtained
When tested upon a very sr, --11

aerial within three miles of 21,0,
this station was received uncom-
fortably loud in the headphones.
With this aerial, which was only
20 ft. long, 2L0 was received
loudest with the clip connected to
the 35 -turn tapping. Tested with
a wavemeter the tuning range wcs
approximately from 300-60o metres.

On switching over to the honk
wave coils, it was found that as prr-
viously stated, interference fror,
21,0 made its reception irnpossibl--_,
However, as soon as the wavetrap
had been connected in circuit,
London was completely eliminated,
and the high power transmission
received, certainly not very strongly
but at reasonable strength in the
headphones.

Fig.
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Valves and How to Treat Them
By AN IRRESPONSIBLE EXPERT

Are you bringing up your valves properly ? If not, train them in the way suggested
by the Expert-but don't blame US !
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WHAT everybody seems to
want to know is how
valves can be made to last

longer. There are several ways of
doing this, one of the most certain
being not to use them upon the
wireless set, but to employ them
tastefully as ornaments for the
decoration of the wireless den.
Another excellent scheme is to cut
down your filament voltage to only
half the rated amount. It has been
amply proved by various famous
writers, including myself, that if
you raise the voltage to ten per
cent. above the normal you cut
down the life of your valve to little
more than half what it ought to be.
It follows that if you cut down the
voltage to fifty per cent, below the
normal you will lengthen the life of
your valve twenty or thirty times:
The fact that you hear little in the
way of signals has to be faced, but
this is relatively unimportant.

Don't Coddle Them
On the whole, I think the

majority ,of valves are terribly
fragile things simply because they
are coddled from their youth up-
wards. If you insist upon little

give it a good yank

Willie's always wearing his thickest
vest when the weather is at all
cool the child will suffer incessantly
horn a leaky nose ; on the other
hand, if you allow him to please
himself, in which case he will pro-
bably never wear a vest at all, he
will rapidly become immune from
colds. It is just the same with
valves. If you pamper the things,
you spoil their power of resisting
the effects of any little troubles,
such as a fall downstairs or an
accidental meal from the high
tension instead of the low-ten-

sion battery, and similar mis-
adventures. To coddle a valve is
to soften its constitution, and
everyone knows that soft valves are
short-lived. The reason in a few
simple words is that where there
is softness there also will positive
ions be made when electrons go
barging about. Some genius whose
name is a household word, though
for the life of me I cannot remember
it at the moment, once stated that
in size a positive ion is to an elec-
tron as St. Paul's Cathedral is to
a pigeon. Just put yourself in the
place of a filament, and think what
it means to have several million
St. Paul's Cathedrals biffing into
you every second!

. Spartan Treatment
No, valves, if they are to last,

must be hardened from the very
beginning by Spartan treatment.
Let them see from the moment that
you first open the elegant boxes in
which they are housed that you
mean to stand no nonsense what-
ever. Wrench the valve out of its
box, put it not too gently upon the
table and allow it to roll about
whilst you connect up the rest of
the apparatus. When you are
ready, stick it into a holder and
let things rip with the rheostat.
The valve will probably howl as a
protest. Take not the least notice.
One must often be cruel to be kind.
By adopting the suggestion that I
have just made you can frequently
turn a dull emitter into a bright,
and every expert is agreed that
bright emitters are much the more
constant of the two. When you
remove the valve from its socket
do not grasp it by the metal part
as the pamperers recommend, seize
it by the glass only and give a
good yank. This will help you to
discover any weakness in the
attachment between the bulb and
the thingmejig at the very outset.
And then you can write to the
makers the letter which they are
so fond of receiving :
Dear Sirs,

I am returning one of your valves
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which I purchased yesterday. On
removing the valve from its box I
noticed that the cap was loose. I
have used your valves for the last
ten years and I am sure that you
will not like me to adopt another
make. Will you please replace the
defective valve by return of post ?

Yours faithfully,
S. Crounger,

You may give them to understand,
if you like, that yours is an outsize
in valve sets and that your annual
consumption of valves is something
considerable. Do not mention that
it is a single-valver and that you
took to wireless only a fortnight
ago. That would not be tactful.
Nor is it tactful to return defective
valves to the same firm more than
twice in the same week.

Replacements
When carrying valves home after

purchasing them it is most unwise
to place them in the coat-tail
pocket. Quite apart from the fact
that the softest valve feels hard,
for a fraction of a second at any
rate, when you sit on it, there are
few valves that are really up to

when you sit on it

weight. Talking of pockets, an
excellent way of replacing a burnt.
out valve free of charge is to place
it in a top waistcoat pocket and
then to go to see a friend who is
simply brimming over with rude
health and wants all the world to
know it. We all have friends of
this kind. You may be quite
certain, if you lead the conversation
carefully round to physical training
and fitness, looking rather flabby
yourself as you do so, that he will
presently punch you playfully in
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the ribs. If he gets you on the
wrong side the first time, you must
go on keeping the conversation on
the same points until presently he
lets out with the other hand and
does the bulb in. The smile dies
from his face as he hears the tinkle
of glass. He does not know quite
what the damage is, but he realises
by that and by the pained look
that you have assumed that he is
for it. With a rueful glance, you
pull from your pocket-it is best
to keep your gloves on in anticipa-
tion of this moment-the mangled
remains and gaze upon them sorrow.
fully. " My dear chap," says the
Kruschen friend, " I am so sorry.
I had no idea. . . . Quite un-
intentional, I assure you. . . . I
hope that it was not a valuable
valve ? " I refuse to give any
hints as regards the line that you
should now take. I will only say
that I generally come away either
with his best dull emitter or his
promise that he.will order me a new
valve, at his expense of course, and
send it round on the next day.
This is the best way of repairing a
burnt -out filament that I know.
One must, of course, be careful not
to make use of the same friend on
more than one occasion, and it is
just as well to find out, as you can
by leading the conversation round
to regrettable minor accidents, that
nobody else has been before you.

Foiled t
My friend . Goobsy, for example,

had a very trying experience the
other night when he was seeking to
effect a valve repair in this way.
Running over in his mind the list
of suitable friends and acquaint -

..lets out with the other hand..

ances, he selected Slobbsinith, who
lives on patent foods with curious
names and takes on every health
and strength course that comes
out. After dinner, Goobsy strolled
round to see Slobbsmith, having
carefully placed the damaged valve
in his upper left-hand waistcoat
pocket. Slobbsmith was quite glad
to see him because he had just
taken up wireless and wanted some
advice. Goobsy gave some excellent
advice and tried for all he was
worth to turn the talk into channel*
suited to his purpose. " How do
you keep so wonderfully tit ? " he
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asked. " Oh, just by doing things,"
replied Slobbsmith. " But, tell
me, what is the best value for the
gridleak ? " A little later in the
evening, Goobsy was giving
Slobbsinith a lesson in tuning.
" Turn that knob very gently with
the right hand," he instructed,
placing his own hand upon
Slobbsmith's bulging biceps. " My
word, what muscles you have ! I
wish I could be as fit as you are.
Do tell me." " My dear chap,"
cried Slobbsmith, turning round' so
as to face Goobsy, ".it is as simple
as A B C. You are not :healthy
because your chest is fiat." Goobsy
became hopeful. Slobbsmith
doubled his fist. Goobsy became
still more hopeful. The strong
man's hand shot out, but it struck
no blow. Instead, the fingers
fumbled for a second in the top
left-hand pocket of Goobsy's waist-
coat and withdrew the valve.
Sighing a little, Slobbsmith held it
up to the light, examined it
carefully and then replaced it in
the pocket. " I thought so," he
said, wearily. " Gobblesfield came
round at tea time and talked
about physical fitness and pushed
his mangy chest at me until I hit
it. Then he produced a broken
valve and I had to stump up a
Fisher and a half-crown. Just
before dinner Pottle blew in and
led me on in the same way. Instead
of hitting him on the chest, I ran
my hand over its contours and felt
the valve that was waiting for me.
And now there is you." Goobsy
talked quite a lot about coincidences
and the extraordinarily low
standard of morality some people
possessed and mentioned that it had
been a habit in his family ever since
the time of his great -great-grand-
father to wear a dud valve in the
top left-hand waistcoat pocket in
order to ward off rheumatism.
But this availed nothing at all, and
when Slobbsmith had given a
demonstration of his physical fitness
by kicking him down the five
front -door steps into the street, he
realised that he must be very
much more careful in future.

An Alternative Method
Another way of having your

valves repaired when they have
suffered is to send them to the
repairers. These people are so
skilled nowadays that they can
repair a valve if there is anything
left of it at all. Putting in a new
filament is a very simple job to
the up-to-date repairer. Ile will
also re -bulb your valve should you
have broken the glass, whilst it is
not an expensive business to have
it re -capped. My friend Tippleston

who is of a distinctly economical
turn of mind, preserves any frag-
tnents that may remain of a valve
that has suffered from the roughest.
treatment. The other day he sent
the repairers a little parcel con-
taining a plate, a grid and assorted
supports. In a covering letter he
said :-
Dear Sirs,

. I enclose a damaged valve, I
should be much obliged if you would
kindly fit a new filament, a new
Pinch, a new bulb, a new cap and -
new pins. Please let the have it
back by return of post if possible.

Yours faithfully,
T. Tippleston.

X.P.

kicking him down

In due course, though not by
return of post, the repaired valve
came 134ck, and has given excellent
service ever since. Yesterday I
went one better than Tippleston,
writing to an eminent firm :-
Dear Sirs,

Yesterday I had the misfortune to
have my best valve run over by an
express train. b felt from ;ny
pocket on to the railway line whilst
I was wailing for my connection at
a junction. If you would be kind
enough to supply plate, grid and
filament, to fit them into a pinch, to
re -bulb, re -cap and re -pin, I should
be very much obliged.

Yours faithfully,
So far the repaired valve has not

turned up-it could hardly be
expected to arrive in so brief a
space unless it came by telephone,
telegraph or wireless-but I live
in hopes. If, as I trust, I have
discovered a firm of repairers who
can rehabilitate at trifling cost a
valve that was completely annihil-
ated, I shall have solved. one of the
valve -user's greatest problems, and
you may rely upon me to let you
know.

A Testimonial
I have told the firm in question

that they can count on me for an un-
solicited testimonial should they be
successful, and I think that they will
deserve it. What we require now is
other firms who will undertake the
repairs of condensers, coils, trans-
formers, rheostats and so on, return
ing the article as good as new, pro-
vided that you send them at least
the knob or the terminals.
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In radio communication, the letters "QSB- followe4
by an interrogation mark mean "Is my tone bad?:,
If such is the case the station in reply sends"QSB,

Your tone is bad" (no interrogation mark)

in any circuit
ti)COMPONENTS

give better results
Ask your dealer for

(.0
H. F. Transformers
Tuned Supersonic

Units
Autodyne Units
Filament Rheostats
Potentiometers
Fixed Condensers
Grid Leaks
Coil Holders

"Is my tone bad ? "
pOOR tonal quality in radio reception is

invariably directly traceable to a faulty low
frequency transformer. Probably an in-

strument of inferior make purchased with a
view to economy.
False economy truly, since tonal beauty
necessarily depends upon the superiority of
the audio transformer.
1(10 L.F. Transformers have always been
synonymous with better reproduction and
tonal quality.
The set that amplifies the' ft, way is a set that will
reproduce each note and Mb- Intonation of the broad-
casting artist purely and with exactitude.
Your friends in criticising your set, if it incorporala lED
components, will never say "QSB."

L.F. TRANSFORMER
A high-grade and efficient Transformer
of pleasing design for all intervalve
purposes, possessing the best possible
electrical characteristics. Provision is
made in this model by the clips at
the top to take an MTh flat type
condenser of suitable value. A
point to observe in the design is that
the fixing down lugs can easily be got
at, Each one is tested to 1,000 volts.

PRICE (o8o) 217-

WEXHAM ROAD , SLOUGH L Pt°
acr 0 f Fice

SUCKS. Li1_ _hi-
Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

liVepfiOne: SLOUCH 441 a 442 WE XHA M ROAD: SLOUCH: BUCKS: Telepfione:CENTRAL 8272
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRf SS: RADIETHER, SLOUCH. CABLE ADDRESS: RADIETHER , SLOUC.r

tondo° Office ef,notesale SEowroorm:

HASTINGS HOUSE.
NORFOLK ST. STRAND.W.C.2

-MItaR51111611KLIEW,

136 In relying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRnESS CONSTRUCTOR,
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Wireless
Warvl.erer

tommoitimii

Cdpifttl:Plugye, B Scytkie 5. TRAfetS

(continued)

In the November issue of THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR Captain Plugge gave an account
of his arrival in France with a 7 -valve "Super -Het." on his car, and his entry into

Spain. Below he -describes his further exp:rien:e.s in the latter country

CNN leaving San Sebastian I de-
cided to proceed to Bilbao, an
important port of the north

coast of Spain on the Bay of Biscay.
Unfortunately it rained during the
morning of -my departure from San
Sebastian, the only rain that I
encountered whilst I was in this
country, and my departure was
only made after lunch. It was
found impossible to reach Bilbao
until considerably after dark, and
we consequently halted for the
night, and stayed at a typical
Spanish . village called Durango.
The road between San Sebastian
and Durango is very picturesque.
It follows the coast line nearly the
whole time, running up, and down,
round sharp corners, and in many
cases passing through tunnels hewn
in the rock.

A Spanish Village
Arriving at night in a Spanish

village by car with a wireless equip-
ment attached proved to be some-
what of an ordeal. This small
village pcsspssed only two hotels,
and the moment the car stopped
such 'a huge crowd of onlookers sur-
rounded it that it made it very
difficult to, move about either for
getting in and out of the car or
making any arrangements for the
unloading of the luggage. It is
certainly handy to have the luggage
on the car when negotiating prices,
as if one is not satisfied it is an easy
matter to drive further on, and try
the next competitor. This is what
we did, to the great disgust of the
proprietor of the first hotel, and we
secured better terms at the second,
which proved to be a very satisfac-
tory place with reference to cleatli-

ness, the main thing to consider in
Spanish village inns. I fortunately
was able to secure the help of the
one and only policeman of the
village, who, with the aid of a
stick managed with some partial
success to beat off the crowds, com-
posed chiefly of idle youths and in-
quisitive little boys. It gave one
the real sensation of being in the
wilds, and we were all slightly ner-
vous that some of the luggage would
be taken away. This feeling was
unnecessary, however, I am happy
to say, and, in fact, no luggage was
mislaid or lost during the whole of
the trip.

The wireless set was merely
strapped to its platform by means
of two wide and very solid leather
straps.. The frame aerial could
similarly be slid out of its platform,
and I always made a point of taking
these valuable parts into my room,
instead of leaving them in the
garage where I was obliged to leave
the car. This also enabled me to
have the set next to my bed, and
to be able to listen to some of the
interesting transmissions from Lon-
don and other stations before going
to sleep.

Daventry in Durango
In Durango, wireless had not

yet been introduced to any great
extent, and my wireless set caused
a tremendous amount of interest
among the crowds who watched the
unloading of the car, and also
among the staff of the hotel.. .The
result was that I was kept up quite
late that evening in my bedroom,
which contained no less than four
chambermaids, the hotel proprietor,
his wife and their two daughters,

who, all in turn and simultaneously
-I only had five headphones-
listened to the Daventry station
sending out the Savoy bands from
London. The amazement on their
faces was worth gold to watch.
From here I tuned in several other
stations, the Bilbao one being
naturally the best. Union Radio
Madrid also came in very well
indeed, and seemed to interest my
crowd of visitors more than the
British station. Strangely enough
this transmission appeared to be
more extraordinary to them, prob-
ably because they understood better
what was being said.

A very good principle when
travelling abroad on unknown roads
is to go to bed at dusk and get up
at dawn, thus makin,,, full use of the
beautiful sunshine and of the hours
of daylight.

In Bilbao
Our resolution to leave at dawn

resulted in' our leaving at 9.3o a.m.,
and we arrived in Bilbao at about
eleven. Our first halt was in front
of a Bank, which, as on all such
trips, is a place very often required.
Here we were greeted by a huge
crowd, and also by several police-
men who were- necessary to keep
it off. Bilbao is an interesting town
and a very active one, as a great
deal of trade is done with South
America from this port. On a tour
through the town I caught sight
of a wireless dealer, the name
affixed to the shop being " Casa
Radio." On seeing me pass from
the other side of the Plaza

liptica., the pretty square on which
the store was situated, several of
the staff came to the door and
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signalled to me to stop. They were.
all very interested in examining
my installation, and they were
furthermore enthusiastic when I
gave them my card. They all said
that they had heard of my name
from my articles in " Radio Press "
publications. It might be inter-
esting to note here how much the

Radio Press " periodicals es-
pecially Wireless Weekly, Modern
Wireless and THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR are read in Spain.
In all the large towns I visited I
always noticed them on sale at the
bookstalls and Spanish amateurs
who go in for constructing sets
generally refer to the circuits de-
scribed in these magazines. There
is no doubt that " Radio Press "
publications, although printed in
English, appear to have fostered
interest in Radio and in many
instances to have opened the market
for British goods. The confidence
which does not appear to exist in
any other printed matter, even in
Spanish, seems to exist in " Radio
Press " publications, and if any
circuit happens to be mentioned
with reference to the purchase of
any component parts, the Spanish
dealer inevitably pulls up from
under the counter some back
number of Modern Wireless and
discusses the circuit by means of
the diagrams, which all Spanish
constructors seem to understand
as well as we do ourselves.

The Bilbao Station, EAJ9
The Bilbao broadcasting station

is erected on the roof of a large
hotel called the Carlton. This hotel
is not yet in commission. It is a
large and modern building which
is at present unfurnished and
undecorated, only the actual ma-
sonry part of the building being
completed. When ready it will no
doubt be a very spacious and
luxurious hotel, occupying an entire
block of its own on the Plaza
Eliptica. I went up on to the roof
to examine the aerial system, which
consisted of a main aerial formed
of a twin reach with spreaders and
a counterpoise consisting of eight
or ten heavy wires forming the earth
system. The transmitting equip-
ment was installed in two large
rooms just underneath the roof.
The gear is of French manufacture,
consisting of a 50o -watt L.L. panel.
The station is run by Mr. Pina, a
well-known solicitor of the town.
Transmissions take place from this
station every evening, and the
wavelength used is 4rg metres.

Enormous Crowds
My car had evidently caused

some sensation in Bilbao, as when

I returned to it Mr. Cametie, the
agent of the Paige Motor Company,
was waiting to speak to me. He
had been told of the presence in
Bilbao of a Paige car equipped with
a wireless receiving set, and he very
kindly offered to make any adjust-
ments my car may have needed.
He also asked my permission to
take some photographs in order to
publish them in the local Bilbao
press. Although I was in a great
hurry to proceed further South I
consented, and after having had
some lunch several photographs
were taken in Gran Via Lopez de
Haro, the principal street of Bilbao.
The help of the police was indeed
necessary in order to take the
photographs, as the crowd which
surrounded the car was enormous,
and threatened to stop the tramway
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dusk began to set in before we had
reached the summit of the ro mile
climb before us. We had to switch
on the light, and during the last two
miles of the climb we entered into
a thick cloud. As on one side of the
road there was a very steep preci-
pice, some 2,000 ft. deep, and as
after a certain time I began to
realise that I could hardly see three
yards ahead, I decided to stop and
spend the night in the open before
proceeding any further. We man-
aged with the aid of our electric
torches, which formed a very useful
part of our equipment, to discover
a small cart track going up into a
field on the near side of the road,
where, with a certain amount of
difficulty, owing to the weight and
very large wheel base of the car,
we parked it away from the main

Captain Plugge's car and its equipment. Notice the frame
aerial at the side of the bonnet.

traffic, which is fairly important at
this spot. We took leave of Mr.
Cametie and proceeded down South.
The next important town on our
itinerary was Burgos. Burgos is
very famous for its Cathedral, which
is reputed to be the most beautiful
one in Spain. Some people consider
it also to be the Cathedral of the
purest Gothic style in Europe.

Climbing in the Clouds
There is a tremendous climb from

Bilbao to Burgos, and indeed this
climb exists anywhere in Spain
when you go from the coastline
to the interior of the country.
Spain itself forms a huge plateau.
rising suddenly from the sea.
Owing to the various things we had
to attend to in Bilbao we left rather
late, and the consequence was that

road, and there in the chill of the
cloud and right on the height of
the mountain we prepared our
evening meal.

A. Night in the Mountains
We had carried a Primus Stove

with is, and although in the word
" primus " there is no doubt an
indication of the word " first,"
the last event of that evening
occurred when the Primus Stove
caught fire by aid of our last
match. However, it did light, and
we had an excellent cup of tea,
which was very much welcomed
on all sides. before we had finished,
the cloud had drifted on. The
August moon rose and threw into
striking relief the rugged edges of
these rocks of Old Castille, which
with the intense silence created a
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!t is worth while fitting Lissen
Fixed Condensers too-made with
scrupulous care accurate to within
5%-they never leak-they never
vary-they deliver ail their stored
up energy.

'0001 to '0009 - - 2/-
.001 to '002 - - - 2/6
'004 to '006 - - 3/ -
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Keeping the Grid
at the right potential-

,

LISSEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK (patent pending) Lis:en one -hole fixi ig of cou -se, 2.6

V OU are often recommended to
A try your grid leak on L.T.

negative as well as on L.T. positive.
There is a difference in potential
between these two points of about 6 volts
(the E.M.F. of the accumulator). It is
well therefore to be able to compensate for
the effect on the grid which this difference
in potential makes.
Every valve has different characteristics-every
circuit its peculiarities. The fixed type of grid
leak is largely used, but with a variable grid
leak you have just that extra facility for

obtaining correct grid leak resistance which is
often worth a good deal at a particular moment.
A variable grid leak should not of course be
expected in every circuit to modify signals
always, but with a Lissen Variable Grid Leak
fitted you know you can always get any
variation in leak resistance which you may
think you( ought to try. In some circuits, on
the other hand, a Variable Grid Leak is essential.

ASK FOR THE LISSEN VARIABLE GRID
LEAK IN THE NICKEL FINISH - WE
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEE IT.
LISSEN VARI ABLE GRID LEAK (pat. pending)

Lissen one -hole fixing of course

Constancy in a Fixed Grid Leak-
LISSEN
Rtccceikv4

IF you use a Fixed Grid Leak it must never change its
resistance value. Much of the noise which develops in some

receivers after months of use is directly due to the resistance of the
Fixed Grid Leak altering. Once this happens the Grid Leak is useless,
Make sure your FIXED GRID LEAKS zre LISSEN LEAKS-they will

not chang'.. All resistance values one price li8 each.
Ask your dealer for a leaflet on LISSEN L.F.
Chokes or send direct. If the TEXT BOOK
OF LISSEN PARTS is also needed, please
enclose 3d. for postage.

2/6

LISSEN LIMITED
LISSENIUM WORKS

26 - 30, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY
'Phone: Richmond 2285 (4 lines). 'Grams! ''I,ISSF.NIUM, Phone, London:.

BUILD WITH THE BETTER PARTS
1n replying to advertisers, lease mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 139
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HE receivers of Matched Tone
Headphones have no interests
apart. Their whole existence

is wrapped up in one another.
Gently led into these paths of con-
certed effort by our Matched Tone
apparatus they each give of their
best to exactly the same degree.
That is the secret of Matched Tone
-team work. Obviously, this
achieves a desired end. It removes
any possibility of one receiver
being half a tone lower than
the other and the distinct risk that
tone; sensitivity or volume may not
synchronise in both receivers.
Brandes receivers definitely capture
these three essentials in perfect
unison. Does not this mean re-
doubled excellence ?

Asit your Dealer for Matched Tone

Brandes Limited, 296 Regent Street, LONDON, W.1
WORKS - Slough, Bucks

Brandes
6xperts in radio acoustics since 1908

Audio Transformer

Ratio I I to 5.
17/6

14 In replyang to advertisers, please mention THE WIMUSS CONSTRUCTOR.
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scene of utmost grandeur and im-
pressive beauty. One had the real
impression of being lost mile's away
from everywhefe. 'It is under
these conditions that the won-
ders of broadcasting come more
forcibly to one's mind. The mere
turn of a switch with no further
adjustments whatever, and there
we were hearing the familiar voice
of Rex Palmer telling us the latest
London news. It was all so extra-
ordinary, and yet it somehow
seemed so natural. We all take so
much for granted, and to many
of us now life would appear im-
possible without this wonderful
link which allows us to go anywhere
and yet remain in touch with home.

Wonderful Scenery
In the morning when we awoke

we found how really beautiful the

The party leaving

scenery was, and we were then able
to realise what a great mistake it
was to motor in the dark, and miss
all the wonderful sights which were
being passed. The cloud that we
had gone through was , clearly
visible some 40o feet below, and
for a long time I took it for a lake,
owing to its beautiful mirage. As
the sun rose, however, the mistake
became evident, the cloud lifted,
and spellbound I - watched it lift.
It gave the impression of what a
geyser must be in New Zealand,
the mirage gradually disappeared,
and the lake seemed to rise in enor-
mous waves. After getting break-
fast, with the aid of a camp fire this
time, we again proceeded on our
journey; arriving at Burgos late
in the afternoOn.;

Brit4ins at Burgos
I saw no aerials at Burgos, and

little or no interest seemed to be

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

taken in wireless locally. This,
however, did not appear to diminish
in any way the interest taken by
the inhabitants in our car and.its
equipment, as we were again sur-
rounded by a crowd when we
stopped to ask our way or for any
other reason. There is at present a
large British colony in Burgos, as a
British firm has secured the con-
tract to build the Burgos -Santander
railway. The work will last seven
years, and the British staff are -very
cosily installed in a kind of garden
suburb on the south side of the
town: They have erected a very
nice tennis club house, with two
gravel courts,' and have quite
settled down with their wives and
relatives, and are resigned to the
fact that they will have to remain
there for seven years. We visited
the wife of the chief engineer in

San Sebastian, en route to Bilbao.

charge of the construction. She
gave us tea, and it was the most
delightful drink we had tasted since
we left England.

The Civil Guard
A careful watch is no doubt

kept on travellers entering or
leaving Burgos, as some five
miles outside the city we were
stopped by the usual pair of the
" Guarda Civil." They looked
especially comic on this occasion,
with their hats covered with grey -
green dust flaps. After careful
examination of our papers, which
in this case lasted considerably
longer than usual, they both over-
looked the fact that the only paper I
had Spanish was not valid.
Before allowing us to proceed, they
asked if we would take their photo-
graphs and send them copies. This
we did, and one of them even posed

in the middle of the road in order
to make sure that anyone who
subsequentlY looked at the print
would not have any other object to
distract his attention.

Warm Weather
The two men allowed us finally

to proceed, but not before we had
all shaken hands with both of them.
We were very anxious to leave
Burgos in order to reach Madrid as
soon as possible, as it was late, and
dusk was beginning to set in. We
consequently decided to postpone
our visit to the Cathedral till our
return journey if we happened to
pass by Burgos again. We set out,
therefore, for Madrid, some 200
miles further south. We did not go
far,, however, as darkness com-
pletely set in, there is very little
dusk in Spain, and the time between
day and night is hardly perceptible.
According to our decision to motor
as little as possible by night, we
decided to camp out again. At dawn
we had a long stretch before us, and
we decided to stop as little as pos-
sible in order to reach Madrid that
same day. The heat soon became
so considerable that we felt more
and more uneasy, and the fast
motion of the car through the warm
air did not tend to cool us in any
way. We had been travelling due
south for over a week now, and
that meant the sun shining in our
faces and in our eyes nearly, con-
tinuously. Fortunately we met a
somewhat wide river which for
some time followed a ravine below
the road. The sight of the water
gave us great delight, and although
we were rushed for time we decided
to devOte a half hour of our -schedule
to a bathe. The water was beautiful
and clear and above all,, cool and
wet.

Arrival in Madrid
Our arrival in Madrid had been

announced by radio on the previous
day by both the Union Radio
Broadcasting Station on 430 metres
and Radio Iberica on 392 metres.
The result of these announcements
was that the roads were lined to
greet our arrival.

The heat in Madrid was not so
excessive as we had anticipated,
and, in fact, compared to that 'of
the parts of country we had passed
it might have been termed as mild.

A great amount of interest seems
to exist in Madrid with reference to
wireless, and during the three days
our stay lasted in the capital the
car and its equipment caused great
enthusiasm amongst the enormous

' crowds which surrounded it when-
ever possible. We were never
allowed to park or even stop for any
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length of time, as the police in
Madrid are .very quick at ordering
cars to move. There is a law,
however, that if a car is left outside
a restaurant it can stay there for
any length of time, so long as its
owners are having a meal. This
Madrid bye-law provided us with a
great amount of amusement, as our
meals were as a rule taken in one of
the restaurants in the Via Grande,
and leaving the car in full view of
our table we could have our meal
in peace and yet watch the
crowds which gathered round and
examined our equipment. The
crowd was continually renewed by
people coming and going as time
went on.

A Super -Het.
As I said, everything is done

in Madrid to increase the interest

Union -Radio and Radio-Iberica,
the two leading broadcasting
stations in the town, and I hope
to, be able to say more about
these stations on some future
occasion.

Ancient Toledo
From Madrid I proceeded further

south to Toledo. Toledo, as no
doubt my readers know, is re-
puted to be the oldest city in
Europe. It was one of the first
towns that the Moors built on
this Continent, and certain vestiges
of this ancient civilisation are
still to be seen.

The Cathedral is one of the chief
attractions of the city, and al-
though the Cathedral at Burgos is
reputed to be the most beautiful
in Spain, the Toledo Cathedral is
held by some to hold this title.

The arrival in Madrid, where crowds lined the streets to
welcome the car.

taken in wireless. I even saw, one
evening, in one of the leading cafes,
a man walk in with a supergonic
heterodyne :receiver under his arm ;
a soprano was singing at the time,
and the effect was strange. He
placed the instrument in front of
each customer in turn, allowing each
one to examine and listen. The
local station was being received,
and during the whole time the set,
which was self-contained with frame
aerial, battery and loud -speaker,
was continually working.

The new Madrid station" of
Union -Radio also possesses a van
equipped with four loud -speakers,
which goes out nearly every
night when this station is on
the air, giving out their concert
to the inhabitants of the suburbs
and the outlying districts of
Madrid. Whilst in Madrid I had
the opportunity of visiting both

In aiy case, it is admittedly the
richest Cathelral in the world, with
the exception of St. Peter's in
Rome. Its treasures which have
accumulated during the past
thousand years make its fame.
They are enclosed in a special vault
which is only opened at 3 o'clock
in the afternoon, and for nobody
except Royalty is it permissible
for this vault to be opened at any
other time of the day.

80,000 Pearls!
There are four different locks

to the iron gates, each separate key
of which is in the possession of a
different priest. All four priests
meet at 3 o'clock every afternoon,
and the public are allowed for one
hour to inspect these wonderful
treasures, among which might be
cited a Madonna covered with over
8o,000 pearls.
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The "Midget" Set
in South Africa

SIR,-Just a few lines to tell you
of my results with the one -valve
" Midget " receiver, as described
in the May issue of THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR. Being unable to
obtain a Licqpnstat Minor, I had
to use the usual type of rheostat
(wire wound), which meant en-
larging the panel.

Using an Ediswan " R " type
valve and with an aerial from
15 to zo ft. high I am able to get
Johannesburg, Durban and Cape
Town Broadcasting Stations clearly
and loud. Each of these stations
is from goo to 60o miles away, and
as this is my first set, I think it
speaks well for the design and the
clearness of the instructions for
making the receiver.

Wishing THE WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTOR every success,

I remain,
Yours truly,

C. MORRIS.

Port Elizabeth, S. Africa.

An Appreciation

SIR,-I am very pleased with
THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, and
wish to state that I agree with the
diagrams giving the squared joints
and straight cross lines, in place
of the usual semi -circles, the new
way being much easier to follow.

Yours faithfully,
F. H. CHRISTIAN.

Hove.

Important Notice
6'P3C X9'9

Owing to the numerous
applications from our readers
for back numbers of our
publications, we have decided
to make no extra charge on
any of our periodicals for

issues published within six
months. The charges for
back issues prior to six
months will be as in the past
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Opinions
f th ss

Sold by all
GECOPHONE
Sert'ice Depots,
Wireless
Dealers and
Stores.

'Throughout the
country the

Press has been
unanimous in
praise of the new
GECOPHONE
Condenser. A few
illuminating ex-
tracts from Press
reports are printed
here.

GEC0PI-KE
LOW LOSS -SLOW MOTION
VARIABLE CONDENSER

DUNDEE COURIER. Sept. llth.
"A revelation to the exacting
amateur who has been searching
for a precision instrument which is
capable of the finest tuning with
an ease that is remarkable.

ELECTRICAL TIMES. Sept. loth.
' With new stations opcnini a'm ist daily
and with wave.lengths within a very few
metr s cf each other, there is greater and
yet greater need for close tuning. That
th's close control ;s attainable with this new
GECOPH ONE conder.ser we are able to
speak at first ha A.-

/ 7 -

76EC0PHO1510
LOW LOSS -SLOW MOTION
VARIABLE CONDENSER

POPULAR WIRELESS. Sept. 261h.
. represents an achievement

well worthy of its famous manu-
facturers. We found it to be
robustly constructed and capable
of standing up to hard work with-
out developing mechanical faults.
. . . The movement is excellent
and is absolutely positive, no
backlash being present.'

TALKING MkCHINE NEWS. Sept.

"We are extremely gratified at the resu'ts
obta.nd. On short wave le igths resu is
are really woad . . . Thi new Low -
Less SlowNlo ion Var abl. Condenser is
a Ge..ophonIc triumph:.

GEOTHONE
LOW LOSS -SLOW MOTION
VARIABLE CONDENSER
Mr. Mark Potter in
LEEDS MERCURY, Sept. 151h.
"What I like about it is that itis
a good engineering job; it seems
to be made with the accuracy of
a chronometer . . . An excellent
feature is the micrometer adjust-
ment, which does away with the
need to use the ine fficient so-called
vernier plate.

The operation was perfectly
silent, and there was no hardness
or harshness, the 'feel being
truly velvety, as there are no cut
gears and no spring is used."

ji GECoPHONE1
LOW LOSS -SLOW MOTION
VARIABLE CONDENSER
ELECTRICITY. Sept. 25111.

"The construction and finish of
this instrument conforms to the
high standard which characterises
the whole range of GECOPHONE
productions . . . We heartily re-
commend this condenser to our
readers."

NOTTINGHAM JOURNAL,
Sept. 12th.

"In design, mechanical consruction,
e'ectrical efficiency, an] appearance, it is
typical of the high nudity products of the
G.E.C. The G.E.C. engineers set out to
design an ideal condenser. They are
to be congratulated upo i the result.''

Affi
/ LOW LOSS -SLOW MOTION

VARIABLE CONDENSER

PRICES
'0002 mfd. .. 221
'00025 mfd. 23/-
'0003 mfd. 241-
'0005 mfd. 2716
'001 rnfd. .. 32/6

1.

GEOWHONE

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C. 2.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIREI,USS CONSTRUCTOR. 143
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The Wuncell Dull Emitter
Voltage 11 volts. Consumption .3 amp.

We for Detector and L.F. 14/.
Wz for H.F. amplification. Hi -

The Cossor Loud Speaker
Valve W3

Voltage 51 volts. Consumption '5 amp.
Price 18/6

Doirue one thin  andl doing it well
ABASIC essential of fine craftsman-
ship is the whole -hearted concen-

tration upon one special task. Those
fine old craftsmen of the Middle
Ages devoted their whole lives to the
betterment of their craft. They
possessed the right spirit.
The same understanding can be observed
among the ivory carvers of Japan, the
metal workers of India, and the watch-
makers of Switzerland. They all carry on
the traditions of their fathers for generation
after generation. Truly they realise that
doing one thing and doing it well inevitably
spells success. Among wireless enthusiasts
throughout the country the name Cossor
has also been associated with the basic idea
of doing one job and doii_g it well.

Cossor Valves are the only contribution to
the wireless industry by A. C. Cossor,
Ltd. And here again specialisation has
brought success. For many years
Cossor has been making valves-always
experimenting, always aiming to effect

improvements. Each year has seen the
standard of performance slowly-but
surely-raised. Each year finds Cossor
more determined to remain true to its
self-imposed task.

Three years ago the research work on the
Cossor hood -shaped Anode and Grid and
the arched filament was completed. Its
inventors were fully convinced that for
increased sensitiveness, durability and
tonal purity these principles possessed
immense possibilities. And they resolved
to concentrate upon their development.

What has happened has been wireless
history. From a new valve with a sale of
a few hundreds a week, the wireless
industry has watched Cossor sales leap
upward until today it enjoys the distinction

of being by far the most popular British
Valve.

Once again it has been proved that the
public is always ready to recognise an
honestly made article-and, once having
recognised it, loyally continues its support.

aAA11&131Wtal,AAf.-tAAAAArt2i1
Issued by A, C. COSSOR LTD, Higbbury, London, N4 el 1 .;i.47

Its replying to atioullsers. Please mention Ta WIRRI,USS CONSTRUCTOR,144
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IT is often necessary to connect

two or more pairs of phones
in series, but if this is done by

means of ordinary two -screw brass
links there is always the possi-
bility of at least one pair being cut
out of circuit by the links acci-
dently touching. The little device
described below will take up to
three pairs of phones, and can be
stood on a table or carried to any
part of the room.

The materials required are quite
inexpensive, and are as follows :-

One circular ebonite disc, 4 in.
diameter, about 376 in. thick.

About 2/ in. of ebonite tubing.
A wooden baseboard, about 4.1 in.

square by / in. thick.
Eight 4B.A. terminals (prefer-

ably six telephone type and two
ordinary W.O. pattern).

Four I in. brass screws, and
some connecting wire.

First drill eight 4B.A. clearance
holes in the positions shown to take
the four pairs of terminals and four
further holes, which should be
countersunk, to take the brass
wood -screws. Fix the terminals in

position and wire
up as shown.
The ebonite tube
should be cut
into four equal
lengths, each, say,

in. long, the
screws .slipped
through the holes
in the disc and
through the pieces
of tube and
then screwed into
the wooden base..
The leads from
the set are con-
nected to the pair
of ordinary ter-
minals, and the
phones in the un-
connected "gaps"
in the wiring. Any
pair of phone
terminals not
being used must
be shorted by
means of a
length of copper
wire.

P. H. W.
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The board is made as above, the wiring being
shown by the thick dotted lines.

go000.-.-,0.0.00.0.000,..0.00.00.0.000coo<>0.00.0More Letters from our Readers
C>O<>:.<><>

SIR,-I would like, if I may, to
wish THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
many birthday anniversaries and
continued success. I started taking
the paper a year ago and have
obtained much pleasure from the
monthly numbers and also most
of my education in matters wireless.

After living abroad for nearly 20
years and in what was then
practically a " non -wireless "
country, I returned to England
last year knowing very little more
about wireless than its name. My
small son had a very elementary
crystal set given to him, and I fell
a victim to wireless as a hobby.
The first serious constructional
work that I did was to make the
Seven Circuit Crystal Set, by P. W.
Harris, M.I.R.E., described in your
December number of last year. This
I did in an experimental way,
using a whisky -box as a cabinet,
but results were very good.

From that, having much time on
my hands last winter, I proceeded
to experiment on quite ignorant
and amateur lines and eventually
evolved my present set, which,

B

00<>000><>
although somewhat different from
the Seven Circuit set, is still its
descendant by evolution.

This winter I am hoping to
construct an amplifier to work off
the above crystal set, and I am
hoping that in one of your early
numbers you will publish construc-
tional details of a simple dull -
emitter one -valve amplifier, and
will include in the article some
information as to the batteries to
be used and how to work with
them.

There must be many like myself
who at present are nothing but
crystal -set users, but who are
thinking of going on a step. To
me, at least, it is puzzling, after
studying constructional details, to
find such instructions as, " connect
to batteries in the usual way."

Pray excuse me for being so
lengthy, and accept again my best
wishes for Tug WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR.

Yours faithfully,
H. E. ATKINSON.

Richmond, Surrey.

145

SIR,-It is with great pleasure
that I am writing to inform you
of my success with the " Powerful
Three -valve Set," described by
Mr. Percy W. Harris, in the April
number of Tan WrRut.nss CoN-
STRUCTOR, Vol. I., No. 6.

I have now built two sets to this
design, and the results are really
extraordinary. London and Daven-
try come in at delightful volume
and purity on the loud -speaker,
the former being received at full
loud -speaker strength, with merely
I2 ft. of insulated wire slung across
a ground -floor room as an aerial.

This is undoubtedly the set for
those who wish to listen to the local
station or 5XX at good strength
and purity on the loud -speaker. It
can also easily tune in Birmingham,
if 21,0 is not transmitting.

Will you please allow me to wish
you and your wonderful papers
every success.

Yours faithfully,
W. F. MARTIN.

Wimbledon, S.W. 9.
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A Neat Container for Your Drills

EVERYONE
knows what a

nuisance drills, particularly
small ones, can be at times.

If all sizes are kept together in a
box on the workbench, one often
has to rummage amongst them for
quite a long time before the desired
size can be found. With small
drills kept in this way a still further
waste of time occurs owing to the
fact that the sizes are seldom
marked upon their shanks owing
to the small space available for
figures. One has, therefore, often
to make use of the gauge plate in
order to discover the correct drill.
Further, drills kept in this way
do not last as long as they should,
since their points are apt to become
blunted by contact with one another
when the box is shaken, as it is to
some extent whenever it is moved.

-Here is a handy little container
for drills which can be made by
any amateur in his own workshop
in the course of a spare hour or
two. It costs nothing, and it saves
endless time and trouble, besides
keeping the drills out of harm's
way.

Fig. i.-The finished container.

Fig. I shows the finished con-
tainer, whilst in Fig. 2 is a section.
The two together will serve to
explain how the container acts.
The drills are housed in pockets or
recesses made in the wooden
cylinder, which Ills up the interior

of the container. The lid, which is
held in position by a single central
screw and is free to revolve, con-
tains only one, hole. When this
hole is immediately over any
pocket the drill within it can be

Drill in
Pocket

Fig. 2.-This sectional view
help the constructor.

Wood
Cylinder,

Tin

will

obtained by simply canting the
container, when it slides out into
the hand. Upon the rim of the
lid numbers are scratched corres-
ponding to the drills in the pockets.
On the body of the tin is an in-
dicating mark, so arranged that
when any particular number is
immediately above it the hole in
the lid coincides with the corres-
ponding pocket. Thus all that one
has to do when a drill of any size
is required is to turn the lid until
its number is in line with the
mark, and then to " pour out "
the drill. As the drills are kept
point downwards in the wooden
recesses they are well protected.

Materials Required
The materials required are an

ordinary cocoa tin with a loosely
fitting lid and a piece of round
wood-curtain pole answers ad-
mirably-from which a cylinder
can be cut to fit fairly tightly into
its interior. We shall also need
four screws. Cut your cylinder
so that when it is placed inside
the tin its top is flush with the rim.
Trim both ends up carefully, and,
having found the centre of one of
them, draw with a pencil a circle
whose circumference is- about fin.
from the edge. Having decided
how many drills you  wish to house
in the container; mark off the
centres for the recesses at suitable
intervals on the circumference of
your circle. A cocoa tin of the
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usual size should be used large
enough for a single ring of from
twenty 'to twenty-five drills, ac-
cording to their diameter.

Assembling and Marking
Next drill out the recesses,

making them an easy fit for the
drills which they are to contain.
Thus, to house a 1 -in. drill, the
recesses should be- fin. in diameter
and about Fin. longer than the
drill itself. When all the pockets
have been made, fix the cylinder
into the cocoa tin as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3 by means of wood -
screws driven into it through the
bottom of the tin. In the lid drill
a central hole for the pivot screw
and another of suitable diameter
in such a position that it coincides
with the pockets made in the wood
cylinder. Fix on the lid, tightening
down the screw until it is so held
that it does not turn too easily.
With the scriber scratch an in-
dicating mark on the body of the
tin. the
pocket containing the largest sized
drill is immediately under the hole
in it. Keeping the lid in this

Wood
81o' -/r

-Tin

Fig. 3.-After drilling, the wooden
cyliAder is forced into the tin.

position, scratch the number or
inch fraction size of thiS drill on
the edge immediately above the
indicating mark. Next turn the
lid to the next size smaller, scratch-
ing in the size as before. Proceed
in the same 'way for the remaining
recesses. R. W. H.
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Radio Components of Outstanding Merit
ROM time to time there emerges from the maze of the world's

efforts-things of outstanding quality.
In the radio world, there have emerged components so perfect in
design, construction and practical efficiency that they have called forth
the highest praise from radio enthusiasts the world over.
They are the CR COMPONENTS-as perfect in the essential details
of efficient radio instruments as perfection has made possible.
If you would obtain better radio -results, incorporate CH Components.

Filament Rheostats
A distinctive type made for use with
all types of valves.
Bright Emitter Filament Rheostat
5'6 each; Dull, 6/6 each. Dual type
(for either Bright or Dull) 7/6 each;
Triple Rheostat 22/6.

* Grid Leaks
All values 2/8 each. Mounted on
ebonite base If- extra.
Grid Leak and Condenser Unit
(mounted) 5/-.
Anode Resistance, all values CO each.
(Etch supplied with two clips).
Mounted on ebonite base with termi-
nals all values 5/6 each.

*Mica Fixed Condensers
Are of the permanent capa-

city engraved thereon
Are instantly interchangeable

PRICES
000I to '0009
'COI to ot

each

3:-
'015 to .04 4, 
(T wo Clips are supplied with each Condenser)

Above, mounted on ebonite
base, with terminals, any

value, I,' extra

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL

H.F. Transformers
" The Transformer that made
M.P. amplification popular"

Supplied in six ranges of wavelengths,
covering 80 to -.0 ',00 metres. Price
inr- each (with H.F. Damper, Price
12;-). Special Neutrodyne Units and
Superheterodyne Couplers also

supplied
No extra charge for matching, if

requested when ordering
H.F. Damper, Price 2/ -

The H.F. Damper is a device which,
when inserted in the central hole of the
H.F. Transformer, stabilises a circuit
which otherwise could oscillate.

DEALERS

WEXHAM ROAD , SLOUGH M4 MI Hi -LA HASTINGS HOUSE,
7fe et i OfFic e & 'Works , [131--ip) - tondo° Officanolesela Sfionrrooms:

.*l_ci_.._ 7 -IBUCKS. NORFOLK ST., STRAND, W.C.2Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus
WEXHAM ROAD: SLOUGH: BUCKS: Tdepfione:CENTRAL 8272

TELEGRAP/OC ADDRESS: RADIETHER, SLOUGH. CABLE ADDRESS: RADIETHER . SLOUCH
.Telepfione:SLOUCH 441 S 442

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIREI,ESS CONSTRUCTOR.

Barclays Ad.
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/Standard Typo

44.

THE initials "B.T.H." on any piece of radio
apparatus, as everyone knows, stand for
perfect workmanship and design. This fact

is exemplified in the three B.T.H. Variable
Condensers illustrated, which are unsur-
passed in mechanical and electrical efficiency.
The STANDARD TYPE is a very robust instrument, and the
moving vanes are so rigidly set that they remain parallel to the
fixed vanes throughout the whole movement. Constancy
of calibration is therefore maintained. It is perfectly silent
in operation.

The STANDARD WITH VERNIER, whilst retaining a per-
fectly rigid construction, provides a very delicate adjustment.
Maintenance oc calibrated capacities and silence in operation
are important features. A definite stop prevents complete ro-
tation. The vernier vane is actuated by a small knob mounted
on the main dial.

The SQUARE -LAW TYPE has all the good features of the
Standard with the addition that the wave -length variation is
approximately proportional to the scale readings. It will there-
fore be found that the stations are spaced out, thus giving a
greater degree of selectivity.

TYPE CAPACITIES
.00025 m f. .0005 m.f. .001 m f.

S. d. S. d. £ S. d.

Standard 13 6 15 0 1 1 0
Standard with Vernier 17 0 19 6 1 6 0
Square Law 13 6 15 6 1 1 0

131.1-1.VARIABLE

CONDENSERS
Insist on. B.T.H.-the Best of All

Ask your dealer for a
demonstration, and for
Leaflet No. R7430.

Advert 0/ The DJ -71)5h Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd.

His In replying to advertisers, please mennon THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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o YVU
By C. P. ALLINSON

HAT a mica-dielectric con-
denser has a power factor
nearly as low as that of one

with air dielectric, but only if, the
mica used is the best grade ruby
mica.

That experiments have been
carried out to see in what way, if
any, the activity of the Aurora
Borealis has any effect on wireless
reception. As yet no definite con-
clusions appear to have been
reached.

*

That when split secondary tuning
is used in a receiver, that is, the
secondary or closed circuit coil is
divided into two sections, one
coupled to the aerial coil and the
other to the reaction coil, two
5o coils in series in this secondary
circuit are not equivalent to one
ico. Tuned by a -0005 t.i.F variable
condenser their range may be from
300 to 600 metres.

*

That the wireless amateur and
experimenter is largely responsible
for the great attention that is now
being paid by commercial concerns
to short wave work. It was
amateur transatlantic work, in the
face of technical experts' disbelief
in its possibility, that showed the
potentialities of wavelengths of
too metres and less.

*

That the best kind of carborun-
dum to use for detection is the
green waxy looking variety. When
used with a steel contact with the
right amount of pressure, in con-
junction with a potentiometer and
battery so as to apply a negative
potential of about ri volts, its
sensitivity is very little lesS than
that of some of the synthetic "ices."

* *

That aluminium always has a
film of oxide on its surface, so great
is its affinity for oxygen. That is
why all precision variable conden-
sers used for standards and sub -
standards have brass plates. These
are also frequently lacquered or
gilt so as to prevent oxidation,
with the resulting rise in H.F. re-
sistance.

That many amateurs write out
received messages directly on a
typewriter. And not always a

noiseless," either.

That a pitch lens will refract
wireless waves. It would need to
be so very large, however, except
when used in conjunction with the
shortest waves, that its use would be
impracticable.

That hard -drawn copper wire
will stand about twice the
tensional strain per unit area cross-
section that soft wire will. The
old South American Indians or
Mayas, however, were able to
temper copper to the hardness of
steel. This art is riow lost.

* * *

That ebonite is made of a mix-
ture of sulphur and rubber. The
proportions are usually about seven
parts of rubber to three parts
sulphur. Good ebonite should drill
and machine without chipping,
and yet should not be soft.

* * *

That notwithstanding the late
arrival of England in the broad-
casting game, this country was the
first fully to develop simultaneous
broadcasting and bring it to an
efficient stage.

That when a multi -valve set is
being used with general purpose
valves, each valve should be tried
in various positions to determine
where it works best. For instance,
one may function better as a de-
tector than any of the others,
another as H.F. amplifier, and so
on.

4,

That the ohmic resistance of an
oscillatory circuit has an effect on
the frequency to which it will
respond, as well as the inductance
and capacity contained in it.

*

That coils should not be placed
in a receiver so that any metallic
components, such as condenser
vanes, filament resistances, or low -
frequency transformers are in-
cluded in the field of these coils.
Serious losses will result if this
rule is not adhered to.

* * *

That when two condensers are
placed in parallel the total re-
sulting capacity is equal to the
sum of their separate capacities.
Two inductances in parallel, how-
ever, have a total inductance less
than that of either of them.

* *

That when building Radio Press
sets you should strictly follow the
layout given by the designer.
This has generally been arrived at
after considerable experiment, and
unless adhered to, the receiver may
not give the same results as ob-
tained by the author.

(To be continued.)

Inmates of Blind Institute, Bradford, enjoying music from a
loud -speaker in their recreation room.
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AN INTERESTING VALVE -
CRYSTAL RECEIVER

SIR,-I constructed the valve -
crystal set described by Mr. John
W. Barber in the August WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR, and am very pleased
with it.

Using the set at Boscastle, N.
Cornwall, I received the high -
power station -at good strength on
two pairs of phones in broad day-
light, and in spite of the fact that
the coils available' made it neces-
sary to use r 800.of condenser.

I also received three other B.B.C.
and two French stations at good
strength.

The aerial used .was about 4o ft.
long, and in a valley badly screened
by trees.

The earth wire was soldered to a
water -pipe 20 ft. from the set, an
inefficient- arrangement, as the
water main is not under the aerial
by any means.

Mr. Barter does not mention in
his article what coils to use for
5XX. I used D for L1, F for La,
E' for La, and -although the results
were surprising, I believe they will
be much better when I have the
proper coils.

Please, may I be informed what
coils are most suitable.

Later I will send you a complete
list of the stations I can get at good
strength, and I believe it will
include all the main B.B.C. stations.

Thanking you for evolving a
circuit which, while giving the
crystal user the advantages of L.F.
amplification, also increases his
range.

yours truly,
H. W. WARD.

Torquay. .
NoTE-The coils this reader is

using for 5XX will be quite satis-
factory. In the numbered series of
coils, Nos. 150, 25o and zoo respec-
tively may be used.-J. W. B.

AN ENCLOSED CRYSTAL SET
SIR,-In the September issue of

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR a sim-
ple all -enclosed local or Daventry
crystal receiver was described by
F. English. The Sunday following
this issue I constructed -the set. I

can hardly say I followed the in-
structions, as I only had a panel
previously drilled for a single
valve set, so I had to mount the
components where the drilled holes
suited best. I used a very small
glass -enclosed detector, and all
connections were made with spade
clasp connectors. My aerial is only
3 ft. long, four -wire sausage type,
and considering I am situated
about 15o miles from Daventry and
the aerial is very low I consider the
set acts wonderfully. I have only
at present been able to tune in
Daventry, the speech and ' music
coming in very clear indeed. This'
evening (September 6), when the
announcer announced Casando's
Octet I could plainly hear the
violins tuning up at the same time.

Wishing THE WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTOR every success.

Yours faithfully,
H. J. CREASEV.

St. Leonards, Sussex.

TWO STAGE CHOKE AMPLIFIER
SIR,-Probably you are interested

in results obtained by your readers,
and I wish to report on the Two -
valve Choke Coupled Amplifier,
described by Mr. John W. Barber
in. THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
for September.

I made it up on the " Omni "
receiver, which I have, using the
secondaries of the L.P. trans-
formers as chokes. The large
coupling condensers and the leak
for the last valve are fixed outside
the cabinet. The result is very good
indeed. I had always refused to
have a loud -speaker until I could
obtain reception without distor-
tion, which a transformer coupled
amplifier never seemed to give. A
big . . . loud -speaker was lent to
me, and gave very good results,
though not entirely pure. But I
have now bought a . . . loud-
speaker, which has a porcelain
" horn," and distortion is non-
existent, provided that reaction is

- kept in bounds_ This is a new type
of speaker, and certainly gives very
good and loud reproduction, with
excellent quality. The amplifier

seems quite free from any dis-
torting tendency As the Omni
receiver has only three valves, I am
obliged to use aerial reaction on
the detector, but the amplification
seems to be so good that I shall
probably build it up with proper
chokes and a separate unit, and
will then be able to use an H.F. on
the Omni, probably getting the
more distant stations better. Car-
diff (15 miles) and Daventry (IQ°
miles) are very good ; Bourne-
mouth fair, but inclined to distort.
On one night when conditions
seemed specially favourable for
reception I got 5NO, 213E, and
Madrid at very fair loud -speaker
strength.

Valves, Ediswan A.R.D.E. for
detector and first stage. Cossor
two -volt power valve for last Stage.
H.T.-27 volts on detector and ma
on amplifiers-using Ever -Ready
large celled batteries. Trans-
formers are Igranic and Formo.
Grid -bias is used on both valves,
4/ volts on first and 6 on second
seem to be the optimum values ;
but I am not sure whether this
improves the quality better than
taking the lower ends of the leaks
to L.T. -, but, perhaps, it lowers
the H.T. amperage. Thanking you
for a very excellent amplifier.

Yours faithfully,
KENNETH ANDERSON.

Banwell, Someiset.

THE MIDGET SINGLE -VALVE
RECEIVER

Sm,-Having made up the "Single -
Valve . Midget Set " deseribed by
A. S. Clark in the May, 1025, issue
of THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,
with great success, I am writing
to congratulate you on the circuit.
I have made up many sets during
my short .career as a wireless en-
thusiast, but never have I seen
such a circuit as this One -valve.
My aerial and earth are certainly
good, but, even so, the results, are
exceptional. My congratulations to
the author, and "wishing TIM WiRtt
LESS CONSTRTICTOR all Success.-

Yours truly,
M. FYNOLDS.

Alversteke.
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The 'Polar' Cam -Vernier Coil-
holder adds infinitely to the
pleasures of fine tuning
No more useful or more popular device has been introduced
for the simplification of fine tuning than the "Polar," the

original Cam -Vernier
Coil -holder.Side plates and coil blocks machined from

solid ebonite.

A turn of
tension to

this screw is sufficient to adjust the
accommodate the heaviest coil without

danger of its dropping.

The movement is ,delightfully smooth and absolutely precise,
enabling the most minute variation to be made without the
tedious knob twisting characteristic of a Vernier Coil -holder

operated by gears.

The 'Polar' Cam -Vernier Coil -Holder
is made in three types: Type "J," the most popular, illustrated above,
made of best grade ebonite, nickel -plated fittings; can be locked in
positive drive by pulling knob outwards ; two-way 6/-, 3 -way 9/6.
Type "N," has in addition a rotary movement as well as swing,
giving extremely fine variations from close -coupled to right-angled
loose position ; 2 -way 11/-, 3 -way 17/-. Basket -coil Type-lighter in
construction -2 -way 4/6 ; 3 -way 7/-. Backed by the well-known
Polar guarantee and service.

The original Patent Cam -Vernier mechanism
Zproviding rapid positive drive followed by
a most precise vernier adjustment for final

delicate tuning.

An additional feature is, that at a central
position in the vernier movement, the
mechanism can be locked by slightly with-
drawing the knob, when the coil again
moves solidly with the spindle. The
vernier movement in either direction can
then be immediately brought into operation
once more, at any point, by simply de-

pressing the knob.

There are no gears to cause harsh or jerky
movement.

-;

The 114441a
Cam - , lei nIer

Has no Gears
Sold by all reputable Radio
Dealers. In case of diffi-
culty write to

Radio Communication Co., Ltd.
34/35, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C. 2. 0

E.W.1

In replying to advertisers, please mention TnB WmELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 151
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picks em all out
Ir's easy with a FuLs-roP variable condenser to pick

out stations which hitherto you had never been able
to get. The 171.11..s-roP guarantees to abolish all hand

capacity effects and the increased audibility is very
marked. In addition to being a square law condenser
the FuLsroP is geared at 2 to i and therefore enables
very fine tuning to be carried out with ease.

The only condenser made which guarantees the
elimination cf hand capacity effects.

Send for full descriptive leaflet. All FULSTOP
condensers are guaranteed for 12 mcnths.

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

Standard Fulstop
Condenser

PRICES
STANDARD FULSTOP

(Geared 2 to 1)
Guaranteed to abolish

hand capacity

Variable

PLAIN FULSTOP
(No gear)

Guaranteed to
abolish hand capacity

0002 .. 9/6 8/3
r0003 10/3 8/9
r0005 .. 11/3 9/6
r001 13/6 11/6

SUPER FULSTOP
Geared 2 to 1 and 125 t. 1

Patent clockwork gear
r0002) 25/6
r00O5 28/6
'001 30/6

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers

11 any difficulty in obtaining, write us and we
will send direct, post free

J. H. NAYLOR, LTD. - - WIGAN
162 In replyi,ng to advertisers, please mention THU WIRISIXAS CONSTRUCTOR,.
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Dismantling
AT this time of the year hosts

of wireless enthusiasts are
engaged in re -making their

receiving sets so as to have every-
thing right up to the mark for the
coining season. In order to rebuild
you must first dismantle, and there
is more in this process than might
at first be thought. Careless
dismantling amounts - almost to
scrapping-in fact, to judge from
the results produced by some of
my friends they might almost as
well tackle the job with the coke
hammer as with the more conven-
tional screivdriver, pliers and
soldering iron ! If dismantling is
carefully done nothing of any value
should be lost, but every part
should be capable of further use.

MilrlitlIMICIIII:010111111111:11CONMIMMIMID:3110:DXM

Ci

More Practical
Workshop Hints

Dismantling an Old Set-Cleaning Terminal Shanks-Box I
1:1Spanners-A Novel 6 B.A. Nut-Mending Celluloid Cases
NI

-A Useful Varnish T-1I
):1 N:01:11K MK r( OM X it M )1 NM )1( MCI MU )11MM:Olit 11 CI

Precautions Necessary
Here is the way in which I set

about taking down a set, and I
think that other amateurs may
find it useful if they adopt it or
something like it. The workshop
bench is first of all cleared and the
set is placed upon it. If it is of
the American type it is slipped out
of its cabinet, the latter being
placed where it will come to no
harm from scratching. When the
set is horizontal its panel is re-
moved from the cabinet by the
drawing of the fixing screws. The
screwdriver must not be \used in
a slap -dash fashion during this
process or the ebonite will probably
be scratched and the heads of the
screws damaged. Just before
lifting the panel off the cabinet the
milled nuts or binding screws of
all terminals are removed and placed
in an empty tobacco tin. If this
is not done they are liable to come
loose by themselves and to be lost
when the panel is turned over for
work to be done on its underside.
There should be several of these
empty tins upon the bench for the
reception of various small parts
which are thus safeguarded. All,

knobs and dials are also removed
before the panel is turned over.

Wire, Nuts, and Screws
The panel is next turned face

downward:s, after which' all the
wiring is cut away ruthlessly with
end -nippers or side -nippers. At
first sight this might appear to
be a wasteful process, but it is not
so really. If round wire is employed
there will not be more than a few
pence worth in the set, and the
pieces cut away can be placed in
a scrap wire box to come in useful
when short pieces are required

Every home constructor needs the
tools shown.

later. Square rod, though it is
more expensive than wire, is best
scrapped, since it is not safe to
straighten out right-angled bends
in it with a view to future use.
To be suitable for wireless purposes
square rod must be stiff and if it
is stiff it cannot be bent at right
angles more than once in the same
place with safety. Straight pieces
of square rod may also find a home
in the scrap wire box. Having got
rid of the wiring we have, so to
speak, cleared the decks for action
and can get on quite quickly with
the work of dismantling. Should
connections have been made with
nuts these should be removed with
a box spanner, which is far and away
the best tool for the purpose, since
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it enables the work to be done
quickly and does not spoil the nuts.
I will describe in a later paragraph
a home-made box spanner which is
a very handy tool. When soldering
has been done at the ends of screws
or of terminal shanks the business
is a little more complicated. The
best way, I think, is this : Apply
a little flux to the solder, grasp the
short end of the wire that remains
in the jaws of a pair of flat -nosed
pliers and use a very hot soldering
iron.

Removing Solder
The wire will come away at

once, but a certain amount of
solder may be left at the end of
the terminal or in- the threads.
Any blobs of solder can be cut
away with the end -nippers, and if
the nut which holds the terminal
or screw in place is now removed
forcibly with the box spanner the
threads will be pretty well cleared
by its action. Terminals and
screws which have been soldered
should be placed in a box by them-
selves for a further treatment to
which we will come later.

Components
Remove the variable condensers

first of all if they are accessible,
but should you have any difficulty
in getting at them dismount first
of all any components that are in
the way. Put the condensers in
a safe place so that they may not
be damaged. Next tackle the big
parts, such as transformers and
coil -holders, and when they have
been removed, take off fixed con-
densers and other small com-
ponents. Great care must be
exercised in unfixing rheostats,
whose spirals, especially if they
are of the open type not wound
upon a core, may easily be damaged
by careless handling. If the set
is taken apart in this methodical
way nothing is lost, or mislaid, and
every component (provided, of
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course, that it is electrically perfect)
can be used again. The only part
that will probably be of no use for
making the new set is the panel, for
it is most unlikely that the majority
of the holes in it will be in the
places where they are wanted.
Still one is always requiring pieces
of ebonite of various sizes for
making up smaller sets, for mount-
ing parts or for constructing gad-
gets. These can be cut out as re-
quired from the old panel, which
should be wrapped -in paper to
prevent it from being scratched,
and placed in the box devoted to
ebonite scrap.

Removing Solder
And now for the treatment of

screws and terminal shanks to
which a certain amount of solder
still adheres after dismantling.
There are three ways of getting
them quite clean once more. The
first, which is rather a lazy one,
can be used when screws and shanks
are, very long. It consists simply
in cutting off the small piece to
which solder is adhering and of
trimming up the end with a fine
file. The next, which is very satis-
factory, is this. Trim off as much
of the solder as you can, using an

Studding

Brass Tube

/ 4 B.A.Nut
Fig. 1.-A useful box spanner is

not difficult to make.

old file for the purpose. Do not
use a good one since the solder
will clog it and possibly spoil it.
Now fix a 4 B.A. die vertically in
the jaws of the vice and turn each
screw and terminal into it. The
die will remove all solder from the
threads and nuts can be run on
when required without any diffi-
culty.

A Third Process
When a 4 B.A. die is not avail-

able or if you have such a die but
wish to clean screws and terminals
of a different thread for which
you have not a corresponding die,
I recommend the third process.
Smear the solder -covered portion

of, the screw or terminal under
treatment with flux. With a pair
of pliers hold it in the left hand
and place its point in the flame of
a spirit lamp or a Bunsen burner,
keeping it there until the solder
is quite liquid. Hold it with the
end pointing downwards, so that
the. solder may not run up further
into the threads. In the right hand
have a thickly folded piece of rag.
When the point under treatment is
quite hot remove it from the flame
and wipe it over with the rag. This
will remove all the solder, except
possibly for a thin tinning, which
will not hinder the nut from going
on and will greatly facilitate the
process of making a soldered con-
nection when the screw or ter-
minal is used again.

A Box Spanner
Fig. r shows how very useful

home-made box spanners may be
turned out in the workshop. Obtain
a piece of stout brass tubing with
an external diameter off in. Cut
off a 4 -in. length. Now take a
standard sized 4 B.A. nut and
insert into it the end of a piece of
studding. Put the nut just inside
one end of the tube as shown in the
drawing, lay the latter upon the
closed jaws of the vice or any hard
surface and work all round with
the round end of a hammer so as
to shape it to the nut. Box
spanners are very quickly made
in this way and they last quite
well. Should the jaws become
slightly expanded after long use
the spanner can always be re-
shaped in the way described. Per-
sonally I always use a box spanner
of this kind in the hand drill for
dismantling purposes, in which
case nuts can be run off in a trice
and one's work is greatly speeded
up.

Adapting it for a Hand Drill
To adapt the box spanner for

use in a hand drill the jaws of
whose chuck have a gape of in.,
all that is necessary is to insert a
plug of A. in. brass rod into the
unshaped end to prevent it from
being crushed by the jaws. The
plug should be held in place with
a pin. A chuck which will not
take a f in. drill will sometimes
just manage irir in. In this case
the rod which forms the plug may
be allowed to protrude for about
an inch beyond the tube and this
portion of the box spanner can be
inserted into the chuck. Many
drills, however, will not open wider
than in. and with them it is
necessary to turn down the end of
the rod as shown in Fig. 2. If
you have not a lathe of your own

you can get this small job done at
trifling cost by the handy man of
a cycle repair shop or a garage. It
is well worth while to make up one
of these spanners, or even a set
of them, for the breast drill, since
they are of the utmost use not only
in dismantling a set, but for con-
structional purposes. Owing to
their length one can reach nuts
in places which would otherwise
be inaccessible, and thanks to the
breast drill attachment nuts can
be put on or taken off very rapidly.

A Curious Problem
The other day I found myself

in rather a dilemma. I had to make
use of a piece of apparatus pro -

Fig. 2. -The spanner is easily
adapted for use in the drill.

vided with two 6 B.A. terminals.
The milled -headed nuts of these
terminals were missing and I had
no others of that size that I could
use. Nor could the local shops
help since they stocked nothing
but 4 B.A.

The Difficulty Solved
On looking through the box

in which I keep spare terminals
I found that I had a few 2 B.A.
milled nuts that were not of a
very large size. Taking one of
these I screwed into it the end
of a piece of 2 B.A. studding which
was then cut off with rather less than
11, in. protruding at either end of
the nut. Both ends of the studding
were then riveted down with a
ball -pane hammer. The next pro-
cess was to make a centre punch
mark as nearly as possible in the
centre of the studding and to run
a No. 41 drill through it. This
hole was then tapped 6 B.A. When
the other nut had been treated in
the same way the flat surfaces of
both were cleaned up with a file
and there was a pair of makeshift
6 B.A. terminal nuts which served
quite well for the purpose for which
they were required. This tip is quite
a useful one at times since any
2 B.A. hole can be plugged with a
piece of studding and subsequently
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tapped 6 B.A. In the same way
a 3 B.A. hole may be plugged with
studding of that size and tapped
7 B.A., whilst a O.B.A. 'hole can
be converted into a 4 B.A., or a

B.A. into a 5 B.A. A 4 B.A.
terminal nut can also be converted
without much difficulty to 6 B.A.
In this case the process is first of all
to run a No. 26 drill through the
existing hole and to tap this 2 B.A.
One then inserts the rod and pro-
ceeds as before.

The Reverse Process
The reverse process of converting

6 B.A. to 4 B.A. is very simple.
Simply put a No. 34 drill through
the existing hole and follow this
with a 4 B.A. tap. Speaking of
milled terminal nuts, it is not
generally known that these can
be purchased from tool dealers
by the dozen or gross. I suppose
that every one has box con-

, taining a large number of ter-
minals which are out of use be-
cause their nuts have been lost.
These can be brought back into
commission by purchasing nuts
for them.

Repairing Accumulator Cases
It happens ,occasionally that the

,

celluloid case of an accumulator

becomes damaged as the result of
an accident, or that a small leak
develops after long use. Not
everyone knows that small holes
or cracks in celluloid are quite easy
to repair. Should the case of your
accumulator require this kind of
attention, here is the way of
tackling the job. Obtain from any
chemist a small bottle of acetone
or amyl acetate-either is, I think,

6.8.A -TAPPED HOLe. 

28.A TERN/NAL
NUT

Fig. 3. - Sh wing how a 613.A.
terminal nut can be made from

one of larger size.

equally good for the purpose.
Thoroughly clean the accumulator
case round the place where the
repair is to be made and paint on
a little of the liquid with a brush.
Its action will cause the celluloid
to soften slightly and to become
sticky. Prepare a patch of celluloid
of the required size and treat this
in the same way with the ligutli.
Apply the patch, press it well down

and leave it for some little time
to set.

Strengthening Flimsy Cases
Some accumulators of cheap

make have rather flimsy cases,
and these may be strengthened by
bands of celluloid put on with the
help of acetone or amyl acetate.
A useful varnish which is lasting
and quite waterproof may be pre-
pared easily from either of the
above -mentioned liquids and
celluloid.

How to Make the Varnish
Into a small bottle three parts

filled with the liquid drop suf-
ficient little chips of celluloid to
bring the liquid nearly to the
top. Put in the cork, shake well
and then leave until all the
celluloid has dissolved, or at any
rate, as much of it as the liquid
will take up.

Uses to Which it May be Put
This varnish dries very quickly

indeed and it stands a great deal
of wear. I have found it useful
for giving a top dressing to the
windings of coils and transformers
as well as for finishing off the
whippings at the ends of flexible
leads.
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lOur New Season's
Catalogue is now ready

and will be dispatched immediately
on request to all bona -fide traders
This comprehensive volume embraces all and
sundry of the Radio user's requirements, and is
fully illustrated. We are in an exceptional position
to give the most efficient and prompt service.
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Firm

Fixtures

in your

Home

for

3/6
ininummaia '' ''' ........ . . .  .  .

IN every home there are dozens of articles which must be
fixed securely and neatly. Only the Rawlplug method
will ensure a permanent fixture to walls of any material

-plaster, bricks, concrete, tiles, etc.
The Rawlplug Outfit contains everything necessary to
enable anyone without previous experience to do these jobs
himself.

Obtainable from all lionnzongors, Electricians and Stores. A. 44

HOUSEHOLD
OUTFIT

(so. 8 size)
51 Rawl-
plugs. Tool -
holder ,and
Bit, supply
of. Screws &
Rooks with
fall instruc-
tions.

3/6
Refrbi No. 8
elatortgd size-)
Boxes of 50,
1/8; 101,

BUY AN OUTFIT TO -DAY

The Rawlplug Co. Ltd., London, S.W.?

AMATEUR
MECHANICS

OUTFIT

(N.'. 8 sloe)
100 Rawl-
plags,Special
Toolhoider
and two Bits.
supply of
S rews an 1
Hooks with
Pull instruc-
tions:

5/6

In reblving to advertisers, please mention Mu WiRauss CONSTRUCTOR. 155
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It makes all the di erence

HARLIE BROS., 36, WILTON ROAD, LONDON, E.8
Dear Sirs,

I enclose herewith 5/6 for one HARLIE-
DETECTOR to be sent to me post free on the under-
standing that my money will be refunded, without
question, if I return the Detector undamaged within
ten days.
NAME

ADDRESS
Is

WHAT'S that, Sir? - Why am I so
keen on the Harlie-Detector ?

I'll tell you in a very few words.
Firstly, it embodies the most sensitive
crystal yet produced.
Secondly, it does away entirely with
the nerve-racking business of "crystal
tickling."
Thirdly, it provides a contact that
vibration and even hard knocks can't
disturb.
Fourthly, it is so arranged that contact
is always at the exact delicate tension
required for perfect reception.
Fifthly, it is adjusted by simply turning
the knob-in the dark as easily as in
the light-and without disturbing the
crystal, too-a great advantage when
you want to adjust whilst others con-
tinue to listen -in.
There's a sixth reason. The Harlie-
Detector has been officially adopted
for use on Lifeboats and in the
Mercantile Marine-and you can't
do better than follow the experts.

SUPER-SENSITIVE

.DETECTOR
There is no substitute!

If your Dealer does not stock,
fill in this coupon and post to
us with Postal Order for 5/6.

5,6
COMPLETE

WITH CRYSTAL

Merritt Sertico

166 In reblvine to advertisers. Please mention Tat wiRr.T.nss CONSTRUCTOR.
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lccal station, and " feels" quite different

1AIM set about to be described
has two distinct advantages.
Firstly, the tuning is quite

sharp, and therefore it should be
useful for working in cases where
local interference from ships_ or
other stations is inclined to spoil
reception. Secondly, the signal
strength on the local station is very
good, and the set is particularly
suitable where several pairs of

VAERIAL

lAhrODE
L>.

2 MO INV1

Lz .0003 pF

T .00,5F
c,

2 VOtpF

EARTH

±LT.-

Fig. i.-The anode -input circuit
employed in the receiver.

telephones are to be worked, as
when using this receiver it is
unnecessary to keep quiet in order
not to miss part of the programme.

. Same. Notes on the Circuit,

. It is intended for reception from
the local station, as reaction control.
is very peculiar, and no one but an
expert ,could have much success on
dist ant,stations.. But crystal users
will probably find this receiver by
itself more satisfactory than - a :
stage.. of . L.F. amplification, after ;
the crystal set.

C

AN
I NTERE STING
SINGLE VALVE

RECEIVER

Why n71 get out of the rut f_r once? This anode -input set will give good results on the
ordinary receiver as regards tuningfrom an

The circuit, which is shown in
Fig. 1, is derived from those given '
by Mr. John Scott -Taggart,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E., in his article
on " Anode -Input Circuits," in
Modern Wireless for September,
1925. Provision is made whereby
either the whole or a part of the
aerial coil may be included in the
anode circuit. The aerial circuit
is untuned ; and I,issen X coils are
employed when it is desired to use

the aerial coil as the
reaction coil.

The Coupling Arrangement
The idea of the circuit is to use

the primary L, of a coupled aerial
tuning arrangement, of which L2
is the secondary, as the reaction
coil as well as aerial coil. In this
way it is possible with two coils
only to obtain more or less the
same effect as on a receiver having
3 coils, all variably coupled.

The set. is well worth
while making up by the
amateur who is out for some-
thing new, as the " feel "
of it is entirely different to
that of an ordinary single -
valve reaction receiver.

Components
As is the usual practice, a

list of the components used
in this receiver is
given. The makers
are also indicated,
but it is not impera-
tive that the con-
structor should
definitely adhere to
these, as there are
many similar goods
on the market which
will give equally satis-
factory results

a di o n black
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panel, 6 by 8 by 11, in. (American
Hard Rubber Co.).

.0005 p.F. low -loss variable square
law condenser (Jackson Bros.).

Magnum " Vibro " valve -holder
(Mime -Jones & Co., Ltd.).

Compression -type filament resist-
ance (General Radio Co.).

-oor tAF. fixed condenser, mounted
type (L.McMichael, Ltd.),

4300312F. fixed condenser with
grid -leak clips (Dubilier Condenser
Co., Ltd.).

2 megohm grid leak (Dnbilier
Condenser Co., Ltd.).

Nine terminals.
One cabinet of suitable size

(Cameo).

This back -of -panel view shows that the
components are well spaced.
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Packet Radio Press panel trans-
fers.

Two small angle brackets (Burne-
J ones & Co., Ltd.).

Two-way coil -holder with round
knob handle (Burne-Jones & Co.,
Ltd.).

It is best to collect all the com-
ponents together before starting to
make the receiver, as this will
ensure that no holes are drilled
in the wrong places. No valve -
window has been used, as with the
majority of valves to -day, especi-
ally dull -emitters, it is not easy
to tell the brilliance of the filament
when looking through a valve -
window. If it is desired to examine
the valve, this may easily be done
by opening the lid at the top of
the cabinet.

Drilling the Panel
The drilling of the panel is the

first part of the construction to be
undertaken. If a polished panel
is employed, it must be laid on
several thicknesses of tissue paper
or other soft material while being
marked out and drilled, so as to
prevent scratches disfiguring the
set when completed. Fig. 2 shows
where the holes must be drilled.
First of all mark out the panel
with a scriber and after centre -
punching all points to be drilled,
make the holes with suitable -
sized bits. The drilling of the
panel should not take long, as
the only components mounted on
it are the variable condenser,

filament resist-
ance and termi-
nals. The hole
below the termi-
nals on the left-
hand side is for
a flexible wire, as
explained later.

Fitting the
Angle Brackets
A little care is

necessary in
fitting the angle -
brackets. Before
the holes in the
panel which take
the nuts and bolts
which hold the
brackets in posi-
tion are made, the
panel should be
screwed to the
baseboard with 3
wood screws at
its bottom edge.
The position of
the panel holes can
then be marked
with the brackets
held in position.
Do not make any
holes in the
baseboard until
the brackets are
tightly fixed to
the panel.

Mounting the Components
The panel should now be taken

off the baseboard again, while the
necessary components a r e
mounted on it. But before
doing this, it will be as well
to fix the panel transfers, the
positions of those required
being shown in Fig. 2, the
drilling diagram.

Having fixed the transfers,
mount the terminals, filament
resistance and variable con-
denser in this order. Then
mount the three components
that go on the baseboard.
The positions for these may
be obtained from Fig. 3.
Before replacing the panel,
all points to which soldered
joints are to be made should
be carefully filed clean and
tinned.

Another view of the panel and baseboard,
which slide completely out of the cabinet.

Fig. 2.
present

hole

Wiring the Set
Now replace

the panel on base-
board and proceed
to wire up in
accordance with
the wiring dia-
gram of Fig. 3.
This should
present no diffi-
culty if the less
accessible points

December, 1925

The drilling of the panel should
little difficulty. Note the small

for the flexible lead on the left.

are connected first and the
diagram carefully and correctly
followed.

Having wired the receiver, re-
place it in the cabinet, and after
fixing the coil -holder to the side of
the case, take the flex wires through
holes drilled for this purpose, and
connect them to the coil -holder. It
is immaterial which coil is made
the moving one-it may either be
the aerial coil or the grid coil, but
it may be necessary, as is shown
later, to reverse the connections
to one or both of the coils.

Testing
First connect the batteries, aerial

and earth to their respective ter-
minals, and the telephones to the
two telephone terminals.

Now plug a small coil, such as
a No. 35, in the fixed socket, and
with the coils at right angles,
find the coil which, when used in
the moving socket, tunes in the
local station at the lowest reading.
Then bring the coils towards each
other, and if there is no reaction
effect, try a size larger coil in the
fixed socket. Should there still
be no increase in signals on bringing
the coils together, it will be neces-
sary to reverse the connections to
the fixed socket.

Signals were found to be loudest
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EXCEP IONAL EFFICIENCY
GAMBREL",

COILS Nearest Size
in

Ordinary Colts

GAMBRELL
COILS Nearest Size

in
Ordinary Coilssize nice size Price

a/2 - 5/9 18 El 8/9 150
a 5 9 25 B 9/6 200
A 5/9 30 F 10/3 300
B1 6 /- 40 9 12 /- 500
B 6/- 50 H 14/- 750
0 6/9 75 I 16/- 1,000
9 8 /- 100 J 19 /- 1,500

GAMBRELL COILS ARE USED BY THOSE
REQUIRING MAXIMUM RESULTS

Special Note re Tapped Coils
Any Gambrel! Coil can be supplied with a tapping at its electrical
centre at an additional charge of 9d per coil.

HAVE YOU TRIED THE
TRANSADAPTA?
Used with Gambrell Coils for H.F. Trans-
formers, Neutrodyne Circuits and other
purposes. Compared with ordinary fine wire
plug-in Units a remarkable increase in
volume and selectivity is obtained.

DON'T WASTE TIME !

Showing the internal construction of
the Transadapta with switching device. Price 6/6

L.F. TRANSFORMERS
which are properly designed leave nothing to be desired
from the point of view of purity and volume.
There is 30 years' experience behind Gambrell Trans-
formers. Made in two models for lst and 2nd Stages of
amplification.

lst Stage - 27/6 2nd Stage - 27/6

You'll pick up stations far more quickly by finding the
correct settings of your controls with the GAMBRELL
WAV ME i ER. Accurate and simple to use.

Full instructions with each instrument. Each Wavemeter calibrated
against N.P.L. Standards and supplied with hand -drawn charts.

CUT THIS OUT AND POST AT ONCE
Messrs. Gambrell Bros., Lti.,

ictoria Street, 1,adou

Dear Sirs,
Please send the Leaflets marked with a

1 RECEIVING BETS Name

2 O,IETER Address

a COMPONENTS
I lcc 12

GAM 11) RELL

C Type "C"
Wave meter,

50 - 500 metres,
£4 10 0.
Extra ranges, 20
7000 metres if re-

quired.

R S., Ltd,
76, VICTORIA ST., LONDON, S.W.1

Phone - - VICTORIA 9938

In replying to advertisers, please mention TRU WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 159
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when the coil in the fixed socket
was such that the set was just off
oscillation with the coils almost
at right angles.

Using X Coils
It may sometimes be found an

advantage to use a Lissen X coil
in the fixed socket. The set should
be adjusted as just described, and
then an X coil of about the same
size as the fixed coil substituted
for it. If on placing the flex
lead on one of the tappings of this

coil instead of on the terminal
marked Anode," it is necessary
to close the coils a little to obtain
reaction, all is well. But if the
coils have to be brought almost
together, it will be necessary to
reverse the flexible connections
to both sockets. The set will
then be adjusted for use with X
coils or with ordinary ones.

Reception
The local station-London in

this case-was received at very
excellent strength
on the set, as
also should be
other local sta-
tions. 5XX may
be received with
suitable coils, but
the set is not
primarily intend-
ed for the recep-
tion of Daventry
unless the latter
happens to be the
local station.

AERIAL

The panel. The two -coil -
holder is mounted on the
left as shown in the head-

ing on page 157.

I Radio Press, Ltd. v. The Radio Press Syndicate I

On Friday, October 16, in the Chancery Division
of the High Court of Justice, before Mr. Justice
Astbury, Radio Press, Ltd., sought an injunction
restraining a company known as the Radio Press
Syndicate from carrying on business under that name
or any other name likely to lead the public to believe
that the defendants' business was in any way connected
with that of the plaintiffs, the publishers of this journal.

An Injunction Obtained
The result of the case was a foregone conclusion,

the judgment being in favour of Radio Press, Ltd.
An injunction, with costs, was granted restraining
the defendants from carrying on business under the
name of the Radio Press Syndicate or any other
name likely to be confused with the name of the
publishers of THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR and our
other authoritative wireless journals.

Fig. 3. The wiring diagram. Note that C, The wireless receiver at Moorfields Eye Hospita ,
is not shunted directly across the phones. where headphones are provided at every bedside.
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Patent
applied far

New Duplex Terminal
WHILE it has not been found possible
to improve the design of the T.C.C.

Mansbridge Condenser, important alterations
have been effected in the actual metal case.
The new T.C.C. Mansbridge is fitted with
Duplex terminals. A quick connection can
now be made by means of the milled head.
Soldering can still be carried out-a lug being
fitted as shown.
One further improvement to be found in the
use of a metal top instead of a pitch sealing
compound. Thus the danger of heat affecting
the Condenser during soldering is now com-
pletely abolished.
Once more T.C.C. demonstrates its ability to
lead the way in condenser design-its 20
years' experience places it in a unique position
for building genuine Mansbridge Condensers
accurately and economically.
T.C.C. Mansbridge Condensers are now
supplied in green metal cases in all values from
'005 mfds. to 4 rnfds. Your Dealer stocks them

Get the new T.C.C. Mansbridge

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

3

Famous

Formo

Products

'0003µF '0005µF
FOR MO - DENSOR

complete with
FINE TUNING
RECORDING DIAL

17/6

FOR MO - DENSOR
without Dial

106
FINE TUNING
RECORDING DIAL

separately
7,6

The New Formo-Densor
Straight Wave, Ultra Low Loss,
with 200-1 Fine Tuning Record-
ing Dial.
SEPARATES STATIONS WITH
HAIR-SPLITTING EX A CTI-
TUDE. A condenser of advanced
design, suitable alike for laboratory
and general use, and for Super -Het.,
Neutrodyne add other circuits design.
ed for super -selectivity.
GROUNDED ft0TOR, INDEPENDENT
SR E I ETON FRAME, JEWELLERS'
METAL VANES, NO HAND CAPACITY
STATIONS LOGUED ON THE DIAL.

THE EVER POPULAR
FORMO

SHROUDED MODEL
12,500 Turns

10/6 formerly 18/ -

This Transformer is increasing
in favour by leaps and bounds,
and, at the new price of 10/6, is
undeniably the utmost value in
Radio that money can buy.
It is giving honest and faithful
service to thousands of listen-
ers in every quarter of the
globe.

THE FORMO PERFECTION
L.F. TRANSFORMER

Full, rich, mellow reproduction of voice or music, with the
utmost fidelity. ITS STRONGEST APPEAL IS TO
THE MOST CRITICAL. ONE GUINEA. 30,000 turns of
wire. Correctly proportioned between the windings. On a
core composed of the exact amount of iron.

Illustrated Descriptive
Leaflets on Request

The
FORMO COMPANY
(ARTHUR PREEN 6; CO.,

LTD.)

CROWN WORKS,
cRicKLEW00D, LONDON

N.W.2

ellekvetiessient of Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., Kew, Surrey.
Gilberi Ad. 3728

In replying to advertisers, Please mention Tan WinnLnss CONSTRUCTOR. 161
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MAKE SURE IT'S CLIMAX
UNDOUBTEDLY 1HE BEST FRAME AERIAL

Constructed on an ingenious mechani-
cal system by which it may be
opened or folded in a few seconds.
The wire folds into the frame or opens
out to its final fJrm without the
least trouble.
The winding is arranged in two flat
coils which are mechanically and elec-

trically balanced. They
combine the advan-
tages of the pancake
type of winding with
the solenoid type. A

A)ccentre tapping is pro-
vided for use with

FOLDING Tahriisoirsarree aeViacliiTVetrs;
FRAME AERIAL

ance,extremely efficient
attractive in appear -

in operation, remark-
ably simple in con-
struction, and is very
easily folded into a
conveniently portable
form. The stand also
folds. It is offered at a
ppraireteic.ularly attractive

30,
Fray. Pat. No. e6818/25

MAKE SURE IT'S CLIMAX
For Crystal Set constructors, the

CLIMAX POPULAR
PLUG-IN DETECTOR

is supplied fitted with the Climax
Auto -micrometer Catwhisker a n d
Superb Crystal.

Price 3/6
complete with sockets.

THE CLIMAX
AUTO -MICROMETER

CATWHISKER
combines an automatic pressure with
a separate and completely indepen-
dent hold -on pressure- The setting
is easy, permanent and of maximum
possible efficiency.

Price 1/ -

Climax Superb Crystal, guaranteed
natural galena, Price 11- per box.

MAKE SURE IT'S CLIMAX
CLIMAX AERIAL EARTH EQUIPMENT

THE CLIMAX RADIO EARTH
The Climax Radio North (Prov. Pat. x76 -the low.
leas direct tubular earth. Far better than the old-
fashioned water -pipe or gas -pipe earth. The latest
pattern is provided with flanges, which break up and
help to fill in the earth around the tube, thereby pre-
venting any rocking of the tube in the ground. In
addition. the projections on the surface or the tube
provide water courses which make for perfect elec-

trical contact. Ready for use. Easily
fitted. Maximum efficiency. Length
approx. jo ins Price 5/,
Climax Insulated Low -Loss Earth
Lead, no ft, Price 1/S.

The CLIMAX INSULATED SHOCK
ABSORBER BET for aerial insulation
de luxe. One pair of Climax I sulators
linked with a Climax Shock Absorber
at each end of a single span wire mew,
perfect insulation, while the aerial wire
Is relieved from sudden strains due to
mast sway or halyard rope shrinkage.
Each Climax Insulator (Regd. design
No. 7o8701) will stand four times the
flash -over voltage of the ordinary in.
sulator, while it has far less capacity to
earth It will stand a direct pull of
hundreds of -pounds. It is entirely non -
hygroscopic. It cannot absorb moisture
even if fr actured. It insulates perfect-
ly during rainfall. It is self-cleaning
on aU surfaces.
Price One Climax Insulated Shock
Absorber set comprising four Climax
Lew -Loss Insulators and two Climax
Shock Absorber Springs 3/- per box.
Climax Low -Loss Insulators, boxed
separately, 1/- per box.
Climax Low -Loss Aerial, ma ft., 0,..

The CLIMAX LIGHTNING ARREST-
ER. Made on the multi -gap quenched
spark principle. Price 7/6 complete.
Ready to fix.

CLI
 RA D 1 0 

r7.1,
, /`1fri

Meta for me
I MAKE the advice of John the Black-

smith. "There's nothing like metal."
He knows. All the hard jobs in this
unfeeling world are given to metal. If
it's hard service, or long service, or ex-
act service, then the man who knows
says at once, " Metal for me."

INSULATED HEAD PITS FLUSH ON PARER
PROTECTS THE WANE: DECORATES TM PANEL

ill
/.,

.ki
ADJUSTABLE
-b EVE

,

.A 7'.

HOU
COSTA

PATENTED
GLASS

SPRING

December, 1925

The Climax Metal -Cooled Rheostats and Potentiometer are metal wound
on metal cooling cores. They employ no carbon, no ebonite, no rubber.
Except for the bakehte knob and terminal bar they are 100 per cent. metal.
The Climax Anti- tdierophonic Valve Sockets have anti-microphonic metal
contact epri- go housed in metal sockets. They employ no rubber. Except
for the insulating igeeves they are 100 per cent. metal.
THE CLIMAX METAL -COOLED RHEOSTAT (Pro.. Pat. No. saorsea3) is
wire wound r n a said metal rod, and insulated by high temperature vitreous
enamel capable of standing over 2.000 volts. The cooling thus brained far ex-
ceeds that of any other method, and keeps the resistance cool even on excessive
overload. This method of construction is a Climax Patent. No nher can be "just
as good." Undoubtedly the best possible Rheostat at the lowest possible price.
Prices CLIMAX METAL -COOLED RHEOSTAT, 3o ohm universal pattern, for
all 1),E:or Bright Valves. 4/- each.
6 ohm, heavy duty pattern Cr one, two or three Bright Valves, 3/- each. CLIMAX
METAL -COOLED POTENTIOMETER, aoo ohms, made on the same pates ed
system 5/, each.
The CLIMAX ANTI MICROPRO= VALVE SOCKET is made en an entirely
new principle. The valve floats on metal springs. Each separate socket contains
a patented hour -glass contact spring whela is truly anti-microphonic and at the same
time makes excellent electrical contact.
The socket is provided with a circular rim for mounting Hush on the panel, the
upper surface of this rim being insulated toprevent accidental burning -old of the
valve. Thi Valve Stem is supported on the Climax Patent Hour -glass Spring, the
waisted portioo of winch makes excellent electrical contact and keeps the stem
absolutely clear of all other parts of the mechanism.
The use of Climax Anti-Microphonic Valve Sockets is ccnfidently recommended in
place of the ordinary built-up valve -holder which has relatively high capacity, big
dielectric losses and consequent low efficiency, particularly for high-irequency work.
Price t One set of font Climax Anti-Microphonic Valve Sockets, fitted with patent
hour -glass contact springs, complete with nuts and washers, rrov. rat. No..73305
and 1734o/es. Per Box 2./..
CLIMAX ANTI -CAPACITY VALVE HOLDER for under panel mounting. Cne
hole fixing. Price 1,6.

MAKE SURE IT'S CLIMAX
L.F. AMPLIFICATION

The CLIMAX DE LUXE TRANSFORMER is constructed on a new
method. The laminations of the iron core are at right angles to the
usual direction. This construction enables a much shorter iron path
to be employed, which means that a larger flux can be set up for a
given magnetising current. It also cuts down the total weight of iron
used and therefore reduces the possibility of loss by leakage and by
hysten=sis. The primary and secondary coils are sub -divided to reduce
capacity effects and advantage is taken of this sub-d.vision to bring
out both primary and secondary circuits to two sets of terminals each.
There are thus eight terminals altogether. The Climax de luxe L. H. Transformer
is t heret ore a multiple ratio transtormer andcan be connected to suit many different
circuits and valves in a way riot po sible in the ordinary design. The workmanship
and materials used are of the highest passible quality: The cores and windbags are
enclosed in a die east aluminium case. giving complete mechanical protection and
a handsome finish. The Climax de Luxe L.P. Transformer (Prov. Pat. No.
2.5405). Cruciform design. Multiple Ratio. Price 27/6.
The Climax Ponutar .P, Tran,10Mer A highly efficient transformer for
general L.P. amplification, Price 17/6.

A)< 'MAKE SURE IT'S CLIMAX
If you have dilicalty in obtaining genuine CLIMAX productions, and are asked to accept inferior imitations, kindly send your order

direct to us. enclechig P.O. or cheque to the correct amount, when immediate attention will be given to your instructions.
CLIMAX RADIO ELECTRIC, LTD. Head Office and Works: QUILL WORKS. PUTNEY, LONDON, S.W.15
Telephone Putney 2599. Showrooms( 257, High Holborn. London, W.C.1. Telephone: Holborn =38. All communications to Head Office.

WRITE for the MAGAZINE CATALOGUE for FULL DETAILS of ALL CLIMAX RADIO COMPONENTS and SETJ
162 In replying to advertisers, please mention TEg WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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Broadcast
Composers

By

"CARRIER -WAVE"

Notes on some of the men-and women-whose musical creations reach millions via radio

WITH the ever-increasing ap-
preciation of classical
music, the questiop must

arise in many minds regarding
the relative importance of com-
poser and executant. Through
the wide influence of the gramo-
phone, to which, frankly, must
be given first credit for giving the
public better music, then the
cinema-sneer at it as ye may-
and at the present day " wireless,"
the great masses of the public have
become familiar with compositions
that twenty years back, or even
less, were only heard at the most
classical of concert halls. To -day
our papers or our milk are no
longer delivered to the tunes of
" A Bicycle made for Two " or
" Little Annie Rooney," but to the
strains of fragments from Schu-
bert's " Unfinished Symphony,"

" Egyptian Ballet " and
" The Song of the Volga Boatmen,"
often transformed into a musical
melange of the whistler's own con-
ception, but nevertheless unmis-
takable, and proving indubitably
that, given the right material,
there is a public that, knowing
nothing of the composer himself or
of his famous interpreters, yet has

Sir Edward Elgar, the world's
greatest living composer.

taken to its heart the actual tune.
The man therefore who said he
would be content " to write the

Sir Frederic Cowen is also well-
known as an organist.

nation's songs " was not far wrong
in his estimation of true fame.

Feminine Composers
If we are to give " place aux

dames," we must congratulate the
British Broadcasting Company on
their giving still wider fame to the
gallant little band of women com-
posers. Dame Ethel Smyth heads
the list, and we have heard not only
excerpts from her several operas,
but also, late in July, the first per-
formance of her latest work, " En-
tente Cordiale," performed by the
students of the Royal College of
Music and conducted by the com-
poser herself. The public probably
knows her best by her opera " The
Wreckers," from which the famous
prelude, " On the Cliffs of Corn-
wall," one of the finest pieces of
spectacular writing, is so often

performed ; but Dame Smyth came
into notice first with a quintet for
strings, performed at Leipzig in
1884, where she had studied. Two
of her works were heard later at the
Crystal Palace in England, and a
Solemn Mass at the Royal Albert
Hall ; but " The Wreckers " had
to be taken to Leipzig for produc-
tion before it was produced here.
Her works have frequently been
heard at all stations over the aether,
including her other operas, " The
Boatswain's Mate " and " Fete
Galante."

Oft -heard Songs
Everybody knows -the songs of

Amy Woodforde Finden and the
various song -cycles of Madame Liza
Lehmann, particularly "Ina Persian
Garden " and its Indian companion
" A Golden Garland."

We have had, too, the songs of
Lady Dean Paul, best known to
the musical world as Poldowski.
A daughter of the great violin
virtuoso Wieniawski, some of his
fire and brilliance are reflected in
her compositions.

Amongst the young composers

Frederick Delius, another English-
man who has achieved world-wide

fame.
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who have faced the microphone
may be mentioned Miss Muriel
Herbert and Wiss Rebecca Clarke,
the latter being the well-known
viola player, and both writers of
pleasant songs. Miss Dorothy
Howell's works are on a more
ambitious plane, mainly orchestral
concertos, and she was hardly out
of her 'teens when her first piano-
forte concerto was performed at a

The Halle Orchestra is inseparably
connected with Sir Hamilton Harty.

Queen's Hall promenade concert,
conducted by Sir Henry J. Wood,,
and so great was the enthusiasm
evoked that a repetition was in the
following week's programme-an
unprecedented occurrence for a new
work.

British Composers
A very long list now confronts

the programme -maker, and no
longer can the charge be made that
British works of real musical value
are conspicuous by their absence,
for broadcasting has made their
names household words.

Sir Landon Ronald, composer,
pianist, conductor, and Principal
of the Guildhall School of Music,
has lent immense aid to the
B.B.C.; conducting their concerts
in hall and studio. Although so
many vocalists persist in believing
that he has no other song to
his name but " Down in the
Forest," the number of song cycles
and concerted works is beyond
count. Sir Watford Davies is
another of the noteworthy mu-
sicians who have taken immense
interest in broadcast work, and he
has recently conducted several con-
certs. Like so many of his pro-
fession, he was an organist, acting
at Windsor Park Chapel Royal.

Most of his works, the Festival
Overture, oratorio " The Temple,"
and songs and glees, have been
performed throughout the king-
dom.

A favourite composer, too, is
Sir Alexander Mackenzie, who
conducted a programme of his own
works before the microphone. Late
principal of the Royal Academy of
Music for some- 4o years, amongst
his best-known works are the

Benedictus" and his opera
" St. John's Eve."

A Musical Editor
Granville Bantock has conducted

his own 'broadcast Programme,
and associated himself strongly
with the wireless music. Not
only has he a long list of mu-
sical triumphs to his name, best
known being "Omar Khayyam,"
" Pierrot of the Minute," and
" Lalla Rookh," but on the
literary side he founded and
edited the New Quarterly Musical
Review, while later he becanie
conductor of one of the Gaiety
Theatre touring companies, which
he accom.panied through America
and Australia. Later still he
returned to become Professor of
Music at the University of Birming-
ham, there succeeding Sir Edward
Elgar.

Elgar, German and Cowen
Of Elgar's work so much has

been written that further details
here are not necessary. Probably,
out of all his works, the one that
will linger in popular fancy is his
march from ' Pomp and Circum-
stance," to which tune is set
" Land of Hope and Glory."

The real English music -maker not
nearly well enough appreciated is

Miss Dorothy Howell achieved
success at an early age.

December, _1925

Edward German. The true spirit of
English music lives in his work.
It needs no " book " to make it
" programme music," and it is not
hard to believe that his music will
go hand in hand with English
folk -song history.

Sir Frederic Cowen's music also is
often heard over the aether, the

Granville Bantock's music is
familiar to most listeners.

best known of his productions
being " The Butterfly's Ball " and
" The Language of Flowers " suite.

Chamber Music
It is surprising how great a

revival has taken place in the
liking for quartets, trios and the old
classics, as well as for the fresh
works, and for modern chamber
music the names that come first
to one's mind are Frank Bridge,
John Ireland, Joseph Holbrooke
and Armstrong Gibbs.

Mr. Frank Bridge has composed
many works, one of the best being
a suite, " The Sea," performed at a
Queen's Hall concert many years
ago. His best-known song possibly
is " Love Goes a -Riding."

The " Phantasy " trio is perhaps
the best known of John Ireland's
works, and the somewhat turgid
" Variations on Three Blind Mice "
that of Joseph Holbrooke. Better
appreciated are Eric Coates with
one of his dainty miniature
suites, Gerrard Williams, a clever
song -writer, and also Roger Quilter.

Cyril Scott is essentially a pianist,
and accordingly his " Danse IsTegre "
appeals to actual players as well aft
listeners.
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King Quality Rheostats, 61, 15,
LP

ig King Quality Potentiometer,
25 or 40 ohms. Price / v' 400 ohms. R590. Price

King Quality Cardwell a / 9
Condenser, R191. Price vi

THROUGHOUT the manufacture of King Quality radio parts,
there never has been and never will be any compromise
on quality. The real test of any product is in the service it

gives and we are more than willing to abide by the verdict of
service. We know the parts listed here will give the kind of service
which can result only from scientific design and honest manufacture.

KING QUALITY, " Single Hole
Mounting," RHEOSTAT S

Furnished in three types - with
tapered arrowed knob, with coarse
knurl knob and pointer, and with
ain. dial. Plain (amplifier) in 61.
15, 4,5 and 40 ohms Price 3/13

With dial - Price 319

Vernier (deta:tor) type, with knob
and pointer. 61 ohms Price 5,10

KING QUALITY SWITCH LEVERS
Constructed with an enclosed tension
spring which ensures smooth opera-
tion and perfect electrical connection
at all times. With fine knurl or
coarse knurl, Bakelite knob.

Price 1/6

KING QUALITY
CARDWELL CONDENSERS

Greatly increases the range of a
receiving set. Because of absence of
body capacity effects, distant stations
will not detune once located.

R-190 '00025 18/0
R-191 '00032 16 /9
R-192 '00035 17 9
R -I93 '0005 19/9
R-194 '001 1- 0 - 0
R-195 '00025 Dual 1- 9 - 6
R-196 '00032 Dual 1 - 11 - 6

4/6

KING QUALITY, " Single Hole
Mounting," POTENTIOMETERS

Designed along lines similar to those
of the Rheostat. The compact sturdy
construction and the single hole
mounting make it ideal for use in
experimental sets.

R-591. 400 ohms. Tapered fine
knurl knob with arrow 416

R-590. 400 ohms. Straight coarse
knurl knob and pointer 4/6

KING QUALITY JACKS
Designed especially for radio use these Jacks eliminate
all the faults experienced in former designs.
R -372a. Two springs, one break contact, frame insulated.

Closed circuit. 2/9
R-374. Four springs, breaks two contacts. Double

circuit. 3/3
R-375. Five springs, opens two and closes one contact.

Double filament control. 3/9
R-377. Seven springs, opens three and closes one con-

tact. Double circuit, double automatic filament
control 4/2

Mr(
1:(

"11141a 11110010.

KING QUALITY TERMINALS
R-73. All Bakelite, knob and base.

Per dozen VS
R-75. Bakelite knob. Black or

Mahogany, nickel base.
Per dozen 41-

R-77. Bakelite knob, nickel grooved
base. Per dozen 4/ -

KING QUALITY PRODUCTS, INC.
GASTON E. MARBAIX, European Sales Manager, 27, Anning St., LONDON, E.C.2

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
Barclays Ad.
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Sivritin6 aBalanee
TO balance a pole across a trestle a certain
amount of see -sawing is necessary. You
move it in one direction, and it over-

balances ; then you move it back a bit, and
so on, until a perfect balance is found.

4 4 4
Tuning your set is very much like balancing
a see=saw on a trestle. You add capacity by
bringing up your reaction coil. The balance
is upset and the receiver " howls " ; then you
dash across to the condenser dial, and reduce
its reading, thereby reducing capacity. And
so a balance may be struck by alternate
adjustments, first on one dial and then on
the other.

4 4 4
How much easier it would
be to combine these two
adjustments on one com-
ponent, to introduce a

balance over our trestle, as it were. The
Seamark Connode is the only instrument
which does this, It allows capaCity to be in-
creased by the reaction coil, and decreased
by the condenser, or vice yersa, until a balance
is obtained, without removing the hand from
one dial to another.

4 4
Moreover, increase of capacity by the coil
holder can be obtained in the same direction,
as decrease is obtained by the condenser. If
one adjustment introduces instability, a com-
pensating readjustment may be made on the
Seamark Connode without even altering the

direction in which the hand
is moving.

IF ANY DIFFICULTY IS EXPERIENCED IN OBTAINING

7ke JEANARK CONNODEREV?
WRITE DIRECT TO THE

Sole Patentees and Manufacturers :
C. E. NEEDHAM & BRO. LTD., 10, MILK ST.. SHEFFIELD

160 In replying to advertisers. please mention Tau Wnzp:LEsS CONSTRUCTOR.
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The Song Writers
Amongst those who have

appeared before the microphone
may be mentioned Stephen
Williams, singer as well as com-
poser, while the songs of Wilfred
Sanderson, and the late Easthope
Martin, with his "Come to the Fair,"
and the former's "-Up from
Somerset " and " The Company
Sergeant-Major," are again known
from Land's End to John o'
Groats. Maurice Besley is a com-
petent conductor as well as com-
poser, and has conducted con-
certs at the Queen's Hall as well as
for the B.B.C. A programme of
Benjamin Dale's music was also
greatly appreciated last year, while
his cantata "Before the Paling of
the Stars " was produced at Queen's
Hall in 1913.

Typically English Music
Two composers who are invari-

ably considered to be foreign,
owing to their names, are Gustav
Hoist and Frederick Delius. Both
are unmistakably English, Mr.

Sir Landon Ronald is a famous
,onductor of the Royal Albert Hall

Orchestra.

Holst being born at Cheltenham,
though of Swedish parentage, and
Mr. Delius at Bradford, and their
compositions are too typically Eng-
lish to be mistaken.

Two Conductor -Composers
Sir Hamilton Harty, conductor

and composer, too, performed
Delius' work " At Brigg Fair," at one
of the Halle concerts last year, and
it was relayed to London. Of Sir

Hamilton's own works, " With the
Wild Geese," and many symphonies
stand to his name.

A B.B.C. Conductor
One more noted conductor, as

well as composer, is Mr. Eugene

Miss Rebecca Clarke is a song
writer and viola player.

Goossens, who conducted another
symphony concert recently for the
B.B.C. Gainer of many scholarships,
and silver medallist of the Royal
College of Music, he has composed
many symphonies and quartettes,
and conducted the principal or-
chestras in the kingdom.

On the Lighter Side
Perhaps best known of all,

however, are the composers who
give us the more " popular "
melodies, and here according to our
desires we have had such masters
of their art as Rex Burchell and
Albert Ketelbey,with his orchestral
tone pictures.

It will be a long time before " In
a Monastery Garden," " A Chinese
Temple Garden," and others will
be forgotten.

Ballads and Fox -Trots
For lovers of songs of the ballad

type are Frederick Nicholls, Stephen
Williams, and that ever popular
member of the Savoy Bands, Billy
Mayerl, who ran a whole panto-
mime when other boys are in school.
His songs and fox-trots are heard
now every night.
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Foreign Composers
To try and give any idea of the

immense work of foreign composers
in a limited space would be useless.
Best known from a wireless stand-
point are Grieg, with his " Peer
Gynt " and Lyric suites, pianoforte
concerto, etc., and Saint-Saens,
writer of operas and songs in-
numerable, who was an organist in
his youth, which possibly accounts
for the wonderful scoring in his
concertos. Debussy, Gabriel Faure
and Dvorak have all been made
familiar names before the micro-
itione, likewise Jean Sibelius, with
Iris tragic " Valse Triste " and
"Finlandia," the latter having such
an effect when it was first produced
that the Finnish Government
forbade it to be played lest it led to
open mutiny.

"Rustle of Spring"
Christian Sinding, who is known,

alas ! to this country apparently
most by that trifle " Rustle ti
Spring," has conducted his own
works over here, while we fancy

Humperdinck-i he late composer
of the popular fairy opera "Hansel

and Gretel.

Humperdinck's fairy opera " Hansel
and Gretel," known now to every
child, young and old, was the
second opera to be broadcast in this
country.

Next Month :
SPECIAL XMAS NUMBER

Out on December 13
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Wood or Ebonite ?
Some; notes regarding the use of wooden panels in the construction of

wireless receiving sets

By A. V. D. HORT, B.A.
6'AAnti\ordNeednrA.N.S\oeWovoVeAnosVedVe",i+%vo\n",A4V.roN.vi\e'

MOST experimenters have
probably at some time
assembled a temporary

receiver on a wooden baseboard
or panel, without using ebonite or
any other insulating material in
addition. They may have found
that the set worked quite reason-
ably well for a time at any rate.
On the other hand, perhaps, results
were disappointing, though the
cause of failure was not easy to
discover.

Modern Tendencies
At or below the frequencies used

by the broadcasting stations, wood
may be fairly satisfactory as au
insulator, under certain conditions,
and provided that it is properly
used. Visitors to the Wireless
Exhibitions this year can hardly
have failed to notice that there is
a tendency nowadays to reduce the
amount of ebonite or similar mate-
rial in receivers, especially in those
which are designed to be attractive
pieces of furniture, as well as
efficient instruments for reception.
In such receivers, however, it will
often be found that the components
and terminals mounted on the
wooden panel are insulated from
it with bushes of ebonite or similar
insulating material ; the wood, there-
fore, acts merely as a supporting
medium, and not primarily as an
insulator.

For What Frequency ?
There is a certain advantage in

the reduction in favour of wood of
the amount of ebonite used in a
receiver, in the comparative cheap-
ness of the former material. But
a good deal depends on the fre-
quency at which the receiver is
intended to operate. At the higher
frequencies, and especially at fre-
quencies above about 15,000 kc.
(zo metres), it is usually advisable
to reduce to a minimum any masses
of solid- conducting or non -con-
ducting material not actually con-
cerned with the construction and
operation of the receiver. Such
parts as. cannot be altogether
eliminated, as, for instance, the
supports for the variable conden-
sers, tuning coils and so on, should
.possess good dielectric properties,

in order to reduce direct losses due
to the presence of poor dielectrics.

In designing receivers for these
high frequencies, therefore, it ap-
pears that wood is in general to be
avoided. At the frequencies at
which broadcaSting is carried out,
however, there is less objection
to the employment of wood close
to the component parts of a
receiver, though its use as an
insulator is still to be deprecated,
unless it is specially treated. Unless
special material is selected, even

.treated wood compares unfavour-
ably with ebonite.

A Few Figures
The main difficulty with- wood is

keeping it dry. A wooden panel
may seem to be perfectly dry,
while in reality enough moisture
is present in its fibre to render it
quite useless as an insulator for
H.F. currents. As far as direct

Ebonite bushes allow wooden
panels to be used for mounting.

current resistanee is concerned,
untreated dry wood possesses an
insulation resistance superior to
that of vulcanized red fibre. Thus
the insulation resistance per cubic
centimetre for dry wood is about
5o X roe megohms, while the equiva-
lent figure for red fibre is only
about ro x ro° megohms. For
purposes of comparison, it may be
mentioned that the value for
ebonite varies between 4,000 X roe
and 28,000 x roe megohms per cubic
centimetre.

Some Interesting Points
Untreated dry wood will soon

absorb sufficient moisture from the
atmosphere to render it practically

useless as an insulator for wireless
purposes in our climate. Suitable
treatment of the wood is capable
of raising its insulation resistance
considerably, wood dried out and
impregnated with paraffin wax
showing a resistance of 300 X Joe
megohms per cubic centimetre.
From these figures it is apparent
that under proper conditions wood
is not to be despised, at any rate as
an insulator for direct current, the
main points to be observed being
the choice of a suitable wood and
the correct preparation of it. Such
prepared wood may also be found
quite suitable for wireless appara-
tus, provided that generous allow-
ances of space are made between
conductors touching the wood, and
so long as the frequency of reception
desired is not too high. Generally
speaking, hard woods are to be
preferred to soft, since they are
not so prone to pick up moisture
from the atmosphere. Incidentally.
they are more satisfactory to cut
and drill than soft woods, and so
more suitable for instrument
mounting. Also they can be
readily given a high polish, which
adds to their usefulness as insu-
lators, since a highly -polished sur-
face will be easier to keep free of
dust and more impervious to
moisture than a rough one.

Suitable Woods to Use
Teak is probably the most satis-

factory material for general use,
but it may be no better than any
other wood unless it is properly
treated. It must be very thoroughly
dried, and then soaked in hot
paraffin Wax of good quality until
it is impregnated right through.
When the superfluous wax has been
drained and scraped away from the
surfaces, the latter may be polished
by rubbing hard for some time with
a dry soft cloth, it being assumed
that they have been well smoothed
before being soaked in the wax.
If the polish is to last, this rubbing
nuist be very thorough, as little
free wax as possible remaining- on
the surfaces when the polishing is
finished. It will be found that the
wood will drill quite cleanly wheu
it is thus impregnated with was.
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Among other woods which may
be used are mahogany, beech and
oak, mahogany being especially
useful when thin panels are needed.
Beech needs some care in working,
as it is close -grained and extremely
hard ; holes have to be bored to
the full depth for any screws to be
put into it, in order to avoid shear-
ing of the screws when they are
driven home. This remark applies
also to oak, and in this case steel
screws are unsuitable, as the gallic
acid in the wood would quickly
rust them away.

Use of Bushes or Inserts
The precaution of soaking the

wood in wax is only essential, of
course, when metallic parts of the
circuit are to be mounted direct on
the wood. It is not so necessary
if ebonite bushes or inserts of
generous dimensions are let into the
panel, the wood under such con-
ditions acting merely as a mechan-
ical support. This latter method
of using wood for a panel will be
found quite satisfactory, so long
as the insulating bushes are large
and all parts of the circuit are insu-
lated from the panel in this way.

Testing for Leakages
If any anxiety is felt about pos-

sible leakages of current between,

.0003 M.F

1
.0005 M.F

10,6

for instance, the positive and
negative terminals of the high-
tension battery, a simple test will
locate any faults in this respect.
Connect one tag of a pair of head-
phone leads -to the negative wander -
plug, and with the positive plug
and the other phone tag touch
various parts of the panel, taking
great care to avoid bringing the tag
and lead into metallic contact with
each other. If the insulation is in
order, no sound- should be heard in
the phones on tapping, for instance,
on a terminal and a point on the
panel an inch or so away. A slight
or pronounced click when this is
done will indicate that the insula-
tion between the terminal and the
panel is slightly or seriously at
fault.

A "Constructor" Set
in the Transvaal'

SIR,-The New Crystal -Valve
Set as described by Mr. John
Scott -Taggart, F. Inst . P. ,A. M.I .E.E
in the March number of THE
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR has given
me great pleasure, and I wish to let
you know how successful it

here. Lately I used a crystal set
which was all . right while in
Johannesburg, but when I moved
out here, about 25 miles from J.B.
(Johannesburg), I found it inade-
quate, so I looked around for a
simple way of hearing J.B. clearly.
A friend who had tried out the set
told me of the wonders of it, which
I took with a grain of salt. To
make a long story short, I made one
and now I get J.B. very loudly,
Durban (60o miles) clearly, and
even Cape Town (i,000 miles away)
fairly well. Of course, atmos-
pherics are bad in this country in
the summer, which is now coming
on, and Cape Town fades very much
at times. To -night I could only
get it after J.B. closed down..
Nevertheless, I think it rather
wonderful to get it at all on such a
simple, inexpensive layout. I made
it exactly as described and got my
good results right away without
any bother. Mr. Scott -Taggart
wished to hear how this set acted,
so I have written this letter to
let you know it is possible to
hear concerts in this country r,000
miles away - with the " New
Crystal -Valve " set.

Yours faithfully,
HECTOR C. MACKAY.

Transvaal,
S. Africa.

moo

',Bouncing
A 1310WVER  LOW E

LOW LOSS CONDIENSER
FOR TEN SHILLINGS,/

A Precision Condenser at a Popular Price
This remarkable new instrument of precision
comes as the result of a determination to
give the amateur experimenter a thoroughly
GOBI) condenser at a price he can well afford.
Test one yourself, and prove that its perfor-
mance is worthy of the reputation of The
Bowyer -Lowe Company who made it.
Its ball -bearing rotor eliminates uneven
bearings, harshness of control and uncertain
tuning. Its low loss design ensures elec-
trical efficiency and a wavelength range
unusually great. Its compensated square law

design ensures the availability of the whole
dial for tuning.
This condenser is guarantee' against faults
for twelve months. If within that time it
fails to give satisfaction through any cause
it will be repaired or replaced FREE.
The " Popular " is the condenser the amateur
has long sought. Instal it in all your sets.
It makes precision toning possible for every
wireless enthusiast. Buy it to -day. Descrip-
tive leaflet free on application to The Bowyer -
Lowe Co., Ltd., Letchworth.

the Bowyer -Lowe
'POPULAIC_Condenser

BALL BEARING LOW LOSS DESIGN  SQUARE LAW

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, 169
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RADIO
Portable Utilities Co., Lid.

After two whole years Eureka
supremacy is still unchallenged

THE Eureka Concert Grand was the
first high-grade Transformer to

be made with a non -laminated core. It
was the first to be made with the large
amount of 2/ miles of wire. It was
the first to be made with a coppered
steel case which simultaneously pre-
vented interaction, and
hermetically protected
its contents. And it
was the first to be sold
under a generous guar-
antee of instant re-
placement free of charge
in the remote possibility
of breakdown. Such
pioneer work met with
ins t ant appreciation.
Hundreds of thousands
of wireless enthusiasts
have realised the im-
portance of using only
the finest Transformer
that money can buy or that Science can
evolve-they have chosen the Eureka.
Their choice has been a wise one.

ELK

Your L.F. Transformer is to your Set
what an engine is to a motor car.
You may select the finest looking car-
its appearance may be most impressive.
But if its power unit is inefficient,
your money will have been wasted.
So with your Set. You may spend

pounds on the other
EUREKA REFLEX
The usual transformer is not pre-
eminently suitable for reflex cir-
cuits. Special qualifications ale
needed, and here is the first Rellfx
Transformer built to measure up
to true Eureka standards cf quality
and to conform to reflex ig/.
requirements. Each ...
BABY GRAND Nos. 1 & 2
For those whose purpose does not
render the superlative Concert
Grand a necessity, we can now
offer the Eureka Baby Grand
Nos. 1 and 2 for second stage.
Incorporating all the recognised
Eureka principles of de- 15/.
sign Each
EUREKA CONCERT GRAND
The Standard de Luxe 2g/.
Transformer
Eureka No. 2. For use 21/~
ass second stage amplifier

From all Dealers.

components-you may
choose the most ex-
pensive panel, yet if

your L.F. Transformer
is inferior, the whole
of your expenditure
will be prejudiced.
Any Eureka Transform-
er is a veritable key
to melody. Such purity
of tone and volume as
was never before be-
lieved possible is now
within the reach of

everyone. With its five
distinct models there is now a Eureka
to fit every need at a price within the
reach of the most modest experimenter.

PRODUCTS
Fisher St., London, IV .C..1

Glibvt Ad. 37W
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Why the new Eureka Rotary is
the last word in Detectors

A permanent Detector is convenient but comparatively
insensitive.

A catwhisker Detector is supersensitive but troublesome.
The Eureka Detector combines all the advantages of

both and possesses the disadvantages of neither.

R three years the world has been wait-
ing' for a Crystal Detector so foolproof

that it can be set in the dark. One that is
really sensitive to weak
signals. One that is

thoroughly adjustable. One
that will never wear out.
One that can be reloaded
with a new piece of crystal
in a moment. One that is
proof against damage. One
that will receive any type
of Crystal. Many Crystal
Detectors on the Market
will measure up to one or
two of these requirements,
but until the Eureka
Rotary appeared none could
mea'sure up to all.

The Eureka Rotary is

totally enclosed, dustproof,
and employs entirely new
principles. It makes use of
a series of phosphor bronze contact points
made to rise and fall in contact with the

RADIO
Portable Utilities Co.,Ltd.,

Crystal by means of a rotary cam operated by
an external ebonite ring. The pressure of the
point on the crystal can be varied from

a gentle touch to a firm grip.

THREE EUREKA
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES.

1. Merely remove the Eureka
Rotary Detector Iron, its clips
and it falls arart and releases
the crystal for a complete
change of facets. No unscrew-
ing or troub'esome fitting.

2. Any crystal can be used in the
Eureka Rotary. No Special
mounting required. Just drop
it in and insert the Detector
between its clips again.

3. Rotate the Eureka and you
brine into operation a succession
of sensitive spots. Stop ro.
tating when you have obtained
the loudest signals and adjust
for presser, of contact.

From all Dealers.

plate. Every instrument is covered
by the generous Eureka guarantee.

Everyone knows that the
fixed Detector-after
a brief spell of fame-
is falling rapidly out of
serious consideration. No
Crystal can remain sensitive
in one spot for long. And a
permanent Cr yst al Detector
when insensitive must be
thrown away. The Eureka
lasts for ever. You can use
any new crystal that is

placed on the market. It is a
handsome component which
will enhance the appearance
of any Receiver. If required
it can be mounted direct on
the panel by using the base
as a drilling tern-

Fisher St., London, W.C.
:Aber, Ad. 371C
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Radio Press, Ltd., and
the United States

APPOINTMENT OF MANAGER
OF OUR AMERICAN HOUSE ,E

An announcement of importance to all our readers

READERS will be interested
to hear that following upon
the visit of the Editor to

the United States to investigate
the radio position there, Radio
Press, Limited, have opened an
American house,  with offices in
the heart of New York, thus enab-
ling readers of our publications in
this country td keep right up to
date,, with all developments taking
place in America. .

An Important Step,
The importance of this step to

the British experimenter and home
constructor can scarcely b2 over,.
estimated. No longer will it be
necessary fdr the British entlm,
siast to view new experiments in
America through Aineriean eves.
New apparatits, new circuits, new,
valves, and, what may - be still
more important, new tendencies'
which are 'showing thethselves in
radio design and developments;
Will all be reported upon imme-
diately by a competent radio expert,
fully acquainted with 'radio matters
oh both sideS of the Atlantic.

atir Representative
It is with great plca'sure that we

introduce to our readers Mr. A. H.
Morse, A.M.I.F,.E., M.I.R.E., who
has been appointed manager of the
American House Of Radio Press,
Limited. Mr. Morse has for some
years been actively concerned with
the technical side of telegraphy iii
both its " wired " and " wireless "
branches, and has held many im-
portant positions iii radio both
in England and America, and his
praCtical acquaintance with the
art dates back to the very earliest
days.

It will be seen that Mr. Morse
not only has considerable experi-
wce of administrative matters,
but he has also a wide technical

experience of the art. This com-
bination of administrative experi-
ence and technical knowledge is
of no little importance, since the
task of obtaining full information
on technical matters is not easily
performed. Mr. Morse's standing
assures for him the entry into
many places which are normally
difficult of access, and his per-
sonal acquaintance and friendship
with some of the greatest men in
American radio will be -of ines-
timable value to him.

Mr. A. H. Morse,
M.I.R.E.

With the G.P.O. and the
In 1897 Mr. Morse entered the
Telegraph Service of the General
Post Office in London, and
after three years there, left England
in 1900 to serve in the Boer War,
being attached to the Telegraph
Section of the Royal Engineers.
He was engaged in journalistic

December, 1925

work for a short time on his return
to England in 1902, but again left
this country in 1904 for \Vest
Africa, where he carried out the
construction of the first telegraph
line to Sokoto.

Wireless in Canada
On completion of his African

work, Mr. Morse proceeded to
Canada, entering theme service of
the De Forest Wireless Corporation
as a: consulting engineer in 1906,
and had charge of the complete
wireless telegraph service between
the cities. of Montreal, Ottawa and
Quebec. He was made Superin-
tendent of the Company in 1907,
and had charge of five stations on
the Pacific coast. Afterwards he
was on the staff of the United
Wireless Telegraph Co., and re-
turned to England in 1910 to take
charge of that company's European
business.

Further Wireless- Work
In 1912, Mr. Morse joined the

Marconi Co. when that company
took over the business of the
Northern Wireless Telegraph Co.,

 and three years later became
wireless adviser to the Indo-
European Telegraph Company. He
accepted the position of managing
director of Marconi's Wireless Tele-
graph Co., Ltd., of Canada, in 1919,
but resigned this office in 1923 to
go into business on his own account.

Offices of the Radio Press, Ltd.
The offices of our AmeriCan

house will be situated in the Bush
Building, West 42nd Street; New
York ; an admirable position in
one of that city's most famous
thoroughfares, and we have no
doubt that before long, Radio
Press, Bush Building, New York,
will become as well known as
Radio Press, Bush House, London.

" 1;2,
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Bowyer Lowe Parts
for Minimum Losses

L7 VERY time you put into your Receiver a component
IL/ which reduces the losses incidental to - wireless
reception, you increase the power available for
telephones or loud speakers. So that every time you
buy a Bowyer -Lowe Component you know that you
are making a contribution to the strength of your
receiver and the purity of the signals it will yield.

Every Component Guaranteed 12 Months
Put B owyer-Lowe Low Loss parts into every set you build

ANTIPONG LOW LOSS VALVE HOLDERS
Non-Microphonic, low loss and
shock absorbing, this valve holder
is the most efficient devised. It
prevents all noises in Dull Emit-
ters and protects ordinary valves
from jars. Valve legs surrounded
by air are mounted on phosphor
bronze springs and attached to a
non -inflammable bake-
lite ring. Universal
fitting. Screws pro- 3/..
vided. PRICE

MATCHED H . F. TRANSFORMERS
Every Bowyer -Lowe Transformer
is individually matched against
standards so that every one of a
range is precisely like every other.
No special selection for H.F. Stages
is necessary. All ranges from 130
to 2,000 metres and up, and special
Neutrodyne Unit, 30o to
boo metres, at uniform 7/
price. EACH

ALL RANGES

No increase in price has
occurred since these Trans-
formers were first offered

SERIES PARALLEL & STUD SWITCH PARTS
FOR PANEL MOUNTING
Sold complete in boxes, these components
comprise all parts necessary for building,
including switch arms and knobs, studs and
stops, screws, nuts, drilling template and
instructions. The Stud Switch parts make
any switch from 2 to 10 way. The Series or
Parallel Switch is useful for every purpose
whert a double pole change over is needed

Stud Switch 2 to so way 2/3
VMV M Series Parallel Switch . 4/.

BOWYER-LOWE
TESTED COMPONENTS
MAKE SUCCESSFUL SETS

Drop us a postcard now asking for a complete catalogue of reliable parts
for every kind of receiaer'rom a Crystal set to a Super -Heterodyne

BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD. LETCHWORTH

Write for
Booklet

W.C. free
on

request.

"TANGENT"
the Bella Coil

BETTER-
because the spe.ial method of
winding allows a larger gauge wire
to be used, which naturally offers a
minimum res.stance to high-fte-
naeney cu -dents.

BETTER-
bccanse there is ample air -spicing
Mqween the windings, reducing the
se f -capacity Cb a minimum.

BETTER-
becawe these windings are in no
way interlaced and this absence of
turn crossing turn is a factor of no
small importance.

BETTER-
because the coil is a sound mechsni-
cal job, subtantially built on a
stout Sr me, each coil being a mild
and compact unit not affected in
any way by handling.
The timing with the Tangent Coil
is so sharp that the rssulting selee.
tivity is surprising and there is a
cornpl. t absence of distortion at all
frequencies. Aladeto fit all standard
coil holders.

gee Tangent - The Better Coil - Now.
Most good houses sell Tangent Fitments

Established 1872
GENT & CO. Ltd. FARADAY WORKS, LEICESTER

Radio users will welcome the NEW NEUTRON
products. These instruments set a very high
standard in design, embodying all the outstand-
ing features that science has as yet produced.
The name of Neutron is in itself a guarantee of
quality goods.

!Trite for fully illustrated Catalogue of
H.T. BATTERY ELIMINATOR

(to work off any direct current)
CRYSTASTAT Semi -permanent DETECTOR
POCKET CRYSTAL SET
LF. TRANSFORMER

Sole Producers: SENTINEL HOUSE,
NEUTRON, LTD. SOUTHAMPTON ROW,

LONDON, W.C.1. 'Phone: Museum 5340
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Are Long Waves
Doomed ?

By MAJOR JAMES ROBINSON,
D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.

(Director of Research to Radio Press, Ltd.)

In this article Dr. Robinson discusses the increasing use of the higher
frequencies in radio communication

WIRELESS is a subject full
of surprises, and probably
the biggest surprise oc-

curred within the last two years
when it was discovered that it is
not always essential to use very
great power to send signals over
very large distances. Wireless
engineers were staggered because
they had been developing for the
last twenty-five years along lines
which meant more and more power
and higher aerials' in order to
guarantee reliable communication
over long distances.

Huge Stations Needed
They might well be staggered, for

a typical transmitting station for
long-distance communication, such
as from England to Egypt, required
masts from 500 to 800 ft. high, as
many as six such masts being
wanted, and an input of 25o kilo-
watts or more, with an aerial current
of 200 amperes or more. In order
to reach India from England in
one stage it was considered that
more and more power would be
required, and so on to Australia.
This phase of wireless development
was employing frequencies of 15
to 75 kilocycles (wavelengths of
4,000 to 20,000 metres). Suddenly
results began to appear, to a very
large extent from amateurs, showing
that it was possible to communicate
with America at certain times of
the day using a power of a quarter
of a kilowatt, and with an aerial
current of 2 or 3 amperes. Once
this was known, other experi-
menters attempted to do the same
and it was not long before we had
a large number of such results,
and now we hear quite regularly
of communication between England
and Australia, between America
and Australia, between England
and Iraq, and so op. the power of
the transmitters being usually of

the order of kilowatt. The
difference between these two abso-
lutely opposed results was in the
frequency that was being used,
these newer results being obtained
on frequencies above - 3,000 kilo-
cycles (wavelengths below roo
metres).

Early Experimenters
We may thus with good reason

ask the question, " Are long waves
doomed ? " The early experi-
menters in wireless who still sur-
vive are also wondering why it
is that they were deflected into
the development of long waves 2.5
to 3o years ago. Senatore Marconi
himself is now doing a considerable
amount of work on short waves,
and he has been devoting his time
to this problem for the last 7 or 8
years. Actually in his case it is a
return to a region on which he had
already experimented in common
with all investigators of 3o years
ago.

Marconi's Work
Hertz, Marconi, Sir *ltver Lodge,

Hughes, Sir Henry Jackson, and
other pioneers all experimented
with short waves, but the reason
why they were deflected into long
wave development was the dis-
covery by Marconi in 1895 that the
earthing of a vertical aerial greatly
improved the range of signalling
as known in those days. This dis-
covery of Marconi's was the basis
of the commercial utility of wire-
less telegraphy, and although it
appeared to be introducing a form
of signalling which to scientists
was not pure electromagnetic waves,
yet it provided the necessary range
for signalling, and thus wireless
telegraphy was able to commence
commercially, and the develop-
ment of long waves was placed on
a firm footing: Higher and higher

aerials were used, long wires were
used horizontally at the tops of
the aerials, and as the natural
wavelength of an aerial is approxi-
mately four times its own length
it is seen how the wavelength used
soon became very long indeed.

Modern Tendencies
It is interesting to study the

reason for the tendency to return
to short waves. After the war the
development of wireless telegraphy
was prosecuted with great vigour.
The war period was almost entirely
in the long wave phase of wireless
development. After the war, how-
ever; amateurs became very
pressing to be allowed to experi-
ment, commercial services for
wireless telegraphy began to mul-
tiply, and the rumours that wireless
telephony had been used during
the war began to excite people so
that a demand for broadcasting
was made. To satisfy all these
services it was necessary to widen
the band of wavelengths, and thus
amateurs were forced down in
wavelength. The commercial ser-
vices were using, waves longer than
300 metres, and amateurs were sent
down in some cases to r oo metres,
and though they resented this at
the time, they attempted to make
the best of what they considered
to be a bad bargain, with the result
that we have this remarkable
discovery that short wavelengths
enable us to economise on power
for long-distance communication.

Short Wave Developments
Amateurs cannot claim all the

credit for these excellent results
on short waves. Senatore Marconi,
as already mentioned above, with
his assistant, Mr. Franklin, began
to develop short waves towards the
latter end of the War. They used
wavelengths of the order of 6 to
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to metres, and they actually
obtained wireless beams with waves
of this type. They first of all' de-
veloped short wave work for navi-
gational purposes, and one station
has been installed at Inchkeith in
the Firth of Forth for some time.
Another station. has recently been

' installed at the mouth of the -
Thames. The rotation of this wire-
less wave beam is equivalent to the
rotation of a lighthouse beam, and
signals can be heard only when
the beam is pointing in the direc-
tion of the receiver, or within a
few degrees of this direction. Special
signals are sent for different points
of the compass so that mariners
know their bearing from the beam
transmitting station according to
which signal they hear.

Extending the Range
Mr. Marconi, after developing the

beam for navigational purposes,
attempted to extend the range of
his beam system, and by lengthen-
ing the wave somewhat soon cable
to the conclusion that very large
ranges could be obtained on fre-
quencies above 3,33o kilocycles
(wavelengths up to 90 metres).
His transmitting station is usually
at Poldhu, and he periodically
makes voyages in his yacht " The
Elettra " in order to discover what
ranges he can obtain under different
conditions, working on wavelengths
below roo metres. The er ormous
ranges that he obtained with com-
paratively small power was ofsuch
importance that a contract was
entered into with the Imperial
Government for Communications
with the Colonies. This scheme has
a great advantage, as the initial
cost of erection and installation of
a short wave beam station is very
much less than that of a long wave
high -power station.

The Beam System
One great advantage of the work

which Mr. Marconi has done is that
by the use of beam transmitters a
considerable amount of secrecy in
signalling can be maintained, for
most of the energy can be concen-
trated in a very narrow beam, and
signals can only be obtained within
a very small angle of the direction
of the beam.

A Drawback
There is one very great drawback

to short wave communication at
long dista'nces, which is that no
single wavelength has been deter-

' - mined below. too metres which will
guarantee communication. at an v
time: of the day or of -the might.
These short waves can be heard
practically any time throughout
the night, and at very great ranges

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

the strength of signals does not
appear to fall off to any consider-
able extent. As soon, however, as
day breaks, these long ranges imme-
diately vanish. Below about 3o
metres wavelength, certain day-
light ranges begin to appear, but
here again these are only obtained
for a limited number of hours per
day. This feature of short wave
communication is very serious and
it is one of the main reasons why
there will be hesitation to adopt
short waves in place of long waves
universally.

Peculiar Phenomena
There is a very peculiar effect

with short waves, which is that
signals are often not heard within
a distance of a few hundred miles
of the transmitting station, but
they only appear beyond this

distance. This refers particularly
to the very high frequencies. This
" skipped distance " has a peculiar
effect, and it may have something
to do with the fact that long-
distance communication on short
waves was not discovered previously
because the experimenter normally
attempted to communicate over
short ranges before attempting
longer distances.

Another serious effect of short
waves is the phenomenon kriown
as fading, where signals rise and
fall in strength from time to time.
The period of fading is sometimes
fairly long, and sometimes it is
comparatively short, the matter of
a few seconds or even less.

Great Signalling Speeds
On the other hand, there is a

great advantage of short waves,

Long -wave stations require expensive equipment, including huge
masts such as are shown in this photograph.
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The New S.T.100
The wonderful 2 -valve Reflex described in
the first issue of Wireless. Complete Pilot
Kit of Components, 06 4 0. Polished
Cabinet, 20/-. Best quality Panel, drilled,
tapped and engraved, 11/9.

The All Concert -de -Luxe
One of the most popular of the Modern
Wireless 3 -Valve Sets. Complete Pilot Kit
of Components, £4 12 3. Polished Cabinet,
17/- Best Quality Panel, drilled and
tapped, 13/-. Engraving (if required) 3/6.

The Transatlantic V.
The Ideal 5 -Valve Set for long distance
reception. Complete Pilot Kit of Compo-
nents, £5 4 0. Polished Cabinet, 17/-.
Best quality Panel, drilled and tapped, 15/-.
Engraving (if required) 3/6.

The Single -Valve Reflex
A 1 -Valve Set which will amaze you for
volume and sensitiveness. Complete Pilot
Kit of Components, £2 13 0. Polished
Cabinet, 4/6. Best quality Panel, drilled
and tapped, 4/6. Engraving (if required) 2/6.

The Puriflex
Specifically designed for perfect Loud Speaker
reproduction. Complete Pilot Kit of Com-
ponents, £3 15 0. Polished Cabinet, 17/-.
Best quality Panel, drilled and tapped, 13/-.
Engraving (if required) 3/6.

The 2 -Valve All -Stations
A splendid and economical Set for long dis-
tance work. Complete Pilot Kit of Compo-
nents,,E1 18 0. Polished Cabinet, 21/-.
Best quality Panel, drilled and tapped 6/-.
Engraving (if required) 2/6.

The 3 -Valve Dual
An economical Reflex in which three Valves
do the work of four. Complete Pilot Kit of
Components, £5 16 0. Polished Cabinet,
27/6. Best quality Panel, drilled and tapped,
11/6. Engraving (if required) 3/6.

The 4 -Valve Transatlantic
An economy long distance Set with two
stages of H.F. Complete Pilot Kit of Com-
ponents, £6 12 6. Po'ished Cabinet, 27/6.
Best quality Panel, drilled and tapped, 11/6.
Engraving (if required) 3/6.

The Anglo-American Six
The latest long distance Set with three stages
of H.F. Complete Pilot Kit of Components,
£9 11 6. Polished Cabinet, 63/-. Best
quality Panel, drilled and tapped, 25/-.
Engraving (if required) 5/- 

All the above Sets described and
illustrated in The Pilot Manual

Where the Complete Kit of
Components are purchased
with Panel, a Marconi
Royalty of 12/6 per Valve
Holder is payable, and must
be remitted with order

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
77, CITY ROAD, E.C.1

(For all Post Orders)

George
Williams
builds
his first Set

AST week -end I took a run
over to see George Williams
at his little cottage down in

Surrey. A fine old-world place
-300 years old, if a day -set in
the most wonderful country sur-
roundings. The cosiest house
you ever saw -big Elizabethan
fireplaces, timbered ceilings,
panelled walls, winding stair-
cases, massive oak doors and so
forth.
" Hullo, old chap, you are Just
in time," he said," to hear this
5 -valve Set I have been building."
"I didn't know that wireless was
one of your hobbies," I replied.
" Well, to tell you the truth,"
he answered, " it wasn't -until
last week." " You don't mean
to say that you have built up
this Set within a week and with-
out knowing anything about
wireless ? " I asked in amaze-
ment, for the Set which George
showed me would have been a
credit to any- wireless expert.
" Yes," he said, " eight days ago
I couldn't tell a rheostat from a
condenser. Of course, you know

BRANCHES: 62, High Holborn, London. W.C.1
Walthamstow : 230, Wood Street
Plymouth: 4, Bank of England Platel
Liverpool: 4, Manchester Street

Pilot Sets for Home
Constructors

December, 19215

that I was never much of a
mechanic, and I'm really in-
debted to my young nephew for
this," he said, proudly fondling
a magnificent multi -valve Re-
ceiver resplendent with its dials
and switches. " I thought there
was a catch in it somewhere,"
I said laughingly, "you mean
that your nephew really built it
and not you.' George was most
indignant. " No," said he, " my
nephew merely put me on the
easiest way for a duffer like me
to build a good Set. He sent
me a copy of a little book called
the " Pilot Manual," which told
me all about it." And then
George explained to me what a
splendid idea this Pilot scheme
was. How the parts for any
well-known Set are all supplied
ready to fit together on the panel
-how it is really only a matter
of assembly and wiring up. I'm
sure that if George can build
up a 5 -valve Transatlantic I
can. Anyway, I'm sending for
a copy _of the "Pilot Manual"
to -morrow.

173 In reblying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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which is that it is possible to use
very great signalling speeds. The
speed of signalling is one of the
pressing problems of wireless tele-
graphy, and it is found that on the
longer wavelengths which are com-
monly used at present the speed
cannot profitably be raised above
3o words per minute. On the very
short waves, however, it is possible
to speed up the signalling con-
siderably, and although there is a

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

In the case shown at (b) the oscil-
lations only just reach their full
value on the length of a dash, and
the dots do not attain more than
about half their full strength. On
the other hand, (c) shows how the
dots and dashes will come through on
short waves. In this case there are
very many oscillations of the waves
in the period of a dot, and it will
quickly "build-up" as shown by
the curve. Hence it is possible to

DASH

LONG WAVES

DASH

SHORT WAVES

a

b

for fading has a more serious .effect
on telephony, particularly if this
fading is very rapid. We only
need to refer to the attempts which
have been made by the B.B.C.
to relay KDKA to see how difficult
the problem of telephony on high
frequencies at long distances really
is. For short distances there is,
of course, no technical reason at
all why broadcasting should not be
good on short waves.

DOT

LON WAVES

DOT

SHORT WAVES

Fig. 1. - It is seen n (b) that when long waves are employed the dot is unable to build up to
the necessary strength in the allotted time, whereas it will reach the required strength in the

same period if short waves are used (c).

shorter available time in which the
signalling can take place, it should
be possible to get through the
same amount of traffic.

Speed and Frequency
The reason why the speed of

signalling depends on the wave-
length can be seen from Fig. 1.

The high -frequency currents take
a certain time to build up to their
full value, the number of oscillations
required before this full strength is
attained depending on the constants
of the circuit.

It will be seen from Fig. r that
on long waves the length of the dots
must be greater.

obtain the full effect of a dot in a
shorter space of time, and the
speed of signalling can be very
much higher than in the case of
long waves.

Atmospherics have different
effects on different frequencies,
and they are much worse on the
lower frequencies than they are on
the higher. This is conducive to
more reliable signalling on the
latter.

Telephony-and the Future
Most of the preceding remarks

apply principally to telegraphic
signalling. As regards telephony,
the problem is somewhat difficult,

Some of the peculiarities of long
and short waves have been enumer-
ated, and as regards commercial
development, we have seen that
there is one instance of a commercial
company committing themselves to
short waves ; that is in the case of
the Marconi contract for Imperial
Communications. There is no
doubt that high frequencies will
be used very considerably in the
future for long-distance com-
munication, but it will be a long
time, if ever, before long wave
stations will be completely dis-
placed by short wave stations.

5%%%MF%455UMU%%%nES%%E%Mq'A%%%%%%

The Special Christmas Number of

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
will be published on 15th December

124 pages -6d. Order your copy early
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K.
7, GRAPE
Shaftesbury
HOURS OF

9 to 7.30
Open Saturday,

All

R.AYMOND
STREET,POSTAL

AT
Thursday

this

DEPARTMENT.

All Post Orders, Par-
cels or postal communica-
tions of any kind to be
addressed to 7, Grape St.,
Shaftesbury Avenue,
W.C.2.

CUSTOMERS
who call at 27 and 27a,
Lisle Street, are requested
to see they enter m3,

premises.
Don't Forget the Name

K. RAYMONDW.C.2
Theatre.

GRAPE STREET.
Afternoon.

Closed Sunday.
Address.

Avenue,
Back of New Princes

BUSINESS
Daily. Closed

9 to 7.30.
Post Orders from

SECOND HAND GOODS
Possibly you line some saleable goods
you wish to exchange or sell. It yoi
will post me a list of same, together
with

heag7r Ptreeinglei
yecr, I w

an offer.
Silence a polite negative.

All orders post free over
2s. U.K. Foreign orders
extra postage, please.

RADIO PRESS

ENVELOPES-- -
SETS OF PARTS

All Less
Box, Valves and

Panel.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
SQUARE

K. RAYMOND "DE LUXE"
LOW LOSS

MODEL.

High grade Ebonite
r ends, one hole fix-

ing, knob and dial,

With Vernier.

-,.._4-,--. 001 .. sell-
-v------= '0005 .. .. 7/11

'0003 .. .. 7/6

-------'--- ii--,, Without Vernier.
- .00i .. .. 7/6

'0005 .. .. 5/11
SQUARE LAW '0003 .. .. 5/6

Accurate, narrow spacing, splendid work-
cut sig-

m a "hi P ' pals.high -c
Cleanllsnayrteesletimonia,

Post, 3d. per set.

Above Condensers
G. ROBINSON, Es q.,

4, Gladstone Street,
DERBY.

21/10/25.
"Have tested your Condensers and

they are the best money's worth I have
ever had. The workmanship is supreme
and gives entire satisfaction."

LAW

K. RAYMOND
American Type
Low -Lass, skele- -
ton ends,periec -
ly rigid, moving
varei ard e: -o .,.

plates are a.,
earth pate teal. t,

Each complete
with dial and
knobs. Square.
uaw.
With Vernier Without Vernier
:245 . .. fa '001 .. 8/a

'0005 .. 7/9
00.13 ... 7/6

Post, 3d. per set.

SQUARE LAW.
G. GLAZE, Esq.,

Coalway Road,
Merry Hill, COMPTON.

"Goods splendidly packed, and thank
you for the high quality."

BOWERMAN'S
SUPER POWER

PHONES
Uniquely light in
weight, first quality
mat lials, craftsman
ship Perfect, true-
tone, comfortable,
4'000 ohms, Stailory
diaphragm, h i gh , y
iiinshid Duro, li m
peadbands, Ear Is

i hone guaranteed.
Reduced from 21/-
NOW - - 12/6

" BRUNET "
The old original
phones, a little lighter
in weight. very fine

value, 4,000 ohm-.
Post free 12/11 'air

Reduction to collars,

TELEFUNKEN
In sealed boxes.

Genuine 'Phones,
4,000 Ohms. AdjuSt-
able magnets in
s sled Lxes. Many
thousands sold with -
out a complaint,.
Lght as a feather,
No need to try and
find a better 'phone.
Post free 16/- ter.

Reduction to callers.

2 Valve
Amplifier
De Luxe

R.P.E. No. 7
Author's Parts
£4 16s. 6d. N & K.

Headphones
Genuine (stamped on
bacn of each case),
very tine value. Corn-
bfoa.utdabs.le leather head

4,000 ohms.
POST FREE - 13/11

Single Valve
Reflex (No. 8)

Author's Parts
£3 2s. 2d.

" Simplicity "
3 Valve (No. 3)

Author's Parts
£3 7s. 10d.

" COMBINE "
Vernier Dial, 5/9.BENJAMIN

Valve Holder
For good reception
with Dull Emitter
Valves, Benjamin
Clearer Tone Anti-
Microphonic Va.ve
Holders are abso-
lutely essential .. 2/9

All Concert
De Luxe

(NO- 4)
Author's Parts
£6 18s. 2d.

GENUINE
Dr. NEN-Ell
Loud -Speaker

Post Free 15111
Efficient

Single Valve
Author's Parts
El 16s. 10d.

VAN RADENBATTERY
Accumulators guar -
anteed for 12 months.
Send for List. BOXES

ready for filling
63 volts ... 15/3

IGRANIC
Last word in Condensers.

*0005, 24/- '0003, 21/-.
Sq. Law with vernier.

COLLINSON'S
SELECTOR

"Low Loss" (geared)
0005 21/- '0003 ter.
q. w with vernier.s La 'th

t 6 ORMOND"

"Low Loss" American Type, Skeleton
ends, knob and dia, '00110/6 ; *0005 9/6;

'0003. 9/- .

with vernier. Deduct 1/8 each if
nono vernier required. A so with Ebonite

ends, same price.

9 Valve
Supersonic

May, 1925, Modern
Wireless.

Author's Parts
£18 5s. Od.

PELICAN
UNIVERNIER

DIAL
Makes your Set Micro -

selective.
The 12 to 1 Reduction
has been proved most
efficient for selective
control, AND the
price 1 .. .. 6/-

FLASH
LAMP

BATTERIES
for same 14 for 6/-

JACKSON BROS. (JB) Condensers.
Low Loss Geared Square Law Standard

'001 .. 13/- *001 .. 17/6 .001 .. 9/6 '001 .. 8/-
0005 .. 10/6 '0005 .. 15/. '0005 .. 8/- '0005 .. 7/-
'0003.. 9/- '0003 .. 13/- '0003 .. 6/9 *0003 .. 6/9

Sq. Law with vernier: '001 14/-; '0005 12/6; '0003 11/6.

4 Valve
Family (No.2)

Author's Parts
£6 15s. Od.
Twin -Valve

Loud -Speaker
Receiver

by Scott -Taggart
Set of Parts

£4 12s. Od,

Radio Micro
Valves

06 Special
P V th3 3-5
A.V. 40 to 8o

12/6
2S. allowed for
your burnt -out
valve on this
particular item.

Post Extra

MULLARD
PM 4

LOUD -SPEAKER VALVE

22/6
For use with 3 dry cells or 4 v. accu.

Finest L.S. Valve on the Market.

Dekko
VALVE WINDOWS
Nickel - - 6d.
KEYSWITCH - 2/9
PUSHPULL - 1/6
Post 2d. under 2/ -

TELEFUNKEN
(New Model)

Loud Speaker 18/11

T.C.C.
genuine gree:i

Mansbrideg
Condenser:,

z mfd. ... 4,6
a mfd. ... 3110

25 ., *** 3;-etc.

Don't be bluffed by
people trying to grade

on their reputation.

WATES
MICRO STAT, 2/92 Valve

Cockaday Set
Nov. 1925," Wireless

Constructor"
Set of Parts
£3 17s. 6d,

" Matchless?,
Duplex Coils

4,- in. wide, airspaced
25, 35, 60, 75, 100

Highly Recommended
Set of 5 - 2/6

Post Free.

Anti -Cap Valve
Holder

Baseboard Type,Nickel
Screws, Soldering Tags

116, Post, 2d.

B.B.C. New British Headphones
4,000 ohms, equal to 20/- pair

Limited Number at 12 /6Please note
Heading

178 In replying to advertisers, please mention Tn WIREUSS CONSTRUCTOR.
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HULLO EVERYBODY!
Still at old address

27&28a Lisle St.
Leicester Square, W.C.2
Opposite DALY'S Gallery Door.

AT THE BACK OF DALY'S

K. RAYMOND
I ADVERTISE FOR OUR MUTUAL
BENEFIT, SO SEE THE SHOPS YOU
ENTER ARE THE ADVERTISED
ONES BEARING THE NAME

RAYMOND
TWO S 10PS-so you will ALWAYS find one OPEN.

HOURS OF BUSINESS 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturdays 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunda s 11 a.m. to 1

BOWYER LOWE PARTS.-
H.F, Transformers, 7/-.
Anti. Pong V.H.,
Var. (bodement, with V
'004, I9/-; '0005, SW-.
Low Loss Coil Former, 5/-

BURNDEPT PARTEL-Rheo-
state, 5/, Dual. tg.
Detector, 4/-. L F., 24/-.
Potentlometer.'7/6. Anti -
Phonic, 5/-. Coils from 3

CRYSTALS (Beat) -Neutron
1/6. Matron,. 1/6. Ifrallum,
1/3. She Genuine
Hertzite (Sealed), 1/,
Silverex, 2/6.

COLLINSONS COLVERN K
Selector Low Loss Geared
Variable '0063. SO/ ;
4 05, 21/-. Vernier, 2/6.
Neutrod me, 3/6.

DUBILIER CONDENSERS. -
'0001 to '0 05. each. 2/6 ;
"141 to 'Aid, 3/- each.
Grid Leaks, 2/6 each.
Ty, 610, fixed V-, 3 6,
4/-, 4 6. Anode. 70, 90.
10',000, each, 5/6 on
stand. Mansbridge Pedo-
meter, 30 L/1,800, 12/6:

DORWOOD PIIED.-'41 to
'OM 3/. each- '001, 36;
'0003 (wi h grid leak clip),
2`6.

EUREKA TitANSPOB.MERS
-Concert Grand, 25 -. 2nd
Stage, 21/-. Baby Grand,
15/-; Gravity Detector, A

ENERGO S.F. TRANS -
PORKERS. -R B.O., 3/11 ;
Daventry, 4/6. Other
sizes stocked. L.F. Trans-
former, '5/-.

EDISON BELL PARTS.- Ser.
Par. Variometer tor B. B.O.
or 5XX, 16/6; Old Model,
10P. Fixed Condenser
'001, '0001 to '0005, each.
1/3; '023 to '006 each, 2/-;
'0003, with grid leak, 296.
ShaPed Plug, 2 for 2/-.
Loud Speaker, 42/-. Dukte-
vox, 42/-1'

. &DPHONES, GENUINE
ate° ohms. -Dr. Roper
Adjustable, 12/11; Tele-
Milken Adjustable. 16/6 ;
N and K Stamped en
back, 14/11; Brunet, new
model, 14/11.
RAMC PARTS.-LF.,1st
Stage, 21 -; 2nd Stage,
19/6. Coils, Ultrinic, 9/-
Unitune Major, 9 -; Minor,
74. Honeycomb, A, 55,
4/3; 50, 4/6; 75, 4/10;5; 1150. 7/- ; 200,

-;
Nom,

ME 9/-
400, 1111-; 590.
600, 11 -; 750, 12/6
1,250, 15/6; 1.500. 1716
Rheoutata, 3/6, 5/6. Vario-
meter., 10/-, 12/8. Poten-
tiometer, 5/6. H.R. Vario.
meter, 8/6. Variable Grid
Leak, 8/6. New Square law
Variable Condensers, '0 n ,
27/6; '0005 24/-; '0003,
21/-.

GOSWELL (QUALITY
RADIO). -Coils. mounted
25, i.6; 35, 1/9; 50, 2/-
75, 2 3 ; 100, 2/9; 150, 3/-
175, 3/6; 200 3 9; 250 5/3

30 6/-. Valve Holders
Legless 3/3. Sub -Panel
1/3. 4 -'Valve Sockets, 1/ -
Coil Stands Panel -2 -way.

' KAY RAY " DETECTORS.
-Enclosed nickel fitness,
trigger movement, 2/6;
Permanent, 2/-. Do.,
one -hale firing. 2 IL
.17D SPEAR:ERB (Various).
-Sterling " Baby," 50/-,
55/-; Dinkie, 30/-;
Primal; 155,-; Amplions
Dragon Fly, 25/-; Junior
27/6; A.R. 111, ;

A.R. 114, 65/-; A R. 19,
105/, Browns, all models,
Ultra, 27/6; C.A.V., 27/6,
MP. And all new models
makers prices.

LISSEN PARTS. -Anode or
Variable Grid Leak; 2/6 ea:
L.F. or H.F Choke, 10/-.
Switehee,D.P.D.T.. 5 point 0 -MITT (WLEINS
Ravening, 41- each. WRIGHT).-Call Changing
2 -wee series Par., 2/9 each. Unit, 7/6. Variable Con -
Minor, 3/6; Major. 7/6. detours, '0003, 8/9; *0005,
Universal, 104. Potentio. 10/6 (Vernier 2/6 extra).
meter or Wire Rheoe at, Switches, Knob, 2 -way,
4/- each. Nentrodyne 4/-; 4 -way, 6/- ; 6 -way,
Condenser. 4/6. Coils 11/-; Lever.5!-, 7/8, 10/-:
25, 84.. 4110 each ; 50, 5 - Nickel, 6d. extra
BQ each; 100 VALVES. -!fright, 8/- each

; ;'"" " Mallard Ora, Red or GreenLinen X 50, 6/-; 60. 6/4 Marconi. Rt, E3

operated - Zway, 9/-; S-
way, 12/6; Low Lass Coil
Former, 3/9

GAMBRELL PARTS. -L.F.,
tat or In I. Stage, 27/6
each. 2 -way Anti Cap
Switch, 7/-; 4-w y, 9/6.
Neutrodyne Condenser, 5/6
Coils all sizes.

H.T.C. VALVE HOLDERS. -
A,"" " B," 1/9; 0, 1/6.

H.T. BATT. RIES. - B.B O.,
36v., 6/3; 60v.. 8/3; Extra
large B.B.O., 10/6; Ever -
ready, 66v., 12/6; 108a,
20/-; 60v. best made, 8/11;
4'1, 5/6, 6/- dozen.

HEADPHONES, BRITISH
4,060 OHMS -B. '1'. H.,
Browns, Br codes, 20/- Mir;
Sterling; English Ericsson
22/6 pair. Bowerman',
Super *Phones, 12/6 pair.
Not responsible for money

not registered.
Please WRITE Plainly.

LOTUS (GEARED) -2 -way,
7/-; 3 -way, 104

L (RADIO INSTRU-
1LIMTSL-L.F. in maled
box, WI-. Anode Choke,
10/-. Permanent Detectors,
6/-, 7/6. New Var. Air
Condensers and V. '000E
23/6; '000 21/-.

REFLEX RADIO COILS
(lade under Barudept
Licence/. - 35. : 50.Id.; 75, 1/-; 100, 1/2;
150. 1/11 260, 2/9; 250,
WE Post 2d. each.
Mount. 1/- each extra.

STERLING PASTS. -'00025
Square law and V., 23/6;
0006, AS. Non Pong
Valve Holder, 4/9.

T.C.C. MaNSBRIDGEL -2
Mfd., 4/11; 1 Mftl., W10;

SUCCESS (BEARD
PITON).-L.F., all black
Super, IV-. Choke, 10/6.
Var. No Its,. RHEOSTATS. -Raymond,
List Prices.

SHIPTON.-Rhentata, 7, 30,
60 ohms, 3/- each. Poten-
tiometer, 600 ohms, 4/6.

NSFORMINS (L.P.)-
Feranti, 17/6 ; Pye, 22 6 ;
Silvertown, 21/-; Ormond,
14/-; Royal 20/-; Mogen,
Ti. 30/-2... 4`2, T3,
166. Powquip, 14/6;
Forma Shrouded. 1W6 ,
Ormond Latest Shrouded
Model. 18/6; Croix, 9/6;
Wales Supra, 12/6. Bur-
net Shrouded 5.1 or 3-1,
13/6 each.

ACCUMULATORS. -
2 v. 40 amps., 9/6, 10/6 ;
4 V. 40 amps., 15/11, 17/6 ;
4 v. 60 amps., 22/6, 23/11:
4 V. 80 amps., 25/-, 26/. ;
6 V. 60 amps., 80/ 33/-
6 V. 80 amps., 37/6, 38/6;
6 V. 100 amps., 45/-. Radio -
cell Rotor, etc., etc,

ATHOL VALVE HOLDERS
1/3' Aermonic, 1/6,
A.B.C. Wavetrap former
34.

IMPORTANT
Please read this

column
With each order for ou
own goods at full lis
prices of not less than £3TERMINALS. Completetp r

Dozen. - Ormond, .6- I shall be happy to presenand Pillar, generous size,
2/-; Standard do., 1/3; you with a really good pal
Nickel, 821. dozen extra. of 4,000 ohm 'phones1 hone, la. Screw Pins or
Spades, 1/

Nickelled
Red or

Black, 1/6. Tags, gap
6d. Brass Tags Ps dozen), FREE U
6d Flush Panel Sockets,
V- dozen.

1/6. Extra quality with
Dial, 2/6. Peerless 6 or 30
ohms, 2/6 each. 6 or 30
ohm-, wound on china
former, 2 - each. Ormond
2/ -.Ormond New Mode1,2/6

75. 8/5; 060, 9 Tuner B.T.H. " R." Ediswan22/6. Mark ILL Var..17/.. AR. Cossor Pl., P2.
MARCONLPh ONE. - Peten- 14/- each; Mullard D3

tiometer, 11/-. Ideal L.F. Cower Wl, W2, Ediswan
Tour formers. Al, al, 2-7- ARDE, B.T.H. B3, Mar -
1, 35/- each. Automatic coni DER. 16/6 each:
Detector, 8/-. Mullard '06, DE3. Coeur

WEL WRE Ediswan 60
B.T.H. B , Marconi DE3
184 each Cossor W 3,
Marconi DE6. 22/6:
Mullard DF, "AO," " Al '
Ediswan Pill, 2. 5, 8,
B.T.H. 4, Be, Marconi
DE4, 5, 5B, etc.

McMICHAEL PAR T S. -
Rio at at, 5/6 , 130 E.. 6/5;
Dual, 7/8 ; Triple. 22/6 ;
Potentimeter, 7/I; H.F.
Transformers. 10/- each.
Supersonic A712/6. Fixed
and clips, '0001 to '001,
1/9 each; '002 to '01,
WS each. Grid Leaks, 2/-.
Anode, 70,
ohm', 2/6. LF.T.,

MAGNUM (BURNE-J011881.
-H.F. Transformers, 7/ -
each. Coil Holders, 2 -way,
9/6; 3 -way, 12 6. Valve
Holders, 2/6. Vibro, 51-.
T.A.T. Tapp. Coil, 8/6.
Nent. Cond., 4/6. All parts
stocked.

POLAR (RADIO 00111L CO.)
Unit, 113/.... Con-

densers, Micro. 5/6; Neat,
5/6, Variable, 001, *00 COIL PLUGS (Ebonite/. -
MOE 1 /6 each. Coll pitted Fibre, 1,6 pair.
Stands. Cam. V., 2 -way. Shaped. Boo sides, 14
8/-; away, 9/6. Polar pair. Standard, v., pair.
Sets 'rocked. Panel Mtg.. lA pair.

If parehaeing15 worth of our goods we will
present you with a pair of Bowerman's,
Dr. Nesper or Ericsson E.V. Continental
phones, and over A6 a fine little Loud
Speaker. Not more than one offer to
a customer.

AERIAL WIRE (100 feet). -
Heavy, 7/22, 2/6 Ribbon
(Tape), 2/9.

FLEX (Twin), etc. (any
length cut). -Red and
Black, 12 yds., 2/, Minia-
ture Bilk, 12 yds., 1/6.
Rubber Lead in 10 yds, 1/8.
Extra heavy, 4/- doz.
Insulating Hooks, 1/8 doz.
Empire Tape, 3 in., 12 yds.
1/ -

TOOLS. -Soldering Irons, 1/ -
Set of high-class drills, 1/6.
4 Taps, 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A., 2/6
set. Cutting Pliers,

PHONE CORDS, etc. -6 ft.
Rubber Insulated, 1/11;
7 feet do., 2/6. Loud
Speaker, do., 12 ft., 24 ;
20 ft., 8/6. Beautifully
made and finished.

AS AN ADVT.
if you buy 25/- worth of own goods you
may purchase for another 5/- a really
gooff Pair of headphones, 4(00 ohms.

Any offers made liable to withdrawal
without notice or liability.
No second-hand goods be sent by post
except by request.

Kindly make out a list of what you are
requiring and I will quote you lowest
inclusive prices at the earliest possible
moment. Please make second choice of
makers if possible.

BURNT OUT VALVES
1 Burnt -out Valve accepted in part ex
charge for each new British Valve bought.
Usable Valves purchased or es change'.
Second-hand Parts bought (callers ca
bring goods. but am under no obligatio
to purchase).

COIL WINDERS (Honey-
comb). -Westminster. /-.
`Kay Ray," well made,

46 spa. es, handle, cannot
be equalled, 2/-.

VARIOMETERS. Standard -
3/11. Ebonite Former
Ball Rotor, 4/6. Inside
wound (Similar to Edison
Bell etc.). 6/11. Complete
with Knob and Dial.

WATBIEL.- Variable Grid
leak, 2/6. Anode. 8,6.
Green Knob, 2/8. Fixed
Condensers, 29, 3/6 (all
sizes).

WOODHALL PARTS.-L.F.
Transformer, 23/6. Vernier
Rheostat, 7 ohms, ;

80, 3/6; 2 -way, 10/6.
SUNDRIES. -COIL STANDS

-2-way Standard. 2/9.
Cara. V.. 4/6; Geared, 5/6
6/-, S -way Brandird, 5/-;
Cam., 6/6 ; Geared, 7/11.

PANEL SWITCHES. Nickel
SPDT, 1/- DPD.11, 1/3.

BRETWOOD
Valve Holders 1/9
Grid Leak - 9/ -
Anode Res. - 9/ -
Grid Leak and
Condenser, 50,000
ohms to 15 raw

4T6

CLEARTRON

VALVES

C.T. 15 - 12/6
1.8 '0-15
30-160

VOLTMETERS
Poet Free - 5/6

COSMOS

VALVES

(Met -Vickers)
A45 - 7/6
SP18 - 12/6
DEll 12/6

Dr. NESPER
HEADPHONES

Genuine and adjust.
able. 4000 ohms.
Comfortable Lea-

ther Bands.
Poet free 12/11 pair

FRENCH
THOMSON-
HOUSTON

HEADPHONES
Want a me beating

4002 ohms for 12/11
nett.

SIEMENS

EBONITE - Special
SUES '/16 in., id. per
sq. in. M. (d. pe
sq. in: Post extra.

CALLERS
(NETT PRICES)

COLUMN
ALL

POST ORDERS
FROM OTHER

COLUMNS
veal - CONDENSERS. -

Square Law or standard.
cal Offer, '0003, with

ob, 3/11; '0003, ditto,
3/8, aluminium ends. Dar -
entry 5XX coils. 1 -, 1/3.
1/6. Crystal Sets, 7/6,
8/11. New Brown , 10/6.
BUS BAR, per 12 ft..
1/16th sq. 6d.; 18 eq.,
M. ; 18 round. 3d. Shaw's
Genuine Sealed Hertzite,
8d. Neutron, Listron,
Uralium, Kathavox. etc.

H.T. BATTERIES. -60 volt
Crown, 6/11; Long Life,

60 v.. B. B.C.. 8/11; 36 v..
5/6 ; 9 v. (grid Was),
1/-, 1/10. Ever -ready H.T.
Stocked, 1'5 dry cellip
1/8, 1/10, 21-, 2/6.

ACCUMULATOR:. - 2 v.
40 amps., 8,6, 9/6; 4 v.
40 amps., 13/11, 1 /11;
4 v. 60 amps. 17/ 1 184;
4 V. 80 amps., 23/e, 25/-;
6 v. 60 amps., 26/11, 27/6;
6 v. 80 amps., 33/, 35/6;
6 v. 100 amps., 39/6.
Best F ash Batteries. 9d.
and Md. each. Brass Ter-
minals. complete Pillar.
'Phone, W.0.. ld., ltd.
each. Nickel. 2d. each,
1/8 dozen. Valve or Stop -
Pins and Nuts. 2 a ld.
Spade or Pin Screws, 2 for
lid. Tags, 6 a Id. Nickelled
4d. dozen. Flush Panel
Sockets, ld., 10d. down.
Switch Arm, lacquered, 1
inch radius, 10 studs, 2
e opa 1/4 the lot.
Aerial Egg Insulators. 2
for lid. Copper. Foil,'
StL foot. Shorting Plug
and Socket. 4d. Valve
fielders, 914., 101.,
1/3. All makes stocked.
Ins. Hooks, 2 for lid.
Staples 6 a ld. 'Phone
Cords 6 feet, 1/3, 1/6.
Loud Speaker Cords, /11,
2/9. Twin Flex, red and
black, 12 yards, 1/6. Min.
Twin Silk, 6 yards. 6d.
SPECLAL-Wondergerial,
102 feet, 1/8, also first
quality, 3/-. Battery Clips,
5 for 2d. Coil Former.
wood handle, 1/6. Sets of
Drills, 1/, 1/2. Cutttng
Rde e. 1/-. Panel Switch,
DPDT, 1/-; SPDT, 1034,
Lead-in Tubes, 84.,
104,, good quality. Sim-
plex ditto, 1/E Special
Copper Earth Tubes. 3/3,
Climax, 5/-. -Red or Black
Spades lid. each. Nickel,
2d. Ebonite Ball Rotor,
with Knob and Dial,
3/11. Baby" Coil Stands
Standard 2w, lal ;
4/6. Cam Vernier, 2w,
3/1 4/6, 4/11; 3w,
W., 5/6, 6/.., 6/11, all
good value for money.
Rheostats, 1/3, 1/6. 1/9.
with dud, 1/11. Special
30 ohm, 1/9. Watea
Microstats, 2/9. Dr. Sleeper
Loud Speaker. 13/11, " E:r-
calltte (about size of
Pinkie, handsome appear-
ance), 21/-. L.F. 'trans-
formers, 7 6 up. Enclosed
Detectors, Wid, 1/.., 1/3.
1,6. Micrometer. 1/9.
Dials, 8d., 1/-. Knobs,
2d. and 3d. Vol meters,
4/11. EBONITE. - Stock
sizes, 3/16th. 6 x 6-7 x 5
each, 1/2. 8 x 6-9 x 6, each
1/10. 10 x 8-12 x 6, 3/-
12 x 12, 56. x 10, 5/6.,

M. also stocked. DCC
Wire i lb., Reels. 20g, 9d.,
22g, ltd., 24g, 11d., leg, 1/-,
28g, 1/1, 16g, 1/2, half
popnd. H.F. Tranero mere
R B.C. 2/11, 5XX 16. Fibre
Strip' 36 z 1, Zid. Celluloid
3d. piece. Empire Tape.
6d. doz. yards, Ad. Tape,
3d.. 6d. Nuts, 6 a 14,
Teiefunken adjustable
Phones, 1411. Fine value
in 'phones, 8/11. Genuine
N and K, 12/11. Ericsson
(EV) contioental, 11/6 pair

CALLERS. We stock every-
thing you require.
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A Wireless
Medical Service

By SYDNEY WILDMAN

Many people are under the impression that the uses of wireless are confined to broadcasting
and S.O.S. calls. Below is an account of another object for which it is used

/71 -k0 -DAY every large passenger
ship of any importance
carries one or more surgeons,

and some of the larger liners have
hospitals of their own, complete
with operating theatres and every-
thing necessary for emergencies.

Although the list of vessels
carrying a medical officer may
seem a large one, there are many,
many more ships that do not carry
a doctor. What of those small
tramps which are found on every
ocean, or those cargo vessels
which sometimes take weeks on a
voyage, and are out of sight of
land for most of the time ? Very
often the captain or mate of such
a vessel is also the acting " doctor,"
and, with his sometimes small know-
ledge of medicine, is able to attend
to the minor ills of his crew.

Obtaining Advice
Sometimes a

case of serious ill-
ness or accident
may take place
on board a vessel
many miles trom
land. If there is
a doctor on board
all may be well ;
but, should there
not be one, wire-
less telegraphy is
called to the aid
of the sufferer.
There is hardly a
vessel sailing the
seven seas which
does not carry a
wireless installa-
tion, and it is
generally a simple
matter to estab-
lish communica-
tion with another
boat, from which
the necessary in-
formation may
be obtained. The

captain usually signs requests for
medical advice, and he states as
far as he can the symptoms or
nature of the injuries. Within a
short time the reply is flashed
back, and those in charge are able
to treat the sufferer. There have
been cases where vessels have
remained in wireless communica-
tion for days at a time, exchanging
messages which in the end have
resulted in the saving of life.

The U .8 .A . Service

In the United States, Central
America, and in Scandinavia, there
are certain wireless stations from
which free medical advice may be
obtained by any ship of any
nationality.

The United States Public Health

Deaf children at the De Paul Institute, Pittsburg, U.S.A., are
taught to recognise sounds by the use of radio sets,

Service, in co-operation with the
Seamen's Church Institute of New
York, provides a wireless medical
service from five stations, four of
which are on the Atlantic coast,
and one on the Pacific coast.
The stations are :-Chatham, Mass.
(WCC), Siasconset, Mass. (WSC)
New York City (WNY), Cape May,
N.J. (WCY), and San Francisco
(KPH). All these stations use a
wavelength of Goo metres.

A Private Company Helpi
In addition to the above, there

is also a service provided by a
company known as the United
Fruit Company. This company has
several private hospitals of its own,
and also has a number of wireless
stations scattered throughout Cen-

tral America and
the United States.
Besides these
finely equipped
hospitals and
wireless stations,
the United Fruit.
Company runs
passenger vessels
from which any
ship can obtain
medical advice.
Arrangements
have also been
made whereby
ships' doctors Cart
hold consultations
by wireless with
the ships and
hospitals of the
United Fruit
Company. Any
message prefixed
"DH MEDICO "
is given prefer.
ence by this com
pany over al:
other messages
except the S.O.S.
signal.
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European Stations
In Denmark there are two

stations giving a free wireless
medical service, and in Sweden one.
Blaavand (CXB) and Copenhagen
(OXA) are the Danish stations,
while Goteborg (SAB) is the Swedish
station. Again, all these stations
work on the 60o metre wave. In
the case of a ship calling up Copen-
hagen, and asking for advice, the
message would be at once passed on
to the Seamen's Hospital in that,
city, from which the doctors would
pass the necessary advice direct
to the ship.

How the Doctor Prescribes
Imagine a vessel hundreds of

miles out at sea ; for many days
no other ship has been passed, but
the wireless operator has been in
touch with several ships, which are
miles and miles away beyond the
horizon. Suddenly a passenger, or
a member of the crew, is taken
seriously ill ; there is no doctor
on board, and medical advice must
be had at once. The captain writes
a message, and in a very few
minutes the wireless operator is
calling one of the many ships he
knows to be within range. He may
call several ships before finding a

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

vessel with a doctor aboard, but
in the end he is successful. The
medical officer on the distant
ship replies, giving carefully worded
directions for treatment. These
directions are always sent in plain
language without any technical
terms, so a layman has no difficulty
in following them. For several
hours the two vessels may exchange
messages giving details of the
patient's temperature and general
condition. Should it be considered
that the case is extremely urgent,
the distant ship may change its
course and later come alongside
the vessel which has called for
assistance. The doctor goes aboard,
and in mid -ocean may carry out
an operation in order to save the
patient's life. Had there been no
wireless a life might have been
lost.

For Isolated Districts
Hardly a day passes without

ships asking for medical advice,
and instances have often been
reported in the Press. Neverthe-
less, there are many cases which
are not reported in the newspapers,
and so the public do not get to
hear of all those little dramas of
the sea.

As far as I know, the British

Broadcasting Company has not yet
been called upon to broadcast
medical advice from a doctor or
specialist to an outlying district
where there are no telephones, or
where telegraphic communication
is bad. Some day they may be
called upon to do so.

International Service Wanted
The importance of a wireless

medical service must not be under-
estimated, and every country should
have a service of its own. At
conveniently placed points upon
the coast there should be wireless
stations from which a medical
advice service could be obtained
at any time, and by any ship,
irrespective of nationality. Besides
serving ships, it should be possible
to serve isolated areas in the
centre of great continents.

A Medical " S.0 .S."
Every one has heard of the S.O.S.

signal-the signal which brings
immediate help to

international
signal

in distress.
Why not create an nternational
signal which would put ships and
others needing help into immediate
communication with a wireless
station able to give medical advice
from the best sources ?

Oft
WIVES-A happy thought! Surprise your hubby this

Christmas with the finest gift on earth-the gift of COMFORT!
Buy him a Berkeley!

Long after Christmas has gone he will come home to his "fireside friend" to read or
smoke in peaceful relaxation after the busy day's work. What a splendid .gift for a man
is the Berkeley-and what great comfort for so little cost! Huge production and a won-
derful factory organization enable us to offer the Berkeley at a price never before
dreamed of for an Easy Chair of such sound value and honest worth.

The

HAS THE

(Resridered

LAREST SALE OF ANY EASY CHAIR IN THE WORLD
SOLD ON THE MONEY -BACK PRINCIPLE,
Soon after receipt of First Payment 'with your
order we send the Berkeley Chair Carriage Paid in
Enwand and Wales (Scotland 5/- extra). If upon
examination it is not completely satisfactory, you
may return it within 7 days at our expense and we
will refund your money in full.
WRITE NOW FOR PATTERNS AND SELECT
YOUR OWN COVERING - POST FREE

H. J. SEARLE & SON, Ltd.

WATFORD.

Manufacturing Upholsterers,
(Dept. W.S.) 70-78, OLD KENT RD.

LONDON, S.E.1
SHOWROOMS: 133, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.1,
The Arcade, High St., CROYDON. and 16, The Parade,

as

0
0

0

CASH
PRICE 85/ or with

order and 5
payments of
15,- monthly

Pr HE frame of the Berkeley is of well -
1. seasoned birch, properly dowelled

and strengthened. It is fitted with
long copperal-steel springs in the back,
seat,

i
and front edge. The best fibre stuff-

ing s used. The Berkeley has broad.
upholstered arms with an extra deep seat
and doable -bordered front. Covered in
hard-wearing tapestries, cretonnes, etc.,
of your own selection.
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lerMN loud Speakemknplifier
HERE is the latest Loud Speaker that scientific research and experiment can offer, and which

will prove a milestone on the road of advancement in the wireless art. Special characteristics
of the " Kone " Loud Speaker are as follows :-
Freedom from distortion. Greater purity of tone than any other Loud Speaker at present
on the market. Even distribution of sound over a wide area. Distinctive appearance.

Do not order your new Loud Speaker until you have heard a " Kone." You will save yourself disappointment.
The "Kone" Amplifier gives really wonderful results used in combination with the "Kone" Speaker,
or any other standard Loud Speaker of good design. Supplied as illustrated for inclusion in any
existing furniture, or encased in a handsome mahogany cabinet as a separate unit.

Stundarci Telephones and Cables Limited
CONNAUGHT HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C.2

WORKS :
NOITH Vi(131.WICH
NEW bEUTHCATE

aid
HENDON

Standard

Central 7345 (10 lines)

Patent No.
209315

BRANCHES:
Birmingham. Le ds,

ncheste Newcastle,

Glasgow, Cardiff,
Southampton, Li rpool

& Dublin

ARMEN

QUALITY PRODUCTS

111H1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H1111111, in11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111fill11111111111111111
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THERE are no doubt many
amateurs who have been
troubled with either or both

of the following difficulties
(a) Failure of a set to oscillate ;
(b) Inability to control oscilla-

tion with certainty ;
and it is for their benefit that these
notes are written.

It sometimes happens that after
a set has been completed it has not
been found possible to make it
oscillate with the usual size reaction
coil, and even a size or two larger
may fail to produce the desired
effect. If a larger coil does succeed
it may be that the oscillating state
is entered with a " plop," instead of
smoothly. This, of course, comes
under heading (b).

Failure to Oscillate
When, however, it has not been

possible to get the set to oscillate

Fig. r.-The usual straight circuit
may prove unsatisfactory.

at all it may be due to one or more
of several causes. The most usual
one is due to excessive damping
being applied to the grid circuit of
the receiver owing to the aerial -
earth system having a very high
resistance. It is understood, of
course, that the reaction coil has
been tried connected both ways
round, and that neither scheme of
connections has succeeded in getting

December, 1925 THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Some sets will not oscillate-others are uncontrollable. Suggestions to overcome both these
difficulties are given below.

the set up to the oscillating point,
and that sufficient H.T. is being
used, say, about 5o volts, with the
usual general purpose valve.

A means of decreasing the effect
of a " stiff " aerial is to employ :-

(r) Loose coupling ;
(2) Auto -coupling ; or,
(3) Constant aerial tuning, or a

series tuning condenser instead of
a parallel one.

Some Common Circuits
Fig. r shows a conventional

circuit using direct coupling, and it
will be seen that the aerial is con-
nected straight to the grid of the
first valve, via the grid condenser.
Loose coupling is shown in Fig. 2A,
and it will be seen that not only the
aerial, but also the earth leads are
now brought to a coil that is not
conductively connected to the grid
coil. This coil may or may not be
tuned by a variable condenser, C1.
Very good results may be obtained
without this condenser, provided
that the coupling between the coils is
fairly tight. The looser the coupling
between the two coils L1 and L2,
the less is the damping applied to
the grid circuit, and therefore the
less reaction will be required to
make the receiver oscillate. Fig. 2B
shows the use of auto -coupling.

Auto -Coupling
Here only one aerial coil is used, but

the aerial is connected to a tapping
point which includes only a small
portion of the coil in the aerial -
earth circuit. This has a similar
effect to loosening the coupling,
and the less the number of turns
common to both aerial and grid
circuits the smaller the virtual
coupling becomes. Not only is less
reaction then required to make the
receiver oscillate, but an increase
in selectivity is also obtained. This
increase in selectivity is, of course,
also obtained with loose coupling.

Another method that may be

used is to employ either constant
aerial tuning, probably known to
all our readers as C.A.T., or a series -
tuning condenser instead of a
parallel one. These are shown in
Fig. 3A and 3B respectively. Both
these methods have the merit not
only of lessening the damping
applied to the grid of the first
valve, but also of making tuning
sharper.

All the above schemes may be
employed whatever the first valve
may be, either an H.F. amplifier or
the detector, as shown. But there
are still one or two other methods
that may be tried which apply
only when the first valve is an H.F.
valve.

Suggested Remedies
The first point to note is to see

whether the grid return is connected
to L.T. - or L.T. . If a potentio-

Fig. 2a.- Loose - coupling
facilitate oscillation.

will

meter is used make sure which end
of the winding is negative and which
positive, and mark the panel
accordingly, so that you may always
be certain what grid potential you
are applying. If no potentiometer
is being used, and you find that the
grid return goes to L.T. +, transfer
it to the negative lead. In many
cases this alteration alone will be
sufficient to get the set to oscillate
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without the need of using some
form of loose coupling. Another
point that needs to be watched is
that the filament of the H.F. valve
is not too bright, and also that the
H.T. applied to it,is not too high or
too low. Any one of these condi-
tions may stop the set from oscil-
lating in a large number of cases.

Necessary Condensers
Another case that is rathef diffi-

cult to discover is when the set will
not oscillate owing to no telephone
condenser being used, or if a stage
of L.F. is being added, when no
condenser is shunted across - the
primary winding of an L.P. trans-
former; or, if such' "a: condenser is
fitted, its value is too small or is
not that marked. . .

The substitution of a condenser
of known accuracy will in the
latter case show immediately
whether this is the trouble.

We now can consider cases
which come under heading (b) ,

i.e., where oscillation is uncontrol-
lable. By this is not meant that
it is not possible to stop the set
oscillating, but that, instead of the
set. gping smoothly into, and out of
oscillation, this state is entered with
a -loud " plop " or " plonk." This
condition is known as " backlash,"
and may be due to, a variety of
causes.

Fig. 2b.-Auto-coupling will give
increased selectivity.

Uncontrollable Oscillation
We will first take the case where

the valve is a detector. The first
cause that comes to one's mind is
that, too large a reaction coil is
being used.

II magnetic reaction is being used,
the usual value for the reaction
coil is a 5o or. 75 on the broadcast
Wavelengths, and it is best to work
with the smallest possible size
reaction coil that will give oscilla-
tion over the whole of the wave
band covered by the tuning con-
denser. When capacity reaction is

employed, the maximum value of
the condenser- may be between
-000r p.F and .6605 t/F ; a larger
value should not be necessary.

Grid Leak Adjustments
The next' reason 'that may be

found is toskbright a filament qr too
high a value of H.T. being used.
If, however, the adjustment of

Fig. 3a.-The use of a C.A.T. con-
denser lessens damping.

these fails to produce any improve-
ment without a loss in signal
strength, the value and position of
the grid leak should next be ex-
amined. In a series of experiments
carried out by the writer it was
found that connecting the grid leak
between grid and positive L.T.
gave the greatest signal strength,
while this scheme of connections
in use will frequently be found to
eliminate backlash. If this still
does not cure the trouble, the
value of the grid leak may be
altered, and in most cages it will
be found that a higher resistance
leak will do the trick.

H .F . Amplification
Where one or more stages of

H.F. amplification precede the
detector valve the problem becomes
rather more difficult. All the fore-
going expedients may be tried, but
other methods may be necessary
before the set will become per-
fectly controllable. The chief
causes of uncontrollable oscillation
in this case will probably be too
low a filament temperature and in-
correct H.T. ' These should there-
fore be carefully adjusted, and
when the correct values have been
found no further difficulty should
be experienced.

Capacity Effects
The design of the set should next

be considered, as to whether coils in
the grid and anode cireuits 'of the
H.F. valve or valves are too close to-
gether, or are parallel to each other,

thus causing reaction effects to be
present that prevent proper control.
Capacity coupling may also occur
between grid and anode tuning
condensers, resulting in capacity
reaction effects. Switches on the
H.F. side should also be eliminated
as far as possible, and all leads
carrying H.F. currents spaced out
carefully, While anode and grid
leads should not be allowed to run
parallel, and where they have to
cross they should do so at right
angles.

Troubles- Due to Bad
Arrangements

The waiter has come across sets
where very poor. reception accom-
panied by bad self oscillation has
been due purely to bad layout and
wiring. The alteration of layout
and wiring should not, however, be
attempted by the inexperienced
except with the help or advice of
a skilled experimenter, or it may
result in a case of " out of the
frying pan into the fire."

Short Wave Work
Lastly, a few words may not be

amiss with regard to short and
ultra -short-wave work, - it is fre-
quently found difficult to get the
set to oscillate .at all. If magnetic
reaction is being used, the trouble
may be due to . the reaction- coil
being the wrong size. It is fre-

Fig. 3b. -A series aerial tuning
condenser may be tried.

quently found that this is critical
within one or two turhs. The
removal or addition of.these one or'
two turns may make' all the dif-
ference in the world. 'The best
method to employ. When Making
the reaction coil is to make it too
big by .five 'or ten turns, and then
remove tiling one at a time till the
receiver will oscillate smoothly
over the whole lunge: If Rcinartz
reaction is used, the choke in the
plate circuit should not only be
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D

Marufacturers of Motor Car Electrical

REAL LOW LOSS COILS
Wound with bare wire on a bakelite
former allowing ample air space
between windings.
Cat. No. Approx. W /L. Price

5180 200-400 6/9
5181 350-600 6/9
5182 450-900 8/-
5183 1000-2000 9/6

MULTIPLE FIXED CONDENSER
Specially designed to enable a selection
of fixed capacities being obtained
from one instrument. By connecting
up the indicated capacities in parallel
any range can be used within the

stated limits
Cat. No. 5190.001 to *015 M.P.

5191 .0001 to .0015 M.F.

Price 5/

A.C.A.V. VALVE HOLDERS
Of unique design, the A.C.A.V.
Valve Holders are unequalled for
their achievement of Anti -Capacity
and Anti -Vibration results. For
adapting to existing valve sockets,
it is fitted with split pins, whilst it
can also be supplied for screw fixing

Cat. No. Price
5200 A.C.A.V. Valve A I 6

Holder . .

5201 A.C.A.V. Valve g
Holder Adaptor to

Equipment by appointment to II.M. The Eing

ALL PURPOSE TRANSFORMER
Works equally well in the first and second
stages and particularly suitable for use with
power valves. Recommended for the nel

S.T. 100

Cat. No. 5152 Brown Case 1 C /.
Price . . .

(Ne 6k5ridiBeZ°
RADIO

PRODUCTIONS

REMEMBER
when building a

set, that its value is

enhanced if C.A.V.
Radio Productions
are included. C.A.V.
has an enviable repu-
tation for quality, and
our initials are a posi-
tive guarantee of

efficiency and satis-
faction.

Write for a copy of our
complete Radio Catalogue

&ear;
WARPLE WAY. ACTON. LONDON W3

Manufacturers of the
Worl d - f amou s
C.A.V. Motor Car
Electrical Equipment

FILAMENT RHEOSTAT
With helical worked arm and interchangeable
resistance unit. By means of a patented con-
struction, the rotation of the contactor causes
the resistance unit to revolve with it, thus en-

suring smooth and silent action.
Cat No. Price

5220 6 ohms resistance . .
5221 30 ohms resistance . .
5222 6 ohms resistance, only 9 /3
5223 30 ohms resistance, only d../

GRAMOPHONE ATTACH.
MENT

By utilising the tone -arm of a
gramophone for the acoustic ampli-
fication of radio reception, a very
effective Loud -speaker is provided.
This attachment readily replaces the
sound -box and produces excellent
results.

Cat. No. 5210 1000 ohms
Price . . . 25 /-

C.A.V.
LOUD
SPEAKERS
For those requir-
ing a non-
metallic horn, we
can supply our
speakers with
imitation t o r-
toise-shell flare.

Cat, No. (2000 ohms)
5017 Standard E5 58.
5008 Junior . E3 5s.
5003 Tom -Tit £1 lOs.

CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Diameter of base 11 ins.

Height a ins.
The adjustment permits of nearly
the whole of the crystal area to be
explored, and the contactor wire is
capable of very fine regulation of
pressure. Mounted in a moulded
circular base, and enclosed in a

glass dome.
Cat. No. 5130 -11

Price . . I

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTROCIOR.
(SS
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ORMOND
LOW LOSS CONDENSERS

(SQUARE LAW)
(PATENT APPLIED FOR)

A new departure in British Condenser
design, giving the following advantages :
r. Practically negligible losses. 2. One -hole
fixing-one in. diam. hole is needed to fix
this condenser to panel. 3. Rigid construction
-cannot warp ; end plates of stout aluminium

erfectly flat. 4. Fixed vanes supported by
i in. ebonite strips. 5. Smooth action, spindle
tension is maintained by a specially designed
friction washer. 6. Moving vanes and end
plates are at earth potential. 7. One-piece
knob and dial-supplied loose. Secured by
4 BA Set Screw.
This condenser is fitted with optional solder-
ing Tags, or Terminals, and can be supplied
with or without Vernier as desired.

Supplied in the following sizes :
Price Price

Size, with Vernier without Vernier
.0°025 .. 8/- 6/6
.0003 9/- 7/6
0005 ... 9/6 8/-
oor ... 10/6 9/ -

Complete with Knob and Dial.
Ask your dealer to show you the " Or.nond " Condensers
- the he,t dealers stock all " Ormond " Products.

25 YEARS',

FOUR MILLION
horsepowerantkrcontrol
NIAGARA FALLS supply the energy
for huge electric power stations-power
that is used to drive electric trams in
cities 250 miles away.
A button pressed, a lever moved, the turn
of a knob; that is how things are done
to-day-the result of inventive genius
and modern engineering skill.

ORMOND PRODUCTS are typical
examples, and the outcome of 25 years'
British Manufacturing experience.

We specialise in
turning Brass and
Steel Screws and
Machined Pa::ts
and Accessories of
a 11 descriptions

iii /hi/nth] Amy

A

_ -

A"---?,.

erAw_
ca'""""'r=
Arnim

enalD
jPP3

erwerw

Trade Terms and New 1926 Catalogue on request.

199-205, Pentonville Road, King's Cross
London, N.1

Telephone-Clerkenwell 9344, 5 and 6
Telegrams - "Ormendengi, Kinross"

Factory-W hiskin Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1

BRITISH MANUFACTURING

:1111111)1[1111111111111

See tar
Inspecti in
Libel in

every
Conden: cr

EXPERIENCE
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large enough, but it should also
have a very low self capacity.

Chokes in the Filament Circuit
For ultra -short-wave reception

it may also be necessary to place
small chokes in each of the filament
leads. Suitable inductances for this
purpose may consist of 3o turns of
24 gauge d.c.c. wire wound basket
weave fashion on a former I in.
in diameter. It may also be found
necessary to isolate the phones in
a similar manner. If this is done
it is important that a telephone
condenser be used if magnetic
reaction is being employed ; a
suitable value for this will probably
be between .0003 and .00i

C. P. A.

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

An Inexpensive High -Tension Battery Box
11~ 4a.-% w%.-%-w-%.-grwira

ASIMPLE and neat case to
contain pocket lamp cells
used as high-tension supply

may be made for a few shillings.

Of course the length of the case
depends entirely on the number
of cells one is using, so no measure-
ments of the length will be given

BUSHES.

Fig.

/5
AA-SEE

/&ii"

TABLE.

1.-Constructional Details of a 17 -cell box. Note the
bushes in the deep lid.

BROADCASTING IN THE
UNITED STATES

Mr. John McCormack, the famous opera singer, at the
microphone. He has broadcast songs from WEAF, at

New York City.

in the description, but the reader
will find a useful table at the end
of this article from which he may
work.

The letter A will be used to
indicate the length of the inside
of the box.

Materials Required
Two pieces of wood 2/ in. by A

by 1 in. Sides.
Two pieces of wood 2i in. by

31 in. by gin. Ends.
Two pieces of wood I in. by A

by 1 in. Sides of lid.
Two pieces of wood r in. by

31 in. by 1 in. Ends of lid.
Two pieces of wood 3 in. by A

by / in. by 2 in. Top and bottom.
Two ebonite bushes.
Two hinges and screws.
A number of 1 in. steel brads.
One bottle of good quality

varnish stain.
The wood is cut and well sand-

papered, then nailed together.
Fig. I shows the construction.
The edges may be rounded off
with a plane.

The lid is also made, and the
holes drilled in it for the bushes,
through which come the leads to
the battery.

The lid is then fitted with hinges,
and the whole given one coat
of the varnish stain, this being
done with a fine brush.

Table from which A may
be determined.

A.
7/ inches
9 PP

I2

15

1 7i
3

ft
ft
Of

Of

Cells,
S

10
14

17
20
27

Appror,
Volts.

36
45
63
77
90

I 2(
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IGRANIC VERNOB
Vernier Control

Knob
(Patent No. 223010)

A very attractive instru-
ment for fitting to any
rotary tuning device to
obtain fine vernier ad
justment. Designed to
fit 1* spindles, but with
a liner will fit ili'spindleq.
Price complete with
liner and 113o* scale, 6, -

IGRANIC EARTHING
SWITCH

(Patent applied for)
A handsome fitment with con-
tacts giving perfect electrical con-
ductivity. Mounted on solid
ebonite base with three fixing
holes. Price 3, -

IGRANIC TELEPHONE
CONNECTOR
(Pat. No. 223409)

A handsome and useful addition to
any set. Provides connections for
addition of four pairs of tele-
phones. Automatic in action.

Price 8/6

IGRANIC COMBINED
KNOB AND DIAL

To enable you to make extremely
accurate settings of rheostats,
variable condensers, variometers,
etc. Prices: diam. 2/6 each;
r diam. 1/3 each; 2" diam. 1/ -
each.

IGRANIC RADIO SWITCH
A self-contained, completely en-
closed make and break switch.
Recommended for use as a master
switch in filament circuits.

Price 2/6

December, 1925

Little IGRANIC Radio
Devices that make
a big difference
In Radio, as in any other pursuit, it is often
" the little things that count,- and upon the
efficiency of the minor components and
accessories may depend success or failure to
achieve satisfactory results. Therefore, it
behoves every Radio constructor who aims
at obtaining a high standard of performance
from his Radio receiver to .exercise the utmost
care in choosing these small components.
There is the " VERNOB " VERNIER CONTROL
KNOB, for instance, which enables a fine vernier move-
ment to be imparted to any rotatable component which
is not otherwise provided with means for vernier control.
Pressing the Knob slightly forward gives a direct
positive drive on the spindle for rapid adjustment, while
rotation of the Knob in the normal position gives an
exceptionally fine movement which makes a wonderful
difference when tuning -in that elusive station.
So it is with all other IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES-
they enable the best possible results to be obtained
even under adverse conditions.

Ask your dealer about them

/t-zAD13-

(MIMIC)
include : Honeycomb Duolateral Coils, Variable Condensers,
Fixed Condensers, Filament Rheostats, Intervalve Transformers,
Variable Grid -Leaks, Variometers, Vario-couplers, Coil Holders,
Potentiometers, Combined Instruments, Vernier Tuning Devices,
Switches, Valve Holders, etc., etc., also the Igranic Supersonic -
Heterodyne Receiver Outfit. All carry the IGRANIC gearantee

Write for List Z813
IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
149, Queen Victoria Street, London

Works : BEDFORD
Branches:

BIRMINGHAM: 73.74, Exchange Buildings; Bats -rot.: British Dominions House,
Tramways Centre ; CARDIFF: Western Mail Chambers ; GLASGOW : 5o, Wellington
Street; LEEDS: Standard Buildings, City Square; MANCHESTER: 3o, Cross Street;
NEWCASTLE 90, Pilgrim Street.

188 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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Our New Extended
Guarantee Scheme

How readers can safeguard themselves

%%%%%%%%%HilMi%%nESi%%%ffi%%%%%%%%%%%%%
HITHERTO the Radio Press

guarantee has applied only
to goods ordered direct from

the manufacturers. We have
pleasure in announcing that our
guarantee now extends to all ad-
vertisers' goods bought from a
local retailer, excepting only valves
and H.T. batteries.

What to Do
A reader, on purchasing any of

the goods advertised in Radio
Press publications, should fill in
the details of his purchase on one
of the enclosed postcards and send
the card to the actual manufacturer
concerned. If this is done, Radio
Press, Ltd., will use every en-
deavour to obtain satisfaction for
the purchaser should the apparatus
prove defective or faulty in opera-
tion.
Read the Directions on the Cards

Readers should note that the
guarantee applies only to goods

advertised in our journals, and that
the postcard must be filled up and
sent direct to the manufacturers
concerned. Full details will be
found on the cards themselves.

An American portable super-
heterodyne receiver in use.

The
" Double Purpose Two"

SIR,-I feel it is my- duty to tell
you of the good results I am re-
ceiving on Mr. D. J. S. Hartt's
." Double -purpose Two -Valve Re-
ceiver," described in the July issue
of Tug WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.

Of- course I pick up London and
Daventry at good loud -speaker
strength ; and I also have picked
up Manchester and Birmingham
quite strongly while zLO was on.

When zLO is closed down I can
receive other stations clearly on the
H.F. circuit. I use a 5o coil for
the aerial and a 75 for the reaction ;
my aerial is bad and -screened by
trees. I might mention that this
set is the first that I have made
entirely myself, and therefore
shows how simple Radio Press sets
are to follow. Also let me con-
gratulate you on your excellent
new paper Wireless. I am a
faithful reader of your instructive
papers.

Yours faithfully,
GEOFFREY M. AUSTIN.

Streatham Common, S.W.16.

Indispensable to the " globe trotter "
and a revelation to the man who wants
purity and volume from the home station.
The " ATLAS Low -Loss Coil is an
amaz,kgly efficient radio engineering pro-
duction, embodying all that is known of
ultra -modern low -loss principles as applied
to tuning.
Makes unusually good results usual.

Prices from 4/3 to 17/6

Clarke's "ATLAS"
DAV. NT 'V COIL. No. 175Price 7/9 earl'

H. CLARKE & CO. (Mcr.)td.
ATLAS WORKS, OLD TRAFFORD,

MANCHES1ER.

In replying to advertisers, lease mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. I SI)
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PRICE

The ULTRA works off
two valves better than
most Loud Speakers

work off three.

Ask your Dealer

The New ULTRA
Gramophone Attach-
ment will convert your
Gramophone into a
magnificent Loud 25!.
Speaker. Price

Should you have any difficulty in
obtaining these lines, write direct to

ULTRA ELECTRIC LTD.
ULTRA WORKS,

661-663. Harrow Road,
LONDON, N.W.10.

Telephone: W I LLESDEN 4544.

December, 1925
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i Fixed Condensers
_.:

=== and Their Uses
=

By E. H. BERRY

THE fixed condenser plays a
large part in all wireless sets,
and especially in the ordinary

broadcast receiver, but the reasons
for its actual inclusion are little
understood.

As it is felt 'by the writer that
a better understanding of the uses,
sometimes optional, sometimes
imperative, is desirable, the main
uses of these " gadgets " are dis-
cussed below, without entering into
the theory of their functioning.

Its Uses
The most common uses to which

the fixed condenser can be put are
roughly divisible into three classes:

(s) By-pass condensers.
(2) Blocking condensers.
(3) Reservoir condensers.

The first use is one of the most
important, and the neglect of this
is frequently the source of con-
siderable trouble.

The function of the
condenser is to
provide an easy
path for the pas-
sage of high -fre-
quency currents.

It is a property
of condensers
that they will
readily allow of
the passage of
high -frequency
impulses; the
higher the fre-
quency the
smaller need be
the capacity of
the condenser
which will permit
of its passage
and, vice versa,
the lower the fre-
quency it is desired to pass the
larger must be the condenser
to enable the current to pass with
comparative ease.

An Illustration
To take an example. In the

anode circuit of, say, a single -valve
receiver there will be two varia-
tions occurring simultaneously-the
radio frequency component, which
is inaudible, and the audio fre-
quency impulses, which are audible
in the phones.

by-pass

A typical reservoir condenser,
for H.T. battery use.

Now the telephones, while readily
offering a path for the low -fre-
quency impulses, offer a consider-
able impedance or resistance to
the passage of the high -frequency
impulses. In most cases it is
essential that the circuit should
offer as little resistance as possible
to both the low and high -frequency
impulses. Here, then, is a plain
case for the inclusion of a fixed
condenser. If we connect it across
the phones this condenser will by-
pass with ease the H.F. impulses
while impeding the L.F. oscilla-
tions which then flow through the
phones.

Troubles with Reflex Circuits
In the case of some reflex circuits

wherein one valve amplifies both
high and low -frequency currents
a condenser is necessary across the
secondary of the transformer. In
some cases one across the primary
also is beneficial. If no condenser

is included,
"howls," buzzing,
hums and other
weird noises fre-
quently result. If
a transformer -
coupled note -
magnifying valve
follows a detector
valve a condenser
should be placed
across the trans-
former primary,
especially where
reaction is em-
ployed.

If a condenser
is not used in
this position the
control of re-
action is usually

very much snore difficult.
Many readers who have perhaps

omitted this minor component
in their sets, especially those
who have found that it will
work without it, will be well
advised to fit one. The increased
smoothness of reaction control
will amply compensate them for
the slightly extra cost. It will
frequently be found that sets will
operate without these by-pass con-
densers. This is due to the inherent
or self -capacity of the telephones

190 In replying io aaverlisers, please mention Trig WIREIXSS CONSTRUCTOR,
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Nearly every wireless set contains at least

one fixed condenser. The uses of these indis-

pensable components are briefly described below

;711111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r:

or transformer windings, whichever
are in circuit.

Values to Use
The value of by-pass condensers

for the various positions cannot be
stated dogmatically, but values
between about .0003µF and .002 p.F
are usual. The value of the con-
denser across the transformer pri-
mary in reaction circuits is usually
about .00s p.F. Loud -speakers in
the anode circuit of a power valve
usually require values from about

Grid condensers are usually pro-
vided with clips for the leak.

.0o2 pr up to as high as p.P,
good average values being about
.00611.17 or .os p.F.

Blocking Condensers
In many circuits a condenser

must be included to prevent the
application of the potential of the
H.T. battery to undesired points,
and the fixed condenser is admir-
ably adapted to this purpose. For
instance, in resistance -capacity
coupling a condenser must be in-
cluded in the grid lead to the
following valve to prevent the
potential of the H.T. battery being
applied between the grid and fila-
ment.

The Grid Condenser
The blocking condenser, however,

in the case of resistance -capacity
coupling allows the L.P. impulses
to be by-passed to the grid of the
following valve. The value here
indicated for the passing of the
L.F. impulses is much higher than
is necessary for the passing of H.F.
impulses. Usual values for a con-
denser in this position are from
005µF up to 1µF, a general value
being .os

In the case of the grid condenser
of a rectifier, a value of .0003µF has

been found to be the most generally
useful.

Blocking condensers often per-
form the functions of by-passing
and reservoir at the same time.

It will be apparent, after a little
thought, that this occurs in the
case of the grid condenser.

It by-passes the H.F. impulses,
blocks the H.T. when following
a high -frequency valve, and acts
as a reservoir for cumulative
grid rectification, as described by
John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E., in Modern Wireless for
October 1925.

Reservoir Condensers
The next use to which fixed

condensers are usually put is as
reservoir condensers. The usual
position in the circuit for this
purpose is across the H.T. supply
battery. The battery charges up
the condenser ; the variations in
anode current are then drawn from
the condenser, the battery merely
serving to maintain the charge on
the condenser plates.

terforming Several Functions
The fixed condenser may per-

form two or three of its functions
in one position. Take, for instance,

Condensers in "cartridge" form
are now popular.

the telephone condenser in a single
valve reaction receiver. Here the
telephones are in a circuit in which
both H.F. and L.F. variations are
present. The condenser placed here
by-passes the H.F. impulses, blocks
the L.F. impulses, deflecting them,
as it were, via the telephones. As
the telephones, however, offer an
impedance even to the low -fre-
quency impulses the condenser
charges and discharges through
the phone winding. In this case,
also, the one condenses is performing
all three functions.

(MAGNUM>

Construct
"My Own Local Receiver"
as described in this issue

by Mr. P. W. Harris
1 Radion Mahoganite Panel 14- x12' 17 6
1 Radion Mahoganite Panel 12' x 5)" 7 6
1 Bowyer -Lowe Four Square Con-

denser '0005 mid. .. .. . 1 10 0
2 Dubilier 100,000 ohms Resistanceswith bases ........11 0
2 Dubilier Fixed Condensers '01 mfd.

Type 610 .. .. .. 9 0
2 McMichael '25 megohm Resistances 4 0
3 Magnum Antiphonic Valve Holders 15 0
2 Magnum Panel Brackets .. .. 3 0
1 Gambrell Transadapta .. 6 6..
1 R.I. Permanent Detector .. 6 0
1 Burndept Dual Rheostat.. . 7 6
1 Bradleyohm 10,000-100,000 ohms 9 6
2 Clix Plugs and Sockets .. 1 2
11 Terminals 4B.A. .. .. 1 10
1 Set Radio Press Transfers 6
Glazite Connecting Wire .. 2 4

£6 12 4
Cabinet in Oak £2 2 0

,, in Mahogany' 2 8 0

NOTE.-Where a complete set of components is
purchased together a Marconi Royalty of
12 /6 per Valve Holder is payable.

New MAGNUM
Components

TERMINAL PANELS as used on several
Sets. No. 1 (7 Terminals) 4/6; No. 2 (4 Ter-

minals) 2/6; No. 3 (3 Terminals) 2/6
These Terminal Panels are drilled, engraved
and fitted with Terminals ready for use.

U.)
lir

1)

1,101301111, \II\ 000001.10,

Kendall " 3 -Step" Low -Loss Former 10/ -
Or Ready -Wound. , 12/6

(As described in this issue)
Low -Loss Former for Dave ntry .. 7/6

(As described by Mr. A.S. Clark in
Wireless, September 26)

Magnum " Vibro ' Valve Holder as used insets
described in this issue, 5/- each; Magnum Angle.
Brackets, 3/- per pair; Magnum Heavy Ter-

minals, 5d. each complete.

TAPPED ANODE COIL
For the Simplicity -3 and T.A.T. Circuit

designed by Mr. John Scott -Taggart 8/ -

Send stamp for new Illustrated Cata-
logue, also Lists dealing with 15 Radio
Press Sets and Magnadyne Super -Het

BURNE-JONES & CO., Ltd.
MAGNUM HOUSE

296, Borough High Street, London, S.E.1
Telephone: Hop. 6257

In retlying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 191
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CABINET LOUD

O
2 -VALVE SET

ACCE S SO RIES &LAUD
SPEAKER Ell -18-0

INDUCTANCE COIL
4/3 - UP

g g
%-4-0120
10 E>

GLASGOW:240-250Great
Western Road.

'Phone: Douglas 3449.
'Grams: "Reception,

Glasgow."
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flange of,ntoolets
FROM THE HOUSE OF

(Sir Oliver Lodge's choice after Test)
CERTAINTY in Radio is one of the great

advantages that the new A.J.S. Instruments con-
fer upon you. Switch on a concert any time, any
day, and you can always be certain that reception
will be perfect-that is one of the reasons why Sir
Oliver Lodge chose A.J.S. for use in his own home

A.J.S. CHOKE UNITS
A carefully designed Choke when used with the correct valve will give equal
volume to any transformer with very greatly improved tone quality over
the whole range of audible frequencies. A.J.S. Choke Units, besides giving
the utmost amplification with natural reproduction, eliminate or greatly
reduce atmospherics and electrical disturbances.

(A very good selling line)
EVERY A.J.S. RECEIVER CARRIES WITH IT 12 MONTHS' WRITTEN GUARANTEE

AND /2 MONTHS' FREE INSURANCE

A.J.S. FIXED
CONDENSERS

Best ruby dielectric,
moulded ebonite
container. One holefixing. In all
capacities.

1/9 and 2/-

Choke Unit, 1st stage (as illustrated.) For use in Plate Circuit of Detec-
tor Valve. Combines Choke, By-pass and Grid Condenser and Grid e -
Leak.
Choke Unit, 2nd stage. For use in Plate Circuit of 2nd and subsequent c
stages of L.F. amplification - - - - - d.1
Choke. For inter -valve coupling. Can also be used for out-

101 "put units, transmitter modulation, etc. - - Price
All these components are shrouded and finished in dull egg shell black,
with best quality ebonite platform, and nickel plate terminals.

WCODEN HORN

ISMER

4 15

PEDESTAL
LOUD

SPEAKER

2210.

CONCERT AMPLIFIER.
(1,,YA01:1) £15-19

HEIDINONES

20/ -

PEDESTAL
MODELS

Full details of all A.J.S. sets and
components and particulars of
Free Insurance gladly seat

on request.

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) LTD., Radio Branch, WOLVERHAMPTON
Telephone: 174S (7 lines) Radio Call Sign: 5 R.I. Telegrams: "Reception, Wolverhampton"

LONDON OFFICES & RADIO SHOWROOMS : 122/124, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
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Partially Variable
`Fixed' Condensers

THE small condensers described
here can be easily made
from scraps of copper foil

and mica. These condensers have
the advantage that should too
much or too little capacity be
incorporated, it can be instantly
changed by just undoing three
small screws.

17:"

COPPER F014.
d HOLE.

1/o«

MICA DISCS.

Fig. i.-The foil and mica are
cut to the dimensions shown.

It is advisable to cut a small
cardboard shape as shown in Fig. r,
and to lay this on the copper foil,
and mark round the shape with
a sharp pointed instrument.

In Fig. r the dimensions of the
mica discs are also indicated.

Two discs, the same size as the
mica, of fairly thick brass, should
be used as end plates.

Fig. 2.-When assembling, the
central screw must not touch

the copper foil.

To construct the condensers,
place a i in. 6B.A. screw through
the hole in the brass end plate,
then slip on a mica washer, then
a copper foil, then a mica and
so on until a sufficient number
of plates have been used, finishing
with a mica washer and the other
brass end plate. A 6B.A. nut
is placed on the screw, but before
tightening up alternate copper
foils are placed in convenient posi-
tions, and a 6B.A. screw passed
through the small holes in their
ends.

Fig. z shows the completed con-
denser.

THE WIRRIX,SS CONSTRUCTOR

The Virtue of Simplicity
Some notes on simplified control and pictorial diagrams

IT is probable that one of the
principal reasons for the dis-
appointment sometimes ex-

perienced by beginners and rela-
tively unskilled operators is to
be found in the complittted nature
of the sets which they have built.
It seems that we are in danger of
forgetting that operating a wireless
set is really an art, and an art,
moreover, which cannot be learned
in a day. The experience of the
Radio Press Service Department
shows clearly that this is the main
reason why constructors of limited
operating proficiency are some-
times disappointed to find that
they cannot equal the results ob-
tained by the original designer,
who is in most cases a skilled
operator, of course. Local condi-
tions may sometimes be at fault,
no doubt, but in the great majority
of cases it is purely a matter of the
acquisition of a little skill in
handling the set.

To produce a set whose controls
have been so simplified ds to enable
any one to get really good results
is no easy matter, but it has been
done with remarkable success by
G. P. Kendall (staff Editor of
Wireless Weekly and of Modern
Wireless) in the design of the
" Simplicity " three -valve set. The
tuning of this receiver is almost of
the " one knob " variety, yet the
set incorporates a stage of high
frequency amplification of good
efficiency and is capable of excellent
results. In the hands of a user of
only moderate skill a set of this
type will often yield actually better
results than those which the same
user would obtain with a larger
and more complicated set.

Everyone, therefore, who is con-
sidering the building of a good set
for general purposes should make
a point of obtaining Radio Press
Envelope No. 3 (Radio Press, Ltd.,
25. 9d., post free) and considering
the merits of the " Simplicity "
receiver.
Removing one of the Beginner's

Difficulties
Not so very long ago one of the

greatest difficulties confronting the
beginner was that of reading a
circuit diagram. What did those
zig-zag lines mean ? Why were
arrows drawn through certain
symbols at some times and not at

others ? These, and a host of
similar puzzles, were so baffling
to the novice that until he had
memorised all the symbols and
acquired facility in reading dia-
grams he was unable to connect
up and try a circuit unless he could
obtain a wiring diagram.

He was thus debarred from one
of the experimenter's chief joys,
until the advent of the " pictorial "
circuit diagram, in whose exploita-
tion Radio Press was foremost, as
ever. In these diagrams each com-
ponent is represented by an actual
sketch of the piece of apparatus
itself, instead of by a conventional
symbol, and the connections are
shown in a manner resembling the
actual wiring. It is consequently
quite easy for even a beginner to
wire up a set from one of these
diagrams.

Pictorial diagrams are constantly
appearing in this journal, but the
beginner should make a point of
obtaining also a copy of " Pictorial
Wireless Circuits," by Oswald J.
Rankin (Radio Press, Ltd., is. 8d..
post free), which contains a most
invaluable collection of good
straightforward circuits, ranging
from crystal to multi -valve ex-
amples.

1...vvvvvvAnnnovv-wvvvvvvv-towl

What a Reader Thinks
about the Seven -Circuit

SIR,-Just a few lines to tell you
that I have constructed the seven -
circuit crystal set by P. W. Harris,
M.I.R.E., in the December, 1924,
issue, and that I consider it to be the
finest set that has ever been issued.

I buy every book published to
get the different circuits, but yours
is equal to any one -valve set. I
have just an ordinary aerial, but
your system of plugs allows of
stronger and stronger signals being
obtained.

I well recommend the set to any
reader who is thinking of building
a crystal receiver.

Yours faithfully,
T. H. MARTIN.

S. Norwood.

Crystal Set
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High .Frequency
Transformers

. .

IT is becoming more and more
appreciated, both by the wire-
less public and manufacturers

as a whole, that the type of high -
frequency transformer usually used
in Great Britain to -day is very far
from too per cent. efficient. The
information gathered by the Editor,
Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., during
his recent American tour shows
that in the matter of H.F. inter -
valve coupling, America is ahead
of Britain, although in most other
respects we certainly lead the
Americans.

In this respect, great interest
will be created amongst wireless
enthusiasts by the new five -valve
receiver designed and described
by Mr. Harris in the current number
of Modern Wireless. " The Special
Five," as it is called, combines
extreme sensitivity with extreme
selectivity, due mainly to the new
pattern of high -frequency trans-
former incorporated in it, and to
other novel features.

Some there are who prefer tele-
phones for distant reception rather
than the loud -speaker, and it is
for these more especially that
E. J. Marriott has designed and
described " The Continental Two,"
which, like " The Special Five,"
makes use of the neutrodyne sta-
bilizing method, using, however,
plug-in coils variably coupled
instead of the usual neutrodyne
unit.

Obtaining Stability
Experimenters are sure to be

interested in P. W. Harris's series
of articles appearing in Wireless
iVeekly, discussing the various
methods of obtaining stability in
wireless receivers by neutralizing
the H.F. valves, and in view
of the author's experience in
this direction they cannot afford
to miss reading this series.

A little off the beaten track is
the " Anode Input Reflex Set,"
designed by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc.
(Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., which is
described in the current issue of
Modern IVireless.

In the same magazine, A.
Johnson -Randall (Staff Editor)
describes a " Double -circuit Crystal
Set" which he has designed, and
-whilst its sensitivity is of the order
usually obtained with a good low -
loss crystal receiver, selectivity is
obtained to a remarkable degree.

:electivity is, of course, very
much in evidence on the very high

frequencies (short waves), but a
receiver of this type must have
strict attention paid to its design,
and an interesting discussion
on the lay -out of a short-wave
receiver appeared in Ii-ireless
Weekly, Vol. VII., No. 5, whilst
the description of a very efficient
set designed for reception of the
high frequencies will be found in the
current number of Modern IVire-
less, contributed by D. J. S.
Hartt, B.Sc. There are nowadays
a great number of stations trans-
mitting on low wavelengths, and
A. V. HI, B.A., in the same pub-
lication, gives a list of some of those
which can be heard.

Those who aspire to transmis-
sion in the high -frequency region
will find much of interest to them
in the constructional description of
a 45 -metre transmitter, which ap-
peared in the November 4 issue of
IVireless Weekly. .

On the lower frequencies (higher
waves), however, the aperiodic
aerial arrangement has been relied
upon to a large extent to obtain
selectivity, and experimenters will
read with interest Mr. Kendall's
discussion, in the November Modern
Wireless, entitled, " Is the aerial
ever aperiodic ? "

Relaying America
Everybody, however, experi-

menters and listeners alike, will
find much of interest to them in
Wireless, the Radio Press one -word
weekly. Apart from the well-
known Radio Press authors, many
well-known writers of outstanding
ability contribute regularly to this
journal.

" The Wireless Underworld," by
William I,e Oueux, and "Relaying
America this Winter," by Captain
P. P. Eckersley, are articles which
will command the interest of all
interested in wireless, whether ex-
perimenters or only listeners.

A contribution which, perhaps,
will be read with relief by worried
householders is that entitled,
" Safety First," written by Dr.
Robinson in Vol. I., No. 7, which is
a chat on aerials and the danger
of lightning striking them.

In each issue of. Wireless also
there appears full constructional
details of a crystal and a valve
receiver, which even the veriest
novice will find within his ability
to construct. The more advanced
enthusiast, however, has not been
forgotten, as is demonstrated by
the article, " What is a Low -loss
Coil.? " by G. P: Kendall, B.Sc.,
which appeared in Vol. I., No. 6,
of- Wireless. -Altogether, all inter-
ested in wireless, whatever their
degree of skill, will find that they
have been catered for.

tflullard DozNe

Rinpillumarige's

DOUBLE WHITE RING FOR

MASTER DETECTION
Mullard Double White Ring
Valves have been specially
selected for superior detection.
They are made in two types :
Type D 3 for 2 -volt
accumulators - each 14//-
Type D  06 for 2 or 3
dry cells or 4 -volt
accumulators - each 1 6/6
DOUBLE RED RING FOR B.F.

AMPLIFICATION
Mullard Double Red Ring
Valves are designed for real
long-distance reception. They
are made in two types :
Type D  3 for 2 -volt 1 A /
accumulators - each -
Type D  06 for 2 or 3
dry cells or 4 -volt ac- 16/6
cumulators - each

DOUBLE GREEN RING FOR

L.F. AMPLIFICATION
Mullard Double Green Ring
Valves are designed for real
pure tone reception. They will
operate small and medium-
sized loud -speakers. Made in
two types
Type D  3 for 2 -volt
accumulators - each
Type D 06 for 2 or 3
dry cells or 4 -volt ac-
cumulators - each

14/-

16/6
Ask any dealer for leaflet V.R.26;

ullard
THE -MASTER.-VALVE
Advt.-The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.,

Nightingale Lane, Balham, Lon ion, S.W.ze.

In retlying to advertisers, please mention THE WiremEss CONSTRUCTOR.
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ASTER Valves are not entirely the work
of the electrical specialist. My beakers
and solutions may provoke the mirth
of those engineering demi-gods, but
they know right well that the purity of

their materials and the advantages of certain
minerals are the results of my labours.
I am like all chemists-EXACT.
I want perfection in the materials for my valves
. . . you want perfect reception Then
take the advice of a man _ who is decidedly
analytical and ask for

Mullard,
THE MASTER VALVE
INA

Ask any Dealer for Leaflet V.R.26 for complete range of Mallard Receiving Valves

Advt.-The Mallard Wireless Service Co., Ltd. (W.C.), Nightingale Lane, Balham, London, S.W.12

Ira replying to advertisers, please mention Tim WIRELEss CONSTRUCTOR. 195
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Adding Note Magnifiers
TO THE

Low -Loss Crystal Set
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., Staff Editor

An article for those who wish to obtain loud -speaker
results from the crystal receiver described in our

November issue

THE results given by the simple
low - loss crystal receiver
which I described last month

have been so pleasing that I
imagine that many of the readers
who built this instrument will wish
to add valves to it in order to be
able to work a loud -speaker.

If the same simple type of con-
struction is adopted, the addition

The Low -Loss Receiver
with two stages of L.F. amplification added.

can be made a very easy matter,
and the whole of the work can, be
done in an evening. The object
being simplicity, the method of
mounting known to the American
constructor as a "breadboard "
assembly is adopted.

The Base
The basis of operations is a

wooden base -board 9 in. by 14 in.,

2

+O.

-1
---0 C. B.

0+I

0+2
HT.0-

0+
L.T.

20
Fig. I. The primary of the L.F. transformer is connected to

the phone terminals of the original crystal set.

and anything from sin. to I in.
thick. I should recommend that
this be obtained from_ one of the
firms of cabinet makers who special-
ise in wireless work, the thick
five-ply wood which they supply
for use as an internal shelf in a
cabinet being very much to be

' preferred ; this material is easily
worked and does not warp.

The one which I used was sup-
plied by the :Carrington Manufac-
turing Co., and was left untreated.
Some  constructors will no doubt
prefer to have it stained or stain it
themselves.

Method of Construction
The complete crystal set is

fastened down at the right-hand end
of the base -board, with the con-
denser dial facing forwards, as
may be seen hi the photograph.
The set is easily secured by passin5,
two small brass screws through
two holes in the lower end ring
of the " three -step " former.

The components which con-
stitute the two -valve note magni-
fier are spread out on the base-
board in suitable positions, the
necessary terminals for connections
teing mounted on strips of ebonite,
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risk of trouble from interaction
between different parts of the
amplifying circuit, and it is very
uncommon for low -frequency howl-
ing to take place.

Less care is therefore needed in
laying out the parts than is required
when two transformers are used,
while really good volume is ob-
tained.

To render the construction as
easy as possible, I have used one of
the neat Polar units, which provide
in one component the necessary
anode resistance, grid condenser
and grid leak. To this unit, which

and two terminals which are in-
tended for grid -bias positive and
negative, but which I have wired
up to serve as terminals for the
loud -speaker (Fig. 2).

The other panel carries three
terminals, marked to serve as
aerial, earth, etc., but actually
used as grid -bias positive and two
separate negatives. All these ter-
minals, of ' course, can readily be
re -lettered with the aid of some
Radio Press transfers.

The arrangement adopted enables
one to apply a different value of
H.T. to the two valves (occasionally

which are screwed to the edges of
the base -board.

I used on the set which may be
seen in the photographs two of the
terminal strips with standardised
markings supplied by Messrs.
Burne-J ones. Although these mark-
ings do not refer to the terminals
as I use them, the terminal panels
in question save one a good deal
of trouble.

The Circuit
To obtain really adequate loud -

speaking it is necessary in most
situations to add two " stages " of

-2 G.B.

ig
-1!".

i

Fig. z. The layout and wiring of the components on the base -board are shown here.
No dimensions are given, since the size is optional to some extent.

low -frequency amplification-that
is to say, to use two valves.

A variety of ways of coupling
these valves in cascade is avail-
able, but the one which strikes me
as most suited to the present case
is to use an ordinary low -frequency
transformer between the crystal set
and the first valve and resistance
capacity coupling between the first
and second valves.

Advantages
This arrangement makes it easy

to secure really good quality in the
reproduction of speech and music.
Moreover, there is usually little

is screwed to the base by two
screws only, there are but four con-
nections to be made-one to H.T.
positive, one to grid -bias negative,
one to the anode of the first valve,
and the fourth to the grid of the
second valve.

Arrangement of Terminals
The battery and output terminals

are provided by two standard
terminal strips as I have men-
tioned, and these are actually a
" No. r panel " and a " No. 2 panel."
One of these carries, terminals for
L.T. positive and negative, H.T.
negative and two separate positives,

desirable) and different values of
grid -bias (practically always ad-
missible). This will be considered
in greater detail later.

Components
The actual components used in

the original set are given below,
the makers' names being quoted
for the benefit of those who like
to make an exact copy.

One L.P. transformer
McMichael, Ltd.),

One Polar resistance -capacity
coupling unit (Radio Communica-
tion Co., Ltd.).
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The Burndept method of
one -hole fixing is unusual
in that the pointer -knob
will remain flush 'with any
panel from a to 4 an inch in
thickness. There is only
one hole to drill and one
nut to tighten.

The element is wound with >
thick wire, having high
current -carrying capacity.

The brush moves over a
flat surface with a very
smooth movement and can-
not work loose. The contact
resistance is low.

This neat scale saves one the
trouble of engraving the
panel. It is interesting to
note that either the scale
or knob will cover holes
previously drilled for oar
old rheostats.

As these Rheostats are made
almost entirely of metal, the
heat dissipation is increased.

.On account of this and the
fact that -there is ample air-
space between element and
panel the ebonite cannot be
damaged by heat.

Large -headed screws are pro-
vided for connecting wires.

New Burndept Rheostats-better than
THOSE who already know of the Burndept

reputation in the production of rheostats
will take special interest in the new models

which are constructed almost entirely of metal.
They are a distinct advance both in
appearance, efficiency and durability,
and are very easy to fit. The move-
ment is perfectly smooth and absolutely
noiseless. Each rheostat is supplied
with a scaled aluminium plate and a
neat pointer -knob ready for mounting
on any panel from a to z an inch in
thickness.
The well-known Dual Rheostat, illus-
trated in its new form above, was first
introduced by Burndept in December,
1923. We have gone a step further in
this direction by producing a Super -
Dual Rheostat, which enables one to
use any valve, bright or dull emitter,
with any battery up to 6 volts ! It may
truly be described as the " universal" rheostat.
Two Burndept Potentiometers are now obtainable,
with 250 and 500 ohm windings, the latter type be-
ing particularly suitable for use with dry batteries.

CUT HERE - - - -
To BURNDEPT WIRELESS Ltd.
Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, I

London, WC.2. '

Please send me Publications
276 and 28r

NAME

'ADDRESS

DATE Wireless Constructor, D Dec.
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The special contactor -spring be-
tween spindle and body ensures
perfect contact and complete
absence of "frying -noises"

ever
That these new Rheostats will meet with general
approval cannot be doubted. In price, perform-
ance and appearance, they have no equal. Send
the coupon below for Publication 281, giving full

particulars of the various types, and a
free copy of the Burndept Components
Catalogue. Here are brief details, of
the eight models :
Price list of New Rheo§tats, supplied
complete with Scale and Pointer -knob,
ready for mounting on any panel.
No. 754. Power Rheostat, 2 ohms, 3 amps. 15/..
No. 756. Standard Single -Valve Rheostat,

7 ohms, II amp. - -
No. 757. Medium Rheostat, 15 ohms, I

amp. - - 5
No. 758. H.R. Rheostat, 30 ohms, 01

amp. - -
No. 743. Dual Rheostat, 5 -30 - ohms - 6 /-
No..744. Super -Dual Rheostat, 10.60 ohms 7,G
No. 760. Standard Potentiometer, 250

ohms, 0.1 amp. - 6/ -
No. 759. H.R. Potentiometer, 500 ohms,

015 amp. - - - 7/6
The Burndept Range includes . everything for
radio reception from compdnents to complete
installations.

URNDEPT

V VI 1111 RIM =IMO

/ ////. / 7, / / /,//a/f
/:az,,:z %4,/./ /%0 ' /;/ /i ,/'/1/./i ., /I

Head Office Aldine House, Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C.2
Telephone: Gerrard 9072 Telegrams: "Burndept, Westrand, London"
BRANCHES at Belfast, Birmingham, Brighton, BriStol, Cardiff, Exeter, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool,

Manchester, Newcastle, Northampton and Nottingham
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Two valve holders (Benjamin
Electric, Ltd.).

One dual filament rheostat (L.
McMichael, Ltd.).

One No. i terminal panel (Burne-
Jones & Co.; Ltd.),

One No. 2 terminal panel (Burne-
Jones & Co., Ltd.).

One piece of ebonite about 3 M.
.by 2 in. on which the rheostat is
mounted. . _

Construction and Wiring
The actual arrangement and

attachment of the parts will be
found easy to manage, I think,
'with the aid of, the photographs
accompanying this article. The

. wiring up will also prove quite
easy, since it is all readily accessi-
ble, and there are relatively few
connections to make (Fig. 2).

All the connections, except two,
can be made without soldering ;
those constructors who can solder,
of course, are urged to do so in the
case of all the connections, but
those who cannot may yet make a
sound job by bending loops in the
ends of the leads and screwing them
down under the nuts or terminals
of the various components. The
filament resistance is the only part
which does not possess quite suit-
able nuts or terminals, and two
soldered connections are desirable,
though not essential here. (Most con-

' structors possess a frief1d who will The above photograph shows the terminal strips, and
the flex lead from the transformer to the crystal set.

be .equal. to adjusting two joints,
but in default of such an acquaint-
ance trk:the local plumber or elec-
trician and' be careful\ to wipe off
any flux which remains on the
joints after that functionary has
finished).

A view from the back with valves inserted. Note how
the clips are attached to the low -loss coil.

Connecting to the Set
It will be seen that the connec-

tions between the primary terminals
of the L.P. transformer and the
telephone terminals of the set
consist of a short piece of twin flex,
and this is intended to enable the
user to disconnect the L.F. valves
easily and attach a pair of phones
direct to the old terminals on the
set, for tuning -in purposes.

The mounting of the filament
resistance (which controls both
valves at once) is the only other
constructional point calling for
mention. This component is
mounted upon a piece of in.
thick ebonite, 2 in. by 3 in., and
this piece of ebonite is attached to
the edge of the base -board in the
position seen in the photographs.

Probably the neatest job will be
made if the wiring is done with
stiff square wire ; one of the easier
methods can be adopted if desired,
without any risk of ill-effects.

Valves and Voltages
Since really strong loud-speakez

signals can be obtained with this
set, and since one of the valves
has in its anode circuit a coupling
resistance, it is important that a
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suitabh; type of valve be employed
in each socket..

In making a choice it must be
remembered that both the valves
are controlled by one filament rheo-
stat, and therefore they should be
of types requiring equal filament
voltages.

For example, a special valve
of the resistance -capacity amplifier
type is very desirable in the first
socket (the one nearest the filament
resistance) ; examples of this type
are the D.E.5b. and D.F.A.4, both
of which should be run from a
six -volt accumulator and a suitable
setting of the rheostat.

In the second socket a small
power valve is best, and types which
will run from the same filament
voltage as the ones just mentioned
and take about the same current
(0.25 amp.) are the B4, D.F.A.r,
D.E.5, and the L.525.

Another valve suitable for use in
the first socket is the D.E.3b.,
which requires about 3 volts across
the filament and takes o6 ampere.
When one of these valves is em-
ployed one with similar character-
istics of filament must be used in
the second socket, and one may then
be limited to one of the general
purpose valves, taking o6 amp.
filament current. Such a com-
bination will usually only be re-
sorted to when extreme economy
of filament current is imperative.

H.T. and Grid -Bias
The values of H.T. and grid -bias

to use will depend to a large extent
upon the types of valves in use, but
in general it may be taken that the
higher the voltage the better on
both valves, provided that the
makers' specified maximum voltages
are not exceeded, and that appro-
priate values of grid -bias are used.

The same value of H.T. may
generally be applied to both ter-
minals, but the grid -bias voltage
will almost always require to be
different. With the majority of

valves either r j or 3 volts negative
will be best on .G.B. and .1.1t or
6 volts on G.B. -2. Whatever
valves are used try the effect of
varying the voltage supplied to
each grid -bias terminal, remember-
ing that the object of using grid -
bias is to ensure good quality, and
not to make signals any louder.

The bases of huge aerial masts
are pivoted to allow the masts

to sway in the wind.

1el"............"1.....1.1%%.:1".ele01.W.WW.

Two Interesting
Queries Answered

What is the difference between
primary and secondary Bat-
teries ?
A primary battery is one in which

the chemical change which pro-
duces the electric current is not

easily " reversible," that is, the
substances which result from the
change cannot be re -converted into
their original form by passing a
charging current through the cell in
the reverse direction. Hence, when
all the active substance has reacted
with the exciting agent, the cell is
" run down " and must be dis-
carded.

A secondary battery, on the con-
trary, operates by virtue of a
chemical change which can be
reversed by passing a current
through it in the opposite direction
to that given out by the battery.
The materials composing the cell
are thereby restored to their original
form, and will once more react and
give out a current from the terminals
of the battery. The battery can
therefore be re -charged when it has
run down, and the cycle of changes
can be repeated almost indefinitely.
Secondary batteries, of course, are
commonly known as accumulators,
though the name is something of a
misnoiner.
What is super -regeneration and

how does it differ from or-
dinary reaction ?
When ordinary reaction is applied

' to a tuned circuit, a point is soon
reached beyond which it is inad-
visable to go because the receiving
set then tweaks into self -oscillation.
It appears, therefore, that the very
powerful effect of reaction could
not be made full use of. Major
Armstrong conceived the idea of
applying reaction at full strength,
but arranging that a kind of braking
effect should be introduced with
just sufficient rapidity to avoid the
production of a noticeable audible
note and to prevent continuous self-
oseillation actually occurring.
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The Dubilier Minicap
Switch.

8/.

LTHOUGH Switches are very
necessary in wireless sets, they
are among the "danger spots"
where current may "get off
the rails," as it were ; they

may cause the introduction of high resist-
ance owing to faulty or dirty contacts, and
in addition they may introduce very un-
desirable capacity effects between the
opposing terminal strips.
When the Dubilier Minicap Switch was designed,
these particular problems were solved-the first
by the use of definite self-cleaning rubbing con-
tacts, the second by a special arrangement of
the terminal strips, as shown in the illustration.
The terminals have substantial tags for soldering,
and the frame is solidly contructed of a special
metallic alloy.

The Minicap Ps a double -pole double -throw switch
useful in all circumstances for general purposes.

Manufactured by the Dubilier Condenser Co.
(1925) Ltd., in addition to the following:-
Fixed Mica Condensers, Variable Air Condensers,
Anode Resistances, Grid Leaks, the Dubrescon
Valve Protector, the Ducon Aerial Adaptor,
the Mansbridge Variometer. The Company are
also sole concessionnaires for the products of the
Mansbridge Condenser Co., Ltd.

Whenever any of these products are required,
the wisest course is to

Specify Dubilier.

REGISTERED
11

TRADE MARK

DUBI LI ER
CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD

ADVIRTIFFICEN7 OP THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., OUCOPI WOOFS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3. TELEPHONE: CHISWICK 5241-5-3

F, S
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distant
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Sectional View of Holder

Detail of Spring Feature

Give your Valves
the protection of
this unique holder
Use the Clearer Tone Valve Holder and float your
valves-secure from the ever-present tone-deStroy-
ing vibrations caused by street traffic and the
hundred and one common microphonic disturb-
ances. So thoroughly does this new holder
cushion the valve that foreign noises are com-
pletely dissipated.

The springs, though delicately adjusted, are
immensely strong and the tightest valve can be
inserted without fear of damaging them. EACH
SPRING HAS ONE TURN ONLY. Bakelite
construction of the body of the holder ensures
high insulation, low capacity and sturdiness.

There are terminal connections
for the experimenter and
soldering tags for the per-
manent set. The Benjamin
Clearer Tone Valve Holder
is easily cleaned-little or
no dust can collect in the
sockets.
The springs themselves, as
shown in the lower of the
two diagrams, form the
valve pin sockets, No soldered

BRITISH

2/9
Each

joints - all one solid metal
piece from tag to valve leg.

No flexible wire connec-
tions. The spring supports
are not affected by stiff
bus bar wiring. For Good
Reception with Dull
Emitter Valves Benjamin
Clearer Tone Anti-
Microphonic Valve

Holders are absolutely
essential.

EwistpaigN
CLEARER TONE VALVE HOLDER

Patents (ANTI -MICR OP HON IC) Pending

From your Dealer or direct from:

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LIMITED
Brantwood Works, Tariff Road, Tottenham, N.17.

The Benjamin Battery Switch gives
perfect current control, 2/- each.

MADE

December, 1905

Your Needs

Price
1 Wireless for All.. .. 93.

By John Scott -Taggart,
A.M.I.E.E.

2 Simplified Wireless 1/- 1/2
By John Scott -Taggart,

E.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
3 How to Make Your Own Broad-

cast Receiver 1/6 1/8
By John Scott -Taggart,

F.lnst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
4 How to Erect your Wireless

Aerial .. 1/- 1,2
By B. Mitten, A.M.I.E.E.

5 The Construction of Wireless
Receiving Apparatus.. 1,6 1 '8

By P. D. Tyers.
6 The Construction of Crystal

Receivers .. 1;6 11
By Alan L. M. Douglas,

7 How to Make a " Unit " Wire-
less Receiver .. .. 2, 6 2'8

By E. Redpath.
8 Pictorial Wireless Circuits 1,6 1 8

By Oswald J. Rankin.
9 WirelessValvesSimplyExplained 2;6 2,S

By John Scott -Taggart,
A.M.I.E.E.

10 Practical Wireless Valve Circuits 2;6 2, 8

By John Scott -Taggart,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

12 Radio Valves and How to Use
Them .. 2,6 2,8

By John Scott -Taggart,

13 500 Wireless questions Answered 2/6 2, 8

By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., and
E. Redpath.

14 12 Tested Wireless Sets 2/6 2i8
By Percy TV. Harris, M.I.R.E.

15 More Practical Valve Circuits .. 3/6 3/10
By John Scott -Taggart,

F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
16 Home-builtWirelessComponents 2,16 2/8

17 Wireless Sets for Home Con-
structors .. 2/6 2/3

By E. Redpath.
13 Tuning Coils and How to Wind

Them
.

. . 1/6 1/8
By G. P. Kendall, B.S'c.

21 Six Simple Sets.. .. 1/6 1/8
By Stanley G. Rattee,

M.I.R.E.
22 Switches in Wireless Circuits.. 1:6 1;3

By Oswald J. Rankin.
24 Wireless Faults and How to Find

Them .. 1,6 1/8
By R. W. Hallows, M.A.

Elementary Text Book on Wireless
Vacuum Tubes 10:- 10,8

By John Scott -Taggart,
A.M.I.E.E.

Radio Engineering
By .1. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.),

Radio Press Books are obtainable
from all Newsagents, Bcokqtalls,
your local Wireless Dealer, or direct
from Dept. W., Radio Press, Ltd.
For prompt and sure delivery when
ordering direct from Radio Press,
Ltd., please write your name and
address in BLOCK LETTERS.
RADIO PRESS, LTD.

Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2

in Radio Litera-
ture are fully
met when you

Xselect & specify:

Radio Press Books
P
Free
lid.

Barclays Ad.
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TIHIC INIEWVALVE
WIITIN THE IIIROINICLAD GUARAINITEE

America's Foremost Valve -

- made in
Britain's newest Factorys

C.T. 25 B. For resistance

6°. capacity coupled amplifier.
Amplification Factor 2o. 15/ -

Per fect Service or instant replacement
Positive Performance or a new Valve. That is the Ironclad Guarantee. So

long as there is light and life in a Cleartron this Guarantee holds good.
No matter where the Valve is bought any Cleartron Dealer will replace it
instantly without cost or question.

Make sure of your Valves.
Cleartron gives you increased volume, greater distance, purer tone, keener
selectivity-and guarantees it up to the hilt.

1-2/6
Cleartron guaran-
teed valves con-

sume less current,
oscillate, detect
and amplify.
Types - C.T. c8,
C.T. i5 at 12/6.
American type
CT. nig at 12/6

CLEARTRON RADIO LIMITED
1, CHARING CROSS, LONDON

AND BIRMINGHAM

'Rhone ; Regent 22_;I2. 'Crams : Clear:ron, Westrand, London

CLEARTROINI
BRITISH MADE

All Cleartron Valves are Dull Emitters

15/o
Types C.T. 25,
C.T. 25B at r5/-.
American typ e
C. r. 201A at
15/, If your
dea* does not
carry Cleartrons,
order from us,
with your
Dealer's name
and address

Service Advertising
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MOST readers of this journal
when making up sets
probably adhere fairly

closely to the specifications given
in the original design, but for the
benefit of those who may make up
sets from their own designs, or
depart' for some legitimate reason
from the speciLation given. by
Radio Press designers, I propose
to devote this short article to some
of the essential things to consider
when purchasing components.

Inferior Components
First of all let me warn you

against buying cheap or shoddy
components ; I know that this
warning has been repeated many
times, and some of you may
be getting somewhat tired of it.
You may argue that it is not always
possible for you to purchase better -
class components, but in such cases
I would advise you always to pur-
chase the best possible under the
circumstances. Probably most
radio enthusiasts pass through
that period when they buy inferior
components, but all in the end
profit by their experience, and find
that the only wise procedure is to
purchase the best possible-but
not necessarily the most expensive
-in every case.

I will deal with some of the more
important components first, such
as variable condensers, coils, coil
holders, and L.P. transformers.
A few brief hints on the choice of
accessories, such as H.T. batteries,
accumulators, phones and loud-
speakers, etc., will also be given.

Variable Ciondensers
While the majority of variable

condensers now on the market are
of a fairly high standard, both
electrically and mechanically, I
Can quite conceive that there may
be some readers who are not even
in a position to judge why any
particular condenser is a good or
a bad sne. Look first at the insu-
lation of the moving plates from the
fixed vanes ; there are several
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Ii` What to Look For When I
JO

Buying Components i
By D. J. S. HARTT, B.Sc.

*.,..,*....,ii.,,*,..,*,,,a.,...,-*.,..,50,1*,.,*.,,*,,,,*.,.,*
Choose your components with care-it will pay you in the end

ways of achieving this. First we
may have the end -plate made of
ebonite or some other insulating
material such as bakelite, the
spindle carrying the moving plates
of the condenser being supported
in metal bushes in these end -plates.
Secondly, we may have metal end-
plates with bushes in them which
serve both 'as bearings and as
insulation between the two sets of
plates. Thirdly, we may have
metal bearings in metal end -plates,
thus making the end -plates in
electrical contact with the moving
vanes, the fixed plates being insu-
lated and supported by a strip of
insulating material attached to the
frame.

End Plates and Bushes
Modern practice seems to indicate

that the last-named method is prob -
ably one of the best, since it is pos-

The filament rheostat is not
the least important part of

your set.

sible to have the insulating material
well out of the intense electrostatic
field, and dielectric loss is therefore
minimised. In the case of ebonite
bushes in metal end -plates, we may
have a strong electrostatic field here,
and unless these bushes are of
adequate size and designed cor-
rectly, there may be fairly heavy
dielectric loss, and also large leakage
loss.

Further points to observe are
that the clearance between the
plates is uniform, thereby reducing
the possibility of short circuit
through the moving vanes touching
those which are fixed ; and
that the mechanical strength of the
whole condenser is adequate and
that there is no " shake " or play
in the bearings supporting the
moving system.

Geared Condensers
More recently we have had a

number of condensers put on the
market in which some provision
is made for the fine movement of
the moving vanes, either by some
form of gearing incorporated in
the actual condenser, or by means
of some gearing embodied in the
dial. If you should be choosing
a condenser of this type (and they
are very desirable in sharp tuning
circuits or in short-wave sets),
make sure that there is no back-
lash in the gearing movement and
also that none is likely to develop
during reasonable use of the con-
denser.

Mounting and Connections
The question of the mounting

of the condenser is also important.
Much as everybody appreciates the
convenience of one -hole fixing for
components, this type of fixing is
not always suitable for a heavy
condenser, and some such scheme
as a three -screw fixing is often
desirable. It is also important
to observe what type of connection
is provided between the moving
system and the soldering tag or
terminals. Some type of positive
contact is desirable here in all cases,
but it is absolutely essential if the
condenser is to be used at all suc-
cessfully for short-wave reception.
The use of a " pigtail " connection is
the usual means of ensuring this
positive contact, but do not imagine
that any type of pigtail will be
suitable. If the pigtail consists
of a spiral of bare wire, the turns
of which touch and scrape together
as the moving vanes are rotated,
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it may be found that the system
will be noisy in operation on short
waves. Personally I prefer a thin
rubber -covered flexible connection
between the moving vanes and the
soldering tag in all cases.

Fixing the Dial
One could write a good deal more

on the various points of excellence
in variable condensers, but I must
close my remarks on this type of
component with a few words about
the method of securing the dial.
The method which consists in
relying on the use of a lock nut
on a threaded spindle, although it
is extensively used, is not, in
my opinion, always good. A pro-
perly adjusted set screw is much
better, but this method of securing
the dial raises yet another point.
As usually employed this set screw
passes through the actual knob of
the dial, and in many cases when
it is tightened up, the top of the
set screw comes quite near the
sides of the knob, which are
gripped in the fingers. Since in
most cases this set screw is in
electrical contact with the spindle
and the moving vanes, this is liable
to make hand capacity effects more
apparent. The remedy, of course,
is to have a knob of fairly large
diameter, and to use a short set

screw, so that when the latter is
screwed down tightly on the spindle
the top of it is well away from the
sides of the knob ; when this is the
case its presence will not seriously
increase the hand capacity effects.

The Plug -In Coil
In purchasing coils there are

several important things to look
for if one is to be. sure of getting
a good type. The purchaser must
first decide whether he is going to
use the conventional plug-in type,
or whether he is going to use coils,
say. of the single layer variety

which are designed upon low -loss
lines. As a compromise between
convenience and absolute efficiency
the plug-in coil is hard to beat,
and while modern tendencies seem
to indicate that it will not in future
be so extensively used in certain
types of receiver, it is quite certain
that this form of coil will always
have a large number of supporters.

Wire and Insulation
The points to look for in selecting

a good plug-in coil are, firstly,
that it is well made mechani-
cally ; secondly, that there is

Radio dances are very popular this Winter. Here is a merry
gathering with a loud -speaker " band."
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HOW TO USE POWOUIP COILS

FOWQUIP BILATERAL COILS
may be plugged into ordinary cod hold

paara of coils of another typo
Go. molts are obtainable by coup

boon

the coils together to similsr fashion
hat employed tn the case al multiple

lame coils but best results are °beat ned
same . Adjustment of soils coupled
toga.. is efleo. by keeping them
posalkl. and clowns them together or
apart ,e the same horizontal plane snd
maintaining equal dot..., varying
Ram about hall . inch to one Inch.
liestereen the sides of adjacent cods
Usually, however, very Itetle .iusts
anent is necessary once .e best
Bea few the cods to .y given coati.
Sam been determined. and --when the
eight spactng of the eons has been
Ma. possible to tune round all
wave lengths without .using self.
wweilltition and wathout altering the
adjustan.t of the cods.

FIGURE I Indicate the tristeiStw
POW.e fields of force around

OUlF COILS when three such
Cf. ue coupled together so as la
e.st each other.
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A new -- volAIQUI P --

Plug-in Coil
After nearly a year's research this entirely new form
of single layer plug-in coil has been evolved. These
Powquip Coils have ultra -efficiency and selectivity.
The windings are entirely enclosed and therefore
protected from damage. The dimensions of the coils
are 41" long, ii" wide, and ir deep, and they fit any
ordinary standard coil holder.

Prices from 4/3 each
Write for descriptive booklet which
explains how to use this unique coil

77

explains

POWER Efl1IPMEN
COMPANY LIMITED 

KINGSBURY WORKS, THE HYDE, HENDON, N W s9
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6
points

of Superiority in the J.B. Condenser
SQUARE LAW.

'001 - 9/6 50023 .. 6/9
110071 9/- 5002 .. 5/6
5006 .. 8/- 5001 .. 5/3
'0009 .. 6/9 V e rn er 4./6

J.B. SQUARE LAW
wrrE VERNIER.

001 .. 14/- 0003 .. 1113
0005 12'6 '0002.5 11/3

STANDARD.
'001 .- 6/6 '00025 _ 5/9
'oars .. 6/- *0002 ..
'0006 .. 5001 .. 4/9
'0008 .. 8/9 Vernier .. 4/-

l'ost. 0 ; Two 93. :
hree I/.

Eno plates guaranteed hand -polished ebonite
free of surface leakage and of low dielectric loss
The maximum capacity is guaranteed.
A very low minimum capacity
Negligible losses 0'05 ohm:,
Specially designed spacers.
Precision spindle and bearings, giving a delight-
fully smooth movement to the centre vanes.

-details of tremendous importance,
contributing to the high standard of
efficiency for which the J.B. Con-
denser is famous. From all dealers.

8. POLAND ST -OXFORD ST
LONDON - W.1

(First Floor)

Uelephone-
GERFtARD 7414

Barclays Ad.

AT YOUR
DEALER

6/-

WANT MORE STATIONS ?
Like that elusive distant one you heard
last night .. . Well, the cheapest, sum.
plest way to get them is to replace your

old dials with

PELICAN
UNIVERNIER

CAHILL & CO.,r LTD., 64, Newman St., London, WA

"This time
I used

Glazite ! "

The moreecomplicated
the circuit, the more
important it is to use

BRITISH MADE
COLOURED CONNECTING
Red Yellow Blue

10 &Coils
112 Boil

E'
W I R. E

Black

2ft.lengths
Per Packet f

4.nssorted Colours lir

S.W.g sw.g._,
Supplied bq RAt-
ail Radio Dealers Deserthtive leaflet=

Genuine Glazite tears
this Seal which

guarantees quality

Makers of
Electric Wire for
over forty years

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS, LTD.
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London. E.C. 1
Telegrams: Electric, London. Telephones: Clerkenwell 1338, 1389, 1390, 1391

,7111).0
`4101.
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preferably some amount of air
space in between the various layers
of the coil, and thirdly, that the
mounting plugs 'are made of `good
quality insulating material. It is
not always possible to tell whether
this is so from a casual inspection
of the mounting plugs, but if any
doubt is experienced, I must ask
you to bear in mind what I said
at the commencement of this article
-that is, buy only components
made by makers of good reputation
and which are generally acknow-
ledged to be reliable.

Low Loss Principles
Other points to observe are:

see that there is little solid dielec-
tric in the support of the coil, and
also guard against the presence of
too much metal work. Coils which
have closely -wound turns should
have little impregnating material,
as excess of this only increases the
self -capacity of the coil, and
tends to mar its efficiency ;
where the turns are air -spaced
this question of impregnation
is not so important. Mr. G. P.
Kendall, B.Sc., has in recent
issues of THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR discussed the
main points to consider in the
design of the more strictly
low -loss coils, so I will not
enter into the question here.

Coil Holders
As far as coil holders for

plug-in coils are concerned,
the main point to consider is
that the method of mounting
is reasonable and simple, that
the means of controlling the
movement of the coil mount
to be used for the moving,
coil is sufficiently fine and
free to allow of a close regula-
tion of the coupling between
the coils without any jerky
effects. Where one of the
moving coils is to be used
for reaction, some form of
vernier movement on this
coil mounting is extremely
desirable. This movement should
be free and sufficiently fine to allow
one to make small changes in the
movement of the coil with ease.
A steady and rigid construction is
desirable in all plug-in coil holders,
and the moving portion should be
such that even the largest sizes of
plug-in coils will stay at any par-
ticular adjustment, without any
tendency to drop or move, on
account of their weight.

Intervalve Transformers
There are so many makes of

low -frequency transformers on the
market that it is not difficult to
see why many amateurs are often

THE WIRBL,ESS CONSTRUCTOR

in doubt as to which particular
makes to purchase. It is, of course,
very difficult to decide whether
any particular transformer is good
or bad, merely by a casual inspec-
tion of the instrument. As a
general rule (and this is not in-
fallible) the weight of the instru-
ment gives a fair indication as to
what its performance will be. The
making of a good transformer
demands the use of a large amount
of wire, and an ample iron core,
and it is these factors which con-
tribute towards the weight and
size of the instrument. There are
quite a number of transformers on
the market which, I think, no
reader would hesitate to purchase,
but the obstacle in most cases is
their price.

The Question of Price
, It is, however, impossible to

make a really good instrument

rheostats, potentiometers,. switches,
etc., and in the case of these,
readers can do no better than accept
the many specifiCations of Radio
Press sets as a guide. If you will
look thiough a few specification3
you will find that large numbers
of components such as these are
used, and there is ample variety
from which to choose.

- Accessories
As tar as accessories are con-

cerned, I will deal briefly with
H.T. batteries, accuniulators, head-
phones and loud -speakers. With

- regard to H.T. batteries, while the
usual small type gives excellent
service with single, two or three -
valve receivers, I would strongly
recommend the users of multi -
valve sets to employ batteries of a
larger type, of which there are
several now on the market which
give good service. As an alternative

a number of the smaller
size batteries may be
used with multi -valve
receivers and so con-
nected that each supplies
the H.T. current for, say,
two or three valves.

A typical modern variable condenser of
square -law type.

at a very cheap price, so that
again we may say, as a rule,
the price of the instrument is
some criterion of its quality. This
bears out my general statement
regarding the choice of any com-
ponent. Finally, in choosing any
transformer, see that adequately -
sized and conveniently -placed ter-
minals or soldering tags are pro-
vided. These factors will not make
or mar the performance of any
transformer, but they are points
which should be noted when con-
venience of wiring and construction
is considered.

It would take too long to describe
all the features of other com-
ponents such as valve holders,

H.T. Accumulators
For large sets employ-

ing five or six valves, or for
super -heterodyne receivers,
the H.T. battery problem,
if such sets are to be
used extensively is a very
serious one. If the pur-
chaser can afford it, and if
he has facilities for charg-
ing, one of the well-
known makes of H.T.
accumulators will give him
good service with such
multi -valve sets, and will
ultimately be the cheapest
supply.

Filament Batteries
As far as the choice of

accumulators for lighting
the filaments of your
valves is concerned, you

need have little doubt about purchas-
ing any of the well-known and adver-
tised makes, for any of these will
give you good service provided it
is treated as it should be. This
latter point is of extreme import-
ance, but unfortunately, I am
afraid, most users of accumulators
are at the mercy of the charging
stations or garages. I do not wish
to cast any reflections on the various
well-conducted charging stations,
but obviously if you are to secure
long life and satisfactory service
from your accumulators, provided
you yourself treat them with care,
it only remains for you to choose
a good charging station.
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Don't Misuse Your Phones
In the purchasing of phones and

loud -speakers, I am aware that you
are confronted with a vast medley
of different makes and sizes, and
your ultimate choice, in the case
of the loud -speaker, will depend
on the purpose for which you
require the instrument. Good
phones can now be obtained at a
fairly reasonable price, but no pair
of phones will remain good unless
they are treated with care. Do
not, therefore, blame the maker
or the dealer from whom you
purchased them, if you find that
after about a month's use, or
should I say misuse, your phones
have lost their sensitivity. Short
of a break occurring in the windings,
a pair of good phones will have a
fairly long life, provided they are
treated with care.

Loud -Speakers
A loud -speaker is somewhat more

difficult to choose, and the most
important thing to consider is the
power of your set when you are
buying this accessory. It is ob-
viously too much to expect a loud-
speaker of the small type to stand
up to the overloading which would
be produced by working it in con-
junction with a multi -valve re-
ceiver near to a main broadcasting
station. I have known people who
have complained about the quality

produced by their loud -speaker
when they were operating it under
these extreme conditions of over-
loading; a slight detuning of the
receiver and a few careful adjust-
ments should demonstrate this
point. Therefore, if you want good
quality and large volume, and pro-
vided your set is as free from dis-
tortion as is possible, you must buy
a good loud -speaker of large size.
If you require only medium volume
for a small room, then one of the
many well-known makes of small
loud -speaker will suit your purpose,
but do not overload it.

Spend Wisely
There are many more

points which could
be raised to
help the intend-
ing purchaser who
knows very little
of the subject of
wireless, but I
trust that these
few hints have
shown him some
of the more im-
portant points to
observe, and will
prove of help to
those who wish
to spend their
money wisely.

minor

" What to do with
Three Valves "

We regret that an incorrect
circuit diagram appeared in the
article entitled "What to do with
3 Valves " in the November issue
of THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
The diagram in question was Fig. 4
on page 84, the grid leak and con-
denser being inadvertently omitted
in the lead to the grid of the second
valve. The correct circuit is given
below.

0)2

H.T.

The corrected circuit diagram, with the grid leak
and condenser, R. and inserted.

The great Post Office Station. The main building at the new Hillmorton Wireless Station,
near Rugby. Note the masts, and on the left the lead-in.
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Worm Motion
combined with a compensating spring that positively elim-
inates backlash I That's the secret of the unapproachable
smoothness of action of the L. & P. This coilholder geta
stations that others just miss. It tunes to a hair, and you
can mount it anywhere. It's the best at any price and the
cheapest real high grade component on the market 8/6NOW REDUCED to
Prom all good Dealers-or Write at onto for list. Scot

free on request.
LONDON & PROVINCIAL RADIO CO., Ltd.

27, Colne Lane, Coke, Lanes.

L &P Coil -
Holder
NOW

8/6
OTHER LEADING " ELLANPEE" LINES. L. & P.
Valve Windows enhance the appearance of any set, small
s ze aid, each, large size 3id each, L. & P. Miniature
Switches D.P. D.T. r/6 each. L. & P. Pull and Push Switch,

positive action-positive satisfaction, only 2/. each.

"MADRID AS CLEAR
and pure as the local Station," said our
technical staff on testing out the 2 valve
Double Reaction Receiver described by the
Staff Editor in " The Wireless Constructor "for
August. Reaction on both Anode and Aerial
gives wonderful Amplification of incoming
signals. Selectivity is all that can be desired,
and no difficulty is experienced in tuning in
most B.B.C. Stations on an indoor aerial. On
a low outdoor aerial (average 20 ft. high) the
condenser dials are simply alive with Conti-
nental Stations after dark. We have tried
scores of new-fangled circuits, using as many
as five valves, but for purity and reaching out
this simple DOUBLE REACTION RECEIVER
beats the bunch.

Why not convert your present receiver?
It may only cost you a few shillings. Send us
a list of the parts you have by you and let us
help you to adapt them for this Wonderful
Receiver. V% e will supply Coffiponents actually
used as follows:- s. d.

1 Special Low Loss Ebonite Panel 7
1 Cameo Cabinet (Sloping) 12
2 Pelican Univernier Dials 12
2 30 ohms N Bement Resistances 5
1 Lotus 3 -way Coil Holder .. 10
1 600 ohms Potentiometer 4
2 Fixed Condensers'0003 and '001 3
1 Grid Condenser  0003 ( Dorwood) 2
1 Grid Leak (Darco) 2 megs 1
8 Valve Legs (Panel mounting).. 1
8 Nickel Plated Terminals .. 2
1 Packet Radio Transfers 0

23 2

Components for 2 -Valve Receiver described in
this is,ue sent post free at following prices :
Bowyer Lowe Autipong Valve Holders 2/ -each
Fixed Condenser '0002 us'. (McMichael) 7f8
1 L F. Transformer (McMichael) .. 21/.
Dual Rheostat (McMichael) 7/6
2 Meg. Resistance IMcMichaeD .  2/-
Sq. Law Variable Condenser (Igranic) .. 2.41-

'0003 (Icranic) 21/-
engi:aved 7Terminal Panel (Borne Jones) 4/6 

First Class Hand Drill .. 5/6
Set of 9 Twist Drills 1/6l Post
Radio Cutting Pliers, all bright 113 Free
Radio Screwdriver 8d.

NIBSOLS, Ltd., BI24'BIRMINGHAM

The R.I. Transformer is a
component which has achiev-
ed world-wide success for
powerful and distortionless
amplification. For perfect
reproduction of music, in
which every minute vibration
is faithfully recorded, the R.I.
Transformer is second to
none. The remarkably low
self-capacity-only 18 micro-
microfarads-is the result of
supreme technical design.
Its outstanding merit is prov-
ed by the fact that to -day
there are well over half -a-
million R.I. Transformers in
use.

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

gel LSTA I TY
The greatest asset of a crystal detector
is stability. You can enjoy the un-
equalled purity of crystal reception and
be sure of absolute stability if you use
the R.I. Permanent Mineral Detector.
In this famous detector, a small selected
piece of mineral having special properties
is mounted in a metal cup embedded in
Wood's metal. No catwhisker of any kind is
employed; contact for rectifying purposes
being made with another crystal mounted
on a spring plunger which maintains a good
pressure against the special mineral. This
combination ensures absolute stability and
perfect rectifying contact.

You are not purchasing something
which has not been tried ; to -day there
are well over 100,000 in use, and this
component has received the universal
approval of the whole of the Technical
Press. In addition it is marketed by a
firm whose name R.I. stands for the
best in Radio.
The R.I. Permanent Mineral Detector is
manufactured in two different forms. The
ordinary type is provided with a pair of sup-
porting clips for mounting the component
either above or below a panel; PRICE 61-,
complete with metal bracket and screws for
mounting.

The other form is designed for one -hole
fixing and is 'provided- with a detachable
ebonite cover which protects the adjust-
ing knob when in position.

PRICE 7/6 complete

Write for the new R.I. Blue and
Gold Catalogue free on application

 THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO 

Advt. R.I. Ltd., 22, Hyde Street, New Oxford Street, London, 117.O.r

In replying to adverlistrs, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 209
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MODERN W I REUSS
THE LEADING SHILLING MONTHLY

Every Reader
of The Wireless Constructor

improves his knowledge month

by month and is therefore on
the look -out for details of new

circuits and developments which

are practically taking place daily.

To get further ahead, therefore, one should

make a habit of buying MODERN
WIRELESS each month. It always con-

tains a big selection of interesting articles

which you can grasp and enjoy, and scope is

also given you to extend your knowledge and

experiments in a manner both valuable and

pleasing.

In the splendid issue the cover of which is here illustrated there is a selection of no
less than six constructional articles, all fully illustrated, and a mass of valuable
information and interesting reading matter.

HERE ARE A FEW OF THE CONTENTS :
How to make

THE" SPECIAL FIVE."
By Percy W. Harris,

A SINGLE VALVE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER.
By B. J. S. Hartt, B.Sc.

AN ANO )E -INPUT REFLEX SET.
By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hone.) A.C.G.I., D.T.C.

A TWO -VALVE POWER AMPLIFIER.
By C. P. Allinson.

A DOU3LE CIR :UIT CRYSTAL SET.
By A. Johnson -Randall.

THE CONTINENTAL TWO.
By E. J. Marriott.

HOW TO RUN YOUR RECEIVER DIRECT FROM
D.C. ). AI S.

By Major James Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.
WHAT VALVE SHALL I USE?

By Captain H. L. Crowther, M.Sc.
WHAT T LISTEN FO c ON SHORT WAVES.

By A. V. D. Hort, B.A.
IS SELF -CAPACITY AIBCGEY ?

By H. J. Barton-Chapple. B.Sc., A.C.G.I.,
A .M.I.E.E.

REACTION C )NTR'IL IRCUITS.
By J. II. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.T.. D.I.C.

IS t HE AERIAL CIR UIT EeE,t APERIODIC ?
By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

PICKING UP THuSE DISTANT STATIONS.
By R. W. Hallows, M.A.

BUY A COPY TO -DAY
Obtainable from all Newsagents and Bookstalls. If any difficulty in obtaining locally send P.O. for 15s. and cities will be
sent volt every month for a year. Address : Sales Dept. I17, Radio Press, Ltd., Bush House, Strand, London, IV .C.z

Edited by JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F .Inst.P ., A .M.I.E .E .
411111111

Barclays Ad.

210 In replying to advertisers, Please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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Greater volume and better
tone than many costing

twice as much.

If the Trade have
difficulty in ob-
taining frown
Wireless Instru-
mentsthey should
write to us with- ,
out delay.

THE FIRST WIRELESS LOUD SPEAKER WAS A )3rOwn

The new H.4
A miniature Loud Speaker
xo-inches high. Finished
in a rich brown colour and
fitted with standard Brown
tuned reed movement.
Plated fittings. Resistance
of 2000 OliII1S-

301-

TO those who have been accustomed to believing
that a miniature Loud Speaker must, ofnecessity,
be productive of little more than a whisper, this

wonderful new 36rown H.4 comes as a revelation.
Its generous volume and its unsurpassed purity of
tone are due solely to the application of the famous
IBrown tuned reed principles of reproduction.
Super -sensitive to a degree, it is the only miniature
Loud Speaker capable of giving, at a comfortable
strength, perfect reproduction at a price within the
reach of all. The 13rOwn H4 will, for example,
give a volume of sound adequate for the average
small room from any 2 -valve Receiver within 15 to
zo miles from a B.B.C. Station.
Although its price is so low, the H.4 is manufactured
to conform to typical ISrown standards of accuracy.
Its handsome symmetrical appearance and its solidity
of construction bespeak the quality product. Your
Dealer can show you a complete range of the new
Frown Loud Speakers at prices to suit all pockets
-ask him for a demonstration. Afterwards you'll
agree that the superb 113t0WR has no competitor.

S. G. Brown, Ltd., N. Acton, London, W.3
Retail Showrooms ::s Mortimer Street, W.1.

Is Moorfields, LiverpooL ex High Street, Southampton.
Depots (Wholesale only): x3 Bushy Park. BristoL

Cross House, Westgate Road, Newcastle.

In replying to advertisers, please mention TELE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
Gifted Ad. 3704
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MNYA users of crystal receivers

are, no doubt, anxious
either to increase their

receiving range or to increase the
volume of their present results ; or,
on the other hand, they may wish
to perform both these operations.
With these points in mind,
the purpose of this present
article is to show just
what circuits may be tried
using a crystal as a de-
tector and a single valve
either as a high- or a low -
frequency amplifier. Con-
denser and coil values are
given, so, beyond actual
constructional details ,
sufficient information is
supplied for readers to
construct a receiver on
their own design, or else
the circuits may be tried as
rough bench "hook-ups" to see the
actual performance of each.

L .F . Amplification
Probably the simplest form of

crystal -valve circuit is that given
in Fig. 1, which shows a simple
crystal circuit, using a semi-
aperiodic aerial coupling, followed

Fig. .-A simple and inexpensive
arrangement.

by a valve acting as a low -frequency
amplifier. It will be noticed
that the conventional low -
frequency transformer is omitted,
and though the final results given

(iWhat to do with One Valve
and a Crystal

By STANLEY G. RATTEE, M.I.R.E.,
Staff Editor

The article below will interest all those who think of "adding a
valve" to their crystal detector

by this arrangement are not in any
way as loud as those obtained when
the transformer is included, the
circuit possesses the merit of
simplicity and is inexpensive to
make up.

The coil L1 will

E

Fig. 2,-A more common circuit incorporating
a transformer.

usually be a

being used for the C2 condenser.
For the reception of those stations
working within the broadcasting
belt L1 will be a No. 35 or 5o coil,
with a No. 75 as L2. In the case of
5XX L1 will again be a No. 15D,
with a No. 25o for L2.

C B.

No. 25 or 35 for the broadcast
band, with a No. 75, tuned by a
.0005 p.F variable condenser for
L2. The condenser C2 is not
critical in value, and may be
of 00o312F capacity. The grid
and filament of the valve are
connected across the C2 condenser
in the same way that telephones
would be normally connected. For
the reception of 5XX with this
arrangement, L1 should be a No. 15o
coil with a No. 25o as L2

Transformer Coupling
The more conventional manner of

adding a low -frequency valve to a
crystal circuit is that shown in
Fig. 2, where it will be seen that
the transformer T1 T2 couples the
crystal circuit to the valve. In
this case the primary of the trans-
former is connected across the
crystal circuit, one side of the
secondary going to the grid of the
valve, while the other side goes to
G.B. negative. In this circuit it
will be noticed that the L1 coil is
also tuned in addition to the coil
L2, the condenser C1 beinc,6 one of
.0005 LAF, the same value also

Selectivity
In both this and the Fig. r

arrangement the degree of
selectivity required is give n
by varying the coupling
between L1 and L2, any
alteration of coupling,
however, necessitating the
re -setting of the condenser
C1 in the first circuit and
the re -setting of both con-
densers C1 and C2 in Fig. 2.
Readers will remember that
in THE WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTOR for November,

1925, Mr. G. P. Kendall described a
crystal set using a " three -step "
coil, and in Fig. 3 is shown how
such a circuit may have a low -
frequency valve added for further
signal strength should it be desired.

So far we have considered °nix
the adding of a valve to increase
signal strength, with perhaps some

G. Et

Fig. 3.-An L.F. valve added to a
"3 -step " circuit.

slight increase in range, therefore, in
order that we may definitely in-
crease the receiving range of the
crystal, we will add a high -
frequency valve.
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HEN broadcasting first began Ericsson
Transformers had already strongly es-
tablished themselves as powerful am-

plifiers with a total absence of distortion.
In designing Ericsson Transformers an amplification ratio
has been used which provides the utmost volume con-
sistent with an absolute purity of tone.
They are made in no great size, which is a great
help in constructing sets on the American enclosed
cabinet style. Give one as a present to your con-
cfruct or friends.

Catalogue No. 0/0016. Ratio 1:4
Price 17/6

Catalogue No. 0:1016. Ratio 1:2
Pric a 17/6

Should your phones or loud -speaker be of the 120 ohm
resistance pattern we thoroughly recommend the
Eric.s. n Phone Transformer for perfect coupling.

Write us to -day for further information. Catalogue giving
useful wiring Mitts. also full information on Components,
Valve and Crystal Sets, Super -sensitise Telephones, Super

Tone Loud -speakers, etc., sent free.

The BRITISH L.M ERICSSON Mfg. Co. Ltd.
67-73 Kingsway, London, W.C.2

The
SUPER SUCCESS TRANSFORMER

gives volume with tonal purity
THE low frequency side of most radio sets

receives but scant attention. L.F.
Transformers are generally taken for granted
-certainly not on their merits. You may
persuade your set to give satisfactory results
by considering the que'tion of using trans-
formers that give greater volume without
robbing reproduction of good quality. Such
a transformer is the SUPER SUCCESS, the
result .f constant research and experiment.
In practical result. it gives ample amplifica-
tion without distortion in either a straight or
a reflex. Each instrument is tested to 1,000
volts between the windings and between
windings and frame and is broadcast tested.

PRICE

21/-
-a good trans-
former cannot be

made for less

From all
Dealers The SUCCESS FRAME AF1AL

HERE is an ingeniously designed
frame aerial. Constructed

of thoroughly seasoned wool --
stained black. It is collapsible,
which obviously offers a distinct
advantage to flat -dwellers.
The particular construction per-
mits collapse without damaging the
wires. When in use the wire is
held taut.
A specially prepared braided
covered insulated wire is used.
All metal fittings are heavily
nickelled. T ,e Success Frame
Aerial presents a very desir bie
piece of apparatus for all Super
Heterodyne owners.
\Vaveban I covered with a '0005
mfd. Stated capacity 260 to
550 metres.

PRICE £2 2 0

BEARD & FITCH, LTD.
34, AYLESBURY ST., LONDON, E.C.4
Telephone - - - - - - - - Olerkenwell 8941

Also at 1, Dean Street, Piccadilly, Manchester

In replying t6 advertisers, please mention THE WIREMS.0 CONSTRUCTOR. 213
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ecord of Achievement
THE CURTIS DOUBLE CIRCUIT " SUPER -HET. 8 "

LOUD
miles.
SELECTIVITY. - Unaffected by 2L0
(London 3 kilowatts) 500 yards away.
TUNING. - Absolutely mechanical.
The two condenser settings for all
main B.B.C. and principal Continen-
tal Stations are supplied with each
instrument.
STABILITY.-Entire freedom from all
undesirable oscillation-thus ensuring

BUILD YOUR CURTIS
Double Circuit Super -Het
Treatise containing : Circuit
Diagram, iring Chart, Sched-
ule of Components and Hints 2/6
The only Super - Heterodyne
circuit and components backed
by the solid demonstrable

efficiency of
THE CURTIS SUPER -HET. 8
each in their respective categories
THE BEST PRODUCED
THE CURTIS SUPER HET, 8

for Super selectivity
THE DUODYNE V

for Long Range Recektion
THE DUODYNE REGENERATIVE

for Loc d Broadcasting
THE DUODYNE PORTABLE IV

The most powerful self-contained
Loud Speaker Receiver

SPEAKER RANGE. -750- 1,000

Prices

£7 10
Write now

range s for
from °Catalogues

that silent background so essential for
distortionless reproduction under normal
atmospherical conditions.
DOUBLE CIRCUIT. -2 or 3 valves may
be used for local station work and 7 or 8
valves only for long distance reception.
CURRENT CONSUMPTION.-Design-
ed to operate with dull emitter 06 valves.
Thus current consumption with all 8
valves is less than that of a single bright
emitter valve.

PRICE: tofrom£40 Cabinet selected

So many unfulfilled " claims " and illusory
" promises " have been made for Super -Heter-
odyne Receivers and parts therefor, that apractical demonstration is your only
GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION

DEMONSTRATIONS
can now be given by :

HARRODS' STORES, LTD., LONDON
C. H. BOOK, 19, John Bright Street,

BIRMINGHAM
PETER CURTIS, LTD., 312, Deansgate,

MANCHESTER
H. S. INGLEBY, 1, Albion St., LEEDS
BROWN & CO., 116-118, West Nile

Street, GLASGOW.
Also at all leading London Stores and Wireless
Dealers, as soon as existing orders can be fulfilled

All Communications to

PETER CURTIS, LIMITED
Telegrams : Telephone :

PARACURTEX 5, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W. 1 NORTH 3112
Branches: 312, Deansgate, MANCHESTER, 47, Carrick Street, GLASGOW
Sole Agents for Ireland: BELFAST: SOLOMON (S: PERES, 83, Berry Street

DUBLIN: SOLOMON & PERES, 13, Chatham Street.

For Super -Het. Demonstrations only - Open until 9 p.m. every evening Monday to Friday

214 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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High Frequency Amplification
Unlike the low -frequency valve,

which follows the crystal, the high -
frequency valve precedes the crystal,
amplifying signals before they are
actually detected, as in the manner
shown by the circuit Fig. 4. Here
the coil L, may be one of the
ordinary plug-in types, or it may
be, as shown, one of the tapped
specimens, such as the Lissen X,
tuned by a .0005 t.f.F variable
condenser. The coil L, is another
plug-in coil tuned by a 0003111?
variable condenser, the crystal
and telephones being connected
across this circuit L, C,.- The
operation of the circuit is to tune

Fig. 5.-Transformer coupling
this circuit.

the L1 C1 circuit to the desired
wavelength, and then tune the
L, C, circuit to L, C1, whereupon
the desired station will be heard in
the telephones.

Range and Reaction
The range of such a circuit as this

is considerably greater than that of
a crystal receiver alone, though at
the same time it must not be
regarded as capable of receiving
all the B.B.C. stations.

Should readers care to make the
experiment, the coils L1 and L,
may be mounted in a two -coil
holder when, by bringing the two
coils nearer to each other (provided

T,

2

H

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Fig. 4.-The H.F. valve precedes
the crystal.

they are connected the right way
round), a controllable reaction effect

will be given,
though alteration of
the coupling will
necessitate retuning
upon both condens-
ers. For the recep-
tion of the B.B.C.
stations, excluding
5XX, the coil L1
will be either a No.
35 or 50, or a Lissen

is employed in

X 60 or 75, with a
No. 60 or 75 for L,.
While for 5XX a
No. 15o or Lissen

X 25o for Li should
be used with a No.
250 for L,.

Fig 5 is a some-
what similar circuit
to Fig. 4, except
that we now employ
an H.F. transformer
L, L4, and the aerial
circuit is variably
coupled to L,.

With this ar-
rangement the coils
L, I,. may be one of
the well-known
types of plug-in
H.P. transformers,
or else they may

INN

82

MEN
MIS

OM/

B, -
7

E

Fig. 6.-A popular form of reflex circuit.

A

F-
L,

R

conventional plug-in H.F. trans-
former is used, then the operation
becomes somewhat easier.

Coil Sizes to Use
The coils for L1 L, and the

handling of that part of the circuit
are the same as in the case of the
Fig. x circuit, while if the plug-in
transformer is used for L, L4, then
the remainder of the circuit is
operated in the same way as the
Fig. 4 circuit, namely,

.L,L 4 C2
operate as one circuit, and are
brought into line with L, C,. For
the lower -wave B.B.C. stations the
transformer should be of the 300-
600 metres size, while for 5XX it
should be of the approx. 273-13o
kilocycles (1,100-2,300 metres) size,
the coil sizes being as for Fig. r.

Should the reader choose to use
plug-in coils for L, L4, then for
the shorter -wave B.B.C. stations
L3 should be a No. 35 Or 5o, with a
No. 50 or 75 for L. ; while for 5XX
a No. 200 should be used for L, with
a No. 250 for L4. By varying the
coupling between these two coils,
a good degree of selectivity will
be obtained over and above that
given by the loose -coupled circuit
L, L,.

H

E

Fig. sa.-The "straight " method of obtaining
high and low frequency amplification.

be two plug-in coils
mounted in a two -
coil holder, the
primary winding L,
being tuned by a
-000311F variable
condenser C,. The
operation of this
circuit, if L, L. are
to be plug-in coils
mounted in a two -
coil holder, is rather
tricky if the best
results are to be
obtained, though at
the same time it has
much to commend
it with regard to
selectivity if the

The Reflex Principle
We have now considered both low

and high -frequency amplifiers added
to a crystal for covering all the
B.B.C. wavelengths; and though
in some cases resistance -capacity
coupling could be used, we will
confine these circuits to the use of
plug-in coils and transformers. It
will be understood that any of the
H.F. valve and crystal circuits may
be followed by an L.F. valve,
though perhaps the best way of
making this addition is to use the
reflex method. Ordinarily the L.F.
valve would follow the crystal in
the manner shown in Fig. 5a, but
by placing the transformer T1 T, in
the position indicated in Fig. 6,
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Fig. 7.-Here an H.F. transformer replaces the

tuned anode coil of Fig. 6.

practically the same effect is ob-
tained, with the advantage that
only one valve is used. Here the
valve first amplifies at high -
frequency, the amplified signal
being rectified by the crystal, the
rectified signal being led via the
transformer T1 T2 to the grid of the
valve, which now amplifies at low -
frequency, the signal then being
heard in the telephones. With
this arrangement the coil L, will
be either a No. 35, 5o or 75 for the
shorter -wave B.B.C. stations, with
a No. 5o or 75 for L2. C1 will
be a -0005µF variable condenser,
and C2 a similar condenser of
00031/F. The condenser Cs across
T2 may be a -0003 t.,,F fixed. The
operation of this circuit is like that
of Fig. 4, which it resembles.
For the reception of 5XX L1
should be a No. 150 or 200 coil, with

a No. 25o for 142.

1In
Fig. 7 is shown

T the transformer -
coupling arrange-
ment of Fig. 5, with

Om
MO the reflex action
..... again applied. Here.,.

.,
2

the remarks relative
a - --..5-'.'

11=11 to Fig. 5 will again
hold good, with the
exception that the
coil LI will be a
No. 35, 5o or 75 for
the higher frequen-
cies (lower wave-
lengths), with a No.
150 or 200 for 5XX,
loose -coupling no
longer being used ;
other values as for
the Fig. 5 arrange-
ment. The value of

the C3 fixed conden-
ser may again be
0003 [LF.

A Third Reflex
Circuit

Still another form
of single -valve
reflex is given in
Fig. 8, wherein it
will be seen that
between the s e c -
ondary T2 of the
transformer T1 T2
and the grid of the
valve a third coil is
introduced. This
coil Ls is a radio -
frequency choke,
and may quite con-
veniently be a No
30o plug-in coil.
The operation of

E
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this arrangement is exactly the
same as that of the Fig. 4 circuit,
and, furthermore, the variable -
condenser values are the same.
L1 should, for the higher frequencies
of the broadcast wave band, be
either a No. 35 or 5o, while L2 will
be either a No. 5o or 75. For 5XX
L, will be a No. 15o with a No. 200
for L2. The fixed condenser C,
may be one of -0003µF. When
receiving 5XX better results may
be obtained by increasing the size
of Ls. Using the reflex circuits,
the experiment of incorporating a
telephone condenser of about.002 E.LF
should be tried.

Though the circuits given do not
in any way cover every possible way
of utilising a crystal and a valve,
they will, nevertheless, offer con-
siderable scope for experiment.

Fig. 8.-This reflex circuit employs a radio -
frequency choke

Congo Natives attended at 2L0 recently to provide African
" effects " in the broadcasting of a play.

Our Advertisers

We regret that on page roo of the
last issue of THE WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTOR an incorrect illustration
was inadvertently inserted in the
advertisement of Messrs. Auto-
veyors, Ltd. The Autoveyors con-
denser is correctly illustrated on
page 224 of this issue.

Messrs. Peter Curtis, Ltd., advise
us that the price of the booklets, etc.,
entitlqd " Hints to Constructors "
and " Super Heterodyne Hints:,
in their advertisement on page 39 of
the last issue, should have read
2S. 6d. each, and not as stated.
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ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Have ope .ed a large City Showroom at
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.,..4,
and are selling an enot mous stock of Radio and
Electrical Goods of the highest grade-
Marconi. Siemens, Sullivan, Brown, Western
Electric, at bargain prices. Send 4d. for illus-
trated catt-ilofiue and price list. The Stores at
9. Colonial Avenue, Minories, contain tons of
goods at sacrifice prices to save removal.
Callers only. Telephone : Avenue4I66.
"NEW WESTERN ELECTRIC LOUD SPEAKERS."

Complete with Cord in Maker's Sealed Garton, 20/ -
Cheaper than elsewhere

4,000 ohms, 22/6. 2,000 ohms, 20/-. 70 ohms. 17/6

"The Catalogue that
saves you pounds"

Its scows ranges from a 5s, pie of British
Headphones O a 1 hs. 6d. Mt 'ham meter
to a n1,000 volt Generator, and covers
all requirements.
If you cannot call and inspect goods in
our showroo ns between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
it will pay you to send 4d. for our
Catarene at once. Goods promptly
despatched all over the world.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

218, Upper Theme,. Street, London, E.C.4
9, Colonial Avenue, London. E.I.

'Phones : City 191. Avenue 4160.
Address all Post Orders to City Showroonv

218, Upper Thames Street, Lonfon, E.C.4

MICROMETER ADJUSTMENT

"Pkie '22r11"
gNVo COIL HOLDER

Tbie coil holder has distinctive features that till
real want

The most minute adjustment rapidly or slowly
ttained without the use of unreliable springs.

Absolute rigidity.
Mountable in any position (panel or cabinet)
Matt or polished. Also in " Radion " (black or
malioganitel. Post free 7/b each direct from
manufac. urers.

BilaGE .WARREN & RLDGLEY, LTD.,
91-52. Gs Saffron 11111, London. E C

Quotations given for all kinds of Ebonite work
-large or small-repetition or baud male
lowest prices

ORDER BY POST

,'411,11 iKETTglowi--l CABINETS
../;" re e0e4,

4f inset

1
AROY-0, COnstruri0, Stnee
PICKETTS. CABINET WORKS

BEXLEYHEATH S.E.
01011. s) -,121,1114a11 CWOLVSn, zippip

ESTIMATES & LISTS (MC.). SEND SIZES

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Revelation in

Radio Reproduction

Model RSI.M., with mahogany
cabinet and oxydised silver
!' grille." Price 8 gns.

THIS new RADIOLUX AMPLION represents an out-
standing triumph in the art of Loud Speaker design.
being totally different in appearance, in construction, and

in results.
Louder, clearer, more sensitive and realistic in tone than any contemporary
instrument, the RADIOLUX AMPLION is a revelation in every essential
loud speaker quality.
Not only is the spoken word and the song of the vocalist true to life, but
instrumental music is almost indistinguishable from the original studio
performance. Outwardly resembling the English bracket clock --in itself
a standard to the world-the cabinets possess that beauty of form and
superlative finish which denote the masterpiece.

The RADIOLUX AMPLION is also available in a smaller size
and in metal, oak and de -luxe finish at prices from £4.15.0

Patentees and Manufacturers:
ALFRED GRAHAM & CO. (E. A. GRAHAM),
St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, London, S.E.4.

Rititotty I
Demonstrations gladly given during business hours at 25, Savile Roo,
London, W.1; 79, High Street, Clapham. S.W.4 ; 10, Whitworth Street
West, Manchester; and at the newly opened Scottish Depot: 101, St.

Vincent Street. Glasgow

FOR  THE  FIRST  TIME IN  LOUD  SPEAKER ° HISTORY
SCIENCE  AND ART GO HAND IN HAND

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 217
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Reepham, Norwich, 14.10.25
The Detex crystal rectifier which

I received from you some time back
has given me great satisfaction. It has
proved to be better than any other make
I have tried.

(Signed) F. H. Durrant.

The word "DETEX" is all you need know
about Crystals. It is a product of science
and the outcome of many years of British
Scientific research. Each piece of "DETEX"
is contained in a specially constructed red
transparent package, the colour and sub-
stance of which is a protection against all
possible causes of damage and deterioration.
Each package is sealed and should be intact
when purchased.

Manufactured and guaranteed 'by:-

DETEX, LTD.
59, New Oxford Street
LONDON W.C. 1

Obtainable from all Radio Dealers,
or send P.O. for 116 (post free)

IT'S WHEN YOU WANT TO CALIBRATE
your receiver to dead accuracy that the
Colvern Selector proves its superiority
as a fine tuning device. It is an in-
strument which will give the precise
tuning essential to perfect reception,
whether of local broadcast or weak
distant transmission.

December, 1925

Little experience is
'necessary upon any
such super -sensitive
circuits as the short
wave side of the
Super -Heterodyne or
capacity -reaction cir-
cuits to self -demon-
strate that distant
work is an impossible
pastime without a
mechanical fine
tuning device operat-
ing on the condenser

The Colvern Selector Low Lora-
l-trading to 1/3,600th capacity

Capacity *0005 mfd. 01 1 0
0003 mfd. 111 0 0

Type F, without gear attachment-
Capacity '0005 mfd. 15 0

0003 mfd. 14 0
One -hole fixing. Other capacities

if required
Descriptive Folder upon request

Colvern Independent Vernier-
Price 2/6

Ask your dealer also for the Co!vern Low Loss Coil Former-Price 6/-

COLLINSON PRECISION SCREW CO., LTD., Provost Works, Macdonald Rd.,
Walthamstow, London, E.17. Telephone: Walthamstow 532

Barclays Ad.

CONDENSER

"3 CAPACITY
CHECKED

00

"4AFTER FINAL ASSEMBLY INSULATION Isis SOU

"5 FINAL CAPACITY TEST
+IA .1,

PRICES :
Capacities for
Standard Grid

Condensers
'00005 to .0U05

2/3 each
Standard Fixed

Condensers
'002 to *001
2/6 each

'0025 to '006
3/6 each

Combined
Grid Leak and

Condenser
3/- each

AN EASY FIRST
THE Watmel Fixed Condenser is quite a new -comer to Radio, yet its standard of

efficiency has already elevated it to a foremost position amongst products of its
type. The Watmel is distinctly different from other fixed condensers.
First, in its unusual design, which being symmetrical ensures an even distribution
of electrical charges and the t eduction of edge losses to a minimum.
In its construction no wax whatever is used. Wax being subject to dielectric losses
and temperature changes with consequent results of noises and changes in capacity,
it will be readily appreciated that the absence of wax in the Watmel is a vital
improvement.
Only the very best gauged ruby Mica is used for insulation, while the outer case is
of high grade Bakelite.
Each condenser is individually tested and
is guaranteed to be correct within 5 per
cent. From all dealers.

WatMel
Watmel Wireless Co. Ltd

332a,GoswellRoad,London, E C.1
Agent for Lancashire and (14eshire-

Mr.J. B. Levee, 23, Hartley St., Lerenshuhne, Manch,
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`the COMET"
.EVER PANEL SWITCH \

SINGLE HOLE FIXING
REG. NI? 712 462. I

PRICE 2/- EACH
OBTAINABLE FROM THE TRADE OR '

THE LONDON COMMERCIAL ELECTR. STORES 1.T° i

,...,.., 

.-"..-.z".--..-----<----.

.--.-.---.-.2\ -__--_.F=._--..A_-_-_--R,

RINGDON AVE/
E C.4

- ,.
/

The Superlarno Net Trade List No. so contains
hundreds of bargains in Bri kh. American .iud
Continental Radii., goods. Write for a cupy to-
day. Trade only supplied.

SUPERLAM
LTO .

WISTE-t F.ZC DRIES
9094, Paul 01., Gt. Eastern at., London. P.C.2

LIBERTY PERMANENT DETECTOR
Pros. Pat. No 10447

THE ORIGINAL ONE HOLE VYING DETECTOR
50 % More Efficient. 50% Lower Price

I HE 00% DETECTO

Price3 6

STOP FIDDLING WITH
CATS WHISKERS!
The "Liberty' Detector
gives more sensitive recep-
t i Perm ine at y than a
catawbisker gives Tempor-
arily. No hunting or that
"special pot" lost by he
slightest vibration. The
" Liberty " is ea irely un-
affected byvihr  Hon send -
ti e ail over, and that loud
spot canni it be lost.
RADI-ARC EL OTRICAL Co.Ltd.
Bennett Street. LONDON, W.4

Fixing -one hole clips
or by two pieces coo-
per wine to existing
detector terminals.

1"-,D EC KO
BATTERY SWITCMES

OJR USUAL iv se CLASS rims.
PERFECT CONTACT. PULL PUSH ACTION

OBTAINABLE FROM ALLTKE UST OILERS

M
CVOGIN

CI tAr.a pih. ' 9 II
UL
CURSITORST.

CART ON5 CHANCERY LANE LONDON'

-4,Yr

ACCUMULAToRsGilbert Ad. 3718

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

By far the cheapest way to buy H.T.

USE a high-tension accumulator
for half an hour and you will never

go back to high-tension batteries. You
will instantly appreciate the intense
background of silence, the complete
absence of crackling noises-so fre-
quently mistaken for atmospherics-
and the greatly increased power of
your Receiving Set.
The cheapest H.T. supply you can
buy is an Oldham H.T. Accumu-
lator. Cheapest because it holds its
charge longer-
Lecause it can
stand idle for long
periods without
sulphation-and
because it will
last for years.
When an H.T. dry
Battery begins to
fail-perhaps only
a few cells are de-
fective-it must be
discarded. A multi -

valve set user will spend 35/- to 40/-
per annum on H.T. Batteries and
still have nothing to show for his
money. Very little more than that sum
will buy this fine Oldham 6o -volt
H.T. Accumulator, which will last
for years.

This new Oldham is the first really
portable H.T. Accumulator. Its 2o -volt
units, resting in tiers one above the
other, can be tapped at each 2 volts.
Instead of flimsy glass test tubes it utilises

stout rectangular glass

Five exclusive
Oldham features

1. The only readily portable H.T.
Accumulator.

2. Can be tapped at every two volts.
3. Can remain idle for long periods with-

out harm.
4. Any voltage available in so -volt units.
5. Its glass cells are practically unbreak-

able.

Prices:
20 volts, Ex 6o volts, f3 zoo volts, a
40 volts, La So volts, £4 120 volts, £6

Carrying handles, x/6 extra.

boxes. Its plates are
made throughout
under the Oldham
Special Activation
Process with the
same scrupulous
care which attends
the manufacture of all
Oldham plates. And
yet this Super H.T.
Accumulator costs
only t/- per volt. At
such a price it is a
splendid investment.

OLDHAM & SON LTD., DENTON, MANCHESTER
London: Hazlitt House, Southampton Buildings, W.C.a

Glasgow: rao Wellington Sired

Special Activation Process
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Until/
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UNTIL YOUR SET IS EQUIPPED WITH THE

PETO &

DON'T PUT OFF UNTIL TO -MORROW
THE SERVICE YOU CAN GET TO -DAY

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111

ADFORD
BULLDOG BATTERY IN "DAGENITE"
YOU HAVE NO REASON TO EXPECT THE
HIGHEST SERVICE OF EFFICIENCY, ECONOMY

AND RELIABILITY

PETO & RADFORD B.D. BATTERIES ARE
ESSENTIAL FOR PERFECT RECEPTION, AND
THEIR SPECIAL " DAGENITE" CONTAINERS,
WHICH DO NOT LEAK, ROT OR CRACK, AND
ARE IMPERVIOUS TO ACID, ENSURE ENTIRE
ABSENCE OF WASTE, A COMBINATION WHICH
GUARANTEES ESSENTIAL ECONOMY WITH
THE HIGHEST STANDARD OF EFFICIENCY

Ask your Radio Dealer for details
or write direct to us for latest lists

PL TA RADFORD
Proprietors: PRITCHETT & GOLD and E.P S. Co., Ltd.
50, GROSVENOR GARDENS, VICTORIA, LONDON, F.W.I

111111111111i

Protect your 'Valves
from Shocks

The infinitesimal graduation of
Resistance of the WATES

MICROSTAT
Filament Resistance
prevents that sudden shock to
the filament, and the jumping
from step to step so prevalent
with the ordinary wire rheostat.
It helps your tuning enormously.
and often means just the differ-
ence between getting and not
getting that difficult station.
Fit a Microstat now and you will
soon discard all other resistances.
Small underpanel space - One
hole "Fastlock " fixing-Solder.
ing unnecessary.
Suitable for PRICE
Bright or Dull
Emitters. ONLY Fie
Send at once for our Nets
Free Illustrated Catalogue,
which gives particulars of this
and many other interesting

specialities.
insist on seeing Pa'ent No. 21523 on eadi microscope.,

BROS.,
LIMITED.

Head Office: 12/14, Gt. Queen Street, Kingsway, W.C.2
'Phone: GERRARD 575-573. 'Grams: EYWATESENG" Westcrat

Works : LONDON and BIRMINGHAM.

fig

Where other coil holders miss the station

The AERmomc Tz;
Mark)

Puts you RIGHT THERE
There is no "plop " when going into or out of oscillation
with this method of coil coupling, because this system gives
far smoother and more gradual increase and decrease of
reaction than any other. The movement is beautifully
smooth and the construction is superb, also the scale

ENABLES YOU TO KEEP
A RECORD. This is essential
if you want to log the stations.

40
See the finish, the clean
construction and the rigid,
easy one -hole mount, It
mounts behind the panel.

Note the Ivorine handle and well
finished scale and pointer.

If your dealer cannot estPPly this coil holder write at once
to us, enclosing remittance, and we will gladly supply

JAS. CHRISTIE & SONS, Ltd.
246, West Street, Sheffield

eee

5 16
EACH

Complete as
illustrated

Satisfaction
Guaranteed
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EVERY "Utility" Component is

fully and unconditionally guaran-
teed. If for any reasm it proves un-

satisfactory in service, return it to us and
it will be replaced by a new component by

return of post.

"UTILITY" COIL CHANGING UNIT
enables instant switching to

be made from one station to
another, e.g. from London to
Daventry. It is fixed inside
the panel by the usual
"Utility" one -hole fixing and
the coils are plugged -in in the

ordinary way.

PRICE
Ref. No. W. C. 155       7,'6 each

"UTILITY" LOW LOSS CONDENSERS
are essentially low loss due to
unique design. One end plate
only is used, thus reducing end
plate losses by half. All solid
dielectric is external to the
electrostatic field. The spindle
bearing is of generous length,
automatically takes up wear,
and end play and end thrust
are entirely eliminated.
These condensers are immedi-
ately convertible to Vernier
type, by fitting the "Utility"
Vernier dial.
All Condensers have the usual
"Utility " one -hole fixing.

PRICES
Ref. No.

W. C. 159
W. C. 160
W. C. 161
W. C. 162
W. C. 163

Max. Cap.
'001 Mid.
'0005
'0003
'00025
'0002

Low Loss Type
14/9
12/6
10
9//8
9/.

Vernier
LOW Loss Type

19/9
17/6
15/.
14/6
14/.

WILKINS 6 WRIGHT, Ltd., Utility Works
Kenyon Street, Birmingham

COMPCitsliNti
E.P.S. 4

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

A Revelation inSelettive tunin

PROV. PAT.
No. 24,683

PRICE

Yeskaj
Coil holder

HE superiority of a tuning system that permits
right angle adjustment in the relative posi-
tions of tuning coils can be readily appreciated
by all who understand the theory of magnetic
fields and the influence they have on each other.
Up to the present the more simple method of
coil adjustment has been employed in the con-
struction of the majority of coil holders, despite
the wonderful improvement that can be
obtained by direct cross flux adjustment.
In the new YESLY ECLIPTIC COIL HOLDER
the adjustment of the coil is made so as to pro-
duce a perfect electrical combination between
the coils by a gem. cut " face to face " move-
ment having a ratio of 6 to r. The imme-
diate increase in selectivity and resulting
strength of signals is beyond that of all
other coil holders on the market.
This unique coil holder can be fitted to either
front, side or back of panel positions, and
is thoroughly finished in highly polished ebonite.
A knob and pointer assist tuning in conjunction
with a fully graduated dial, and two additional
fixing screws are supplied to prevent bodily
rotation in the case of back of panel mounting.
The high standard of Yesly Tuning has already
created a premier position in the wireless field,
and the ECLIPTIC COIL HOLDER will secure
still better results for all radio amateurs.

LOOK FOR THE NAME
REGISTERED

TRADE MARK
Ask your dealer, or write direct

ENGINEERING SUPPLIES, Ltd.
235, Blackfriars Road, LONDON, S.E.1
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THE MOST EFFICIENT LOW LOSS TUNER YET!
Plug -in -coils are antiquated. Be up to date and FIT a

SEAGULL LOW LOSS TUNER.
100% increased efficiency, much greater selectivity.

The only tuner that will cover efficiently the range of
30-2000 Metres. Increase YOUR range
with this remarkable instrument. 1,000
miles on one valve easily accomplished.

Compact and neat, one hole fixing.
Guaranteed for one year.

Produced by the makers of the famous
Seagull choke capacity coupling.

Price 10/6
Set of three low loss coils
Long wave set - - 12/ -
Set of three low loss coils
Short wave set - - 7/6

SEAGULL LTD.
REGENT HOUSE,

KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2
'Phone: Holborn 6380.

Ttze--CtUil_

LOW LOSS
TUNER

Crichton 4d.

O

Soldering-el-anis
rnacie easy with t -he

J.E.G. J.E.G.

SOLCLIPS

Hitherto one of the most difficult and weakest
Parts in assembling a Wireless set has been the
soldering of the joints,

The J.E.G. Soklips
Strengthen the soldered joint
Perfect joints by simplest method. Ends sol-
dering joint troubles. The old method of
soldered joints was the weakest part of a set.
By using the J.E.G. it becomes the strongest.

Samples free on request

1 per box of 18
Includes solder pellets, flux and instructions.
Can be used for either 1,2, 3, or 4 perfect joints,
any angle required, without bending wire,
which may be either square or round.

DALE FORTY & CO., LTD:, BIRMINGHAM

Selling Agents:

COOKE & WHITFIELD WIRELESS LTD.
ST. PAUL'S SQUARE - - BIRMINGHAM

Britain's Best in Radio!
THE LAlki.CLTIGH

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS
TYPE-A Rheostat pcsseasing every

feature for the correct control of Filament
emission, fi _ted with syecial Buffer Contact,
which ensures smooth and s lent working.
Strong Terminals and Winding, highly polishea
knob to match. Lamplugh Dial-Unbreakab a.
One -hole fixing.

No, 1059 6 ohms t/- No, 1073 15 ohms 3/3
ho. 1074 30 ohms 3/6

This Mark is our Get arantee

a41-\)1.0

LAMPLUGH
PRI\LY1P

S. A. Lamplugh Ld
KING'S RD., TYSELEY. BIRMINGHAM

CABINETS
Free

CABINETS
Write at Once

For our illustrated list, contains 100 VARIETIES, includ-
ing many of the latest circuits described in WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR, MODERN WIRELESS, etc., etc.

THERE IS A CAMCO CABINET FOR EVERY CIRCUIT

TRADE ENQUIRIES ESPECIALLY INVITED,

THE CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
18,20, Normans Buildings, Central Street, London, E.C.1

Telephone: Clerkenwsll 6903

2.;12 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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WISDOM & WIRELESS
The wise wire-
less enthusiast
always keeps a
tin of FLUXITE
close at hand.
The set may be
perfectly made,
but that does not
protect it from
accidental jars
and jolts which
upset its delicate adjustment.
house these little things arc easily put

(MENDED
k WITH

(FLUXITE

With FLUXITE in the
right.

Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little

FLUXITE SOLDERINC SET
It is perfectly simple to use, and will
last...for years in constant use. -It
contains a special "small space"
Soldering Iron with nba-heating
metal handle, a Pocket Blow -lamp,
FLUXITE, solder, etc., 'and full
instructions. Price 7/8. Write to
us should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUXITE in tins, price 3c1.,1/4 & 2/8.

Buy a The To -any!
FLUXITE, LTD. (Dept. 390), West
Lane Works. Roilierliithe, S.TE.111.

ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE
Hardening Tools & Case Harlening

AN K rut LEA ELK?' o7n improved nie,hortg

40%4TOILICE I0
THOSE

who have not tried a "6-60 " have yet a great deal to
learn of purity of reproduction and volume.

The Molybdenum -Thorium filament of this remarkable valve and the special
construction of grid give volume without distortion, so that the valve can be
worked always under ideal conditions. The "6-60" is a sensitive detector, as
well as a high -efficiency amplifier. The Ideal Loud Speaker Valve.
Molybdenum and Thorium used for the
filament of the "6-60" give remark-
ably High Electron Emission. Fila-
ment volts 1'5-2. Filament current
03 amps.

PRICE

IAA;
51%-41%"AMPLIPYINCOECTIFYI NO

Your dealer can supply. Incase
of difficulty write the Makers.

THE ELECTRON Co., Ltd., Triumph House, Regent Street, London, W.

"6-60" works at low temperature-
this means long life for filament and
low current consumption.
Write for interesting literature giving
full particulars of this amazing valve,
and testimonals, which will be a
revelation to you.

VALVES'

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

The

Bretwood

Products

GUARANTEED FOR 3 YEARS
1
-,VERY Bretwood Product is subject to stringent tests

both for quality of materia and practical radio
efficiency before it receives the final O.K. Incorporate
guaranteed Bretwood Components and be sure of best
results.

THE " BRETVVO OD " ANTI -
CAPACITY VALVE HOLDER

(Pat-mit No, 31.371/29.)

A valve holder constructed on new and
sch ntific lin s, combm ng the following ad -
v ntages : Easy to ; no capaiiity , no 1 akage;
always perfect contct ; vaes panel space;
back r Sr nt of pane. naJunting ; lio solder-
ing necessary PRICE 119

THE "BRETWOOD" VARIABLE
GRID LEAK

(Patent No. 224205.)

Thu only reliable grid leak. The plastic
resistance gives em oth, perfect control, a d is
alto ute'y co, staot in act ho. Gives accurate
seadin.s consist ntly from 50,000 ohms to over
I megolims
Whit Condenser as illustrated) .. 9/6

THE " BRETWOOD " FILAMENT
RESISTANCE

(Paten. No 29204.)
This instrument is the result of exhaustive
experiment sing new lines by Bretwool
engineers. The brat,' ood Rheostat takes up
very small space on or behind the panel. It
is extraordinarily smooth in action, effects
Pero et continuous contact, and does not
depreciate through long use. It a capable of
rough as ,,ell as a very minute Vernier
adjustment, a .d is one hole fixing. F..trei.ly
w e.1 made .. PRICE 5, 

THE "BRETWOOD" ANTI -CAPA-
CITY (Ba .I -Bearing) SWITCH

(Patent Pending.)
A first-class speciality of 100 per cent.
efficiency, the principal features of which
include absolute freedom from capacity;
perfect contact smooto action; practically
no wear and tear; tint -class finish and.
appearance ; one hole fixing .. PRICE 5/-

411.We are shortlyputting on the mar-
ket the following new and inter-
,' fing Bretwood products:

Ltetwood Super -Bet. Transformer
(Tunable).

Brit wood Super -Het. Oscillator.
Bretwood Variable Low Loss Con-

denser.
Bretwood Variable Low -Loss Con-

denser (Geared).

BRETWOOD LIMITED
12=18, London Mews, Maple Street

LONDON, W.1
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The
All-iniportant

Variable Condenser
And the Prestige
behind the " Polar"

Not all variable condensers can be judged
by appearance and price alone. It is unlikely
that the condensers produced by any but

long - established Radio
Engineers can be fully
efficient.
It is, further, unlikely that
nondescript, cheaply -assembled
condensers will carry anything
like the UNCONDITIONAL
written GUARANTEE enclosed
with every "Polar " Condenser.
It is a guarantee against original
defects, as well as against
breakdown or the development
of faults in ordinary use-for a
period of ONE YEAR.

All constructors of Radio Sets
have an appreciation of quality
in appearance, as well as of
quality in performance; yet not
all are equally able to indulge
in the expensive class of com-
ponents. For this reason we
have introduced the "Polar"
Junior Condenser, at a price of
5/6 for all capacities-putting
a product of high quality
(backed by a great reputation)
within the reach of all.

Buy the products of well-known
Firms-disregard any may -be
biased recommendations of
"cheap" components-and de-
pend upon the Manufacturers
to "see you through."

The "Polar" Junior
Condenser

All Capacities
Possesses all the characteristics
of the well-known Polar
" Straight -line -Frequency" con-
denser. Gives a straight line
of frequencies, with an approxi-
mately even movement of dial
in relation to change of wave-
length. Low minimum self -
Capacity ; one -hole fixing ; 350
degrees dial ; perfectly screened;
remarkably compact; occupy-
ing minimum space behind
panel.

The 'Polar' Cam Vernier
Variable Condenser

Compensated square -law design
of vanes ; this means that the
Condenser functions in the
square -law manner, not on the
bench, but on your set. Its
shape of vanes compensates for
the inherent self -capacity of
your coils and aerial, with the
result that the figures on the
dial indicate definite wave-
lengths. You can recognise the
Cam - Vernier Variable Con-
denser, if by nothing else, by
the specially engraved dial
Welt commences at 26 "-
recognising that no aerial tuning
system can have a zero Capacity.
It embodies the well-known
Cam -Vernier device, giving 10
degrees' of Vernier movement
in any position; and the vernier
readings register le the dial.

Prices

'0003 - - 10/6
'0005 - 11 '6
'00 12, 6

Sold by all reputable Radio Dealers.
Ask your Dealer, or write to us, for the

Polar Condenser Booklet.

Radio Communication Co., Ltd.

34-35, Norfolk St., Strand
London, W.C.2 0

Square Late -
Low Loss.
One -hole

In packets (contents, six 2ft.
lengths). In coils (12 f t. per coi.)

(!ortielket.2/.

The

SINGLE/DUAL
CONTROL

of the a movable
electrodes provides
the highest degree
of sensitivity and

selectivity.

BRIDGE
Price CONDENSER25/. '0003 and '0005 mid.

THE NEWEST AND MO ST
EFFICIENT

H. F. CONDUCTOR
Composed of hollow copper
tube ( = iG s.w.g.) with highly
polished internal and eternal

conducting surfaces.

Minimum H.F. Resistance.
Minimum Capacity.
Minimum Energy LOSS.

Obtainable from all Wire "ess Deeers or direct from the Paten:,,

AUTOVEYORS LTD., 84 Victoria Street, S.W 1

The Rechargeable
H.T. BATTERY

Co your BATTEllV ... 40/ -

For pariieu!ars write to:

Radio Equipment Co., Ltd.
5, Dyer's Buildings

HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1
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VRCTORRA PRODUCTS

for better radio efficiency
THE VICTORIA VARIABLE GRID LEAK
and VARIABLE ANODE RESISTANCE(illustrated above)

The exceptional features of this component make it superior to the many grid
leaks now on the market.
It has a resistance variation of 5g meg. to 5 megs. obtained by a single rotation
of a Dial engraved to present readings of variation of megohms. Metal to metal
contact. Wire wound. Resistance element always consistent and packing impossible.
Positive contact. Self -capacity practically zero. It is one -hole fixing. Some-
thing entirely new. Price 7;6 each

VICTORIA LOW -LOSS CONDENSER
Observe these Points of Superiority

Lowest losses. Min. capacity : 4 micro -micro farads. Greater wavelength range
obtained than in any other type. Spring contact. Ball bearings. Vanes insulated
by ebonite supports outside the electrostatic field. Sturdily constructed. Highly
finished aluminium end plates, nickelled supports and brass vanes. A really
first-class condenser, particularly ideal for short wavelengths.

PRICES
001, 16/- .00075, 15/6 .0005, 14/9 .0003, 14/- .0002. 13/6

Fitted with Vernier Dial and precision extension handle, as illustrated, 2/6 extra on
prices quoted above.

For purposes of illustration
section of panel is not
shown in correct position

The VICTORIA
VERNIER DIAL

You can obtain a micro-
meter variation of the
whole condenser by using
the "VICTORIA"
VERNIER DIAL, which
has a ratio of 300 to 1,
obtained by a precision
screw motion. No gears,
therefore no back lash.
Coarse and fine tuning
provided for. Suitable
for use with any stand-
ard condenser or vario-
meter. Price 4/9

VICTORIA ELECTRICAL (Manchester) LTD.
Victoria Works, Oakfield Road, Altrincham, Cheshire

Barclays Ad.

TU17 Martsbridensege
Condenser

WE have pleasure in announcing that
the genuine Mansbridge Condenser,
originated and designed by Mr.

C. F. Mansbridge over 20 years ago, will
now be manufactured by the Mansbridge
Condenser td., under the aegis of
Mr. G. F.

Co.,Mansbridge,
himself, and

marketed with the full backing of the
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.

No Condenser of the "Mansbridge " Type
is a genuine product of the Mansbridge
Condenser Co. unless the words " Mans -
bridge Condenser" are plainly embossed
on the metal case. The colour of the case
is maroon.

The capacity is plainly marked and is
accurate to within fine limits, and nickel
plated screw terminals are provided for
making connections.

In your own interest you should see that
when you require condensers of this type you

Specify Mansbridge.

Capacity.
0'05 mid.
0'10
0'20
0'25
0'30
0'40
0'50
1'00
2'00

REGISTERED

Prices aril Capacities :

13 I L 1E-1?

Prices.
26
2/6
2/8
31-
3/--
3/3
3/6
4/-
5/ -

TRADE MAR){

DUBI LI ER
CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD

ADVEZTLSINIDNT 07 THI DITHILI7J1 OONDLNSIDI 00. (1925) LTD.. DIMON 170151, 50555 ACTON, II I

Those: Chiswick 2241-2-3
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--one High Frequency and one
Detector. All Royalties paid

rand to -day and enjoy broadctsting NO 'A,. I lustrate I Price List free on applicitticn

BRITISH ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO..
Battery Dapt.,, Winds, liouir, Victor'a Street, London. S.W. I j.

S. A . dseters...Wssstesl!

If it's Good-
we sell it!

EVERYTHING

The P. & F.
IDEAL
TERMINAL

PRICE (Each) D.

rrHE most useful terminal on U
I the Market, which anyone

can fix in thirty seconds without tools or
solder. Perfect contact and insulation
- and there's no fumbling with Screws!
Tube A. Metal tube with red or black
insulated top; containing thick insula-
ting.inbber bush.
Clip B, Slips into rubber insulation of
Tube A,- holding wire tight; and makes
perfect contact. '  - '

Ring C. Rill hold , firmly on any ex-
isting terminal ofany set. Clip B
pushes into this as shown above.
"D " The Assembled Terminal.

-------YOURS FOR 20/ ..,............
)

Send 20/- to -day, together with .0

s. Your order for the ' Tony -phone,"
and this wonderful set, which :.
receives all B.B.C. Stations, will ..

:::

be sent on approval, complete 5.

with all accessories. You pay a
further El each month, or 5,-

.1.

each week until completed.
'Tonyphone, Super S.

Two -Valve Set
$Complete with Accumulator, H.T.

Battery. Aerial, one pair of 4,000
ohms Headphones and two Values

Something New in Detector Crystals
This new Crystal Detector, Kathoxyd, is ideal
for reflex circuits. It will be found capable of
withstanding high potential without the
deterioration t which ordinary Crystals are
subject.
Kathasyd consists of local station lire, the
a smooth metal plate other a fine g apidte
in a brass mount, point, fur b nadi is -
which fits your Crystal tauce woi k. Each cun-
cup.Itissuppliedwith tact is readily fixed
two contacts -one a in place of your °Mi-
hail of zinc iron, for nary cat's -whisker.

METAL PLATE

KATIIOXYD
DETECTOR CRYSTAL

is sold by most Wireless Dealers. If unobtain-
able locally, send anti your Beeler's name
and addieSs to

KATHOXYD, LTD.
41, High Holborn, London, W.C.I

'Non, Chancery 85r2
when the Detector will Ice sent by return post

1. The "Crystal' -A Metal Plate
of a Muss Hodder, in

wStich 'smou ted
the sp adally pre
pared Kathnxyal
metal plate.

2. The "General Purpose"
Contact.

A zinc, hall -ended roil, held in a
spiral spring, is
merely d upped
at (thy point no
the 1 Kathoxyd
plate. -

3. The "long -Distance" Contact.
00, sist4 of a 5 eels sly -pointed
rod held insprin
for use in place of
culinary at's

w i'ke

The Railloczyd Element and two
contacts are supplied in ettra.e-
tise cellophane -windowed 1/6o
carton at t-, Retail price es.

The Oldest and
Largest Wire-
less Whole-
salers in the
Kingdom

IN RADIO!
Write now for

Illustrated
Catalogue

The P. & F. Square Law Condenser
'rice Sc 1S,in.lre L. Ls. Condenser '1A's Type, 11:. init.; Li, 1

Plates; Permanent Con! ; Oneliole Firing. An
Proluct.

PRICES:
'001 I 2 '6 14)6
'0005
0003

10, 6
..

12,6
116

*0002 .. 8/6 10,6
0001 Vernier .. 4 6
3 CARRS LANE, BIRMINGHAM
Telephone: CENTRAL 2942 (Private Branch Each.)
Telegrams - - PEEANEF, BIRMINGHAM."

SERVICE AND STOCK
Does your local dealer serve you

right
Has he always in stock every item

you need
Has he the Technical Knowledge to

know the efficient components
from the " junk "

If you feel uncertain, use the order form
this issue and deal direct with us. \\'e cite;
you the finest Mail Order Service organised,

Do not improvise-just be wise.
Our catalogue will convince you and it is

post free for the asking-want one?
THE BRIGHTON RADIO STORES
163 WESTERN ROAD - - - BRIGHTON

THE WORLD'S
SIMPLEST PATENT
FLEX CONNECTION

6D
EACH

PLATED
NICKEL INDICATING id'extr.i

PLUGS& SOCKETS
Ask for them of your Deakr or du'

E. A. WOOD, ASTON RD, BIRMINGHAM

226 In plling to advestisers, please mention TI15 WIRELP:ss CONSTRUCTOR.
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" You Won't Always Kaye
A Fire"

in the roan. where your set is fixe.l.

A PHONEREEL
win allow you to listen in, in whichever room
you happen tohave a fire, witout the trouble

moving the whole set ; just
h
connect the ter-

minals on end of Ilex to the set, hold the
PhOnereel by knob On hose and walk to desired
room aliowing wire to unwi Id yougo along,
always tree fr us knot  and t

Each Phonercel car ies four pairs of ter mina' 's
and 12 yard good quality twi Ilex.

Price Complete 15,-. Trade enquiries invited
Any length of wire can he fit-
,ct top to 23,0, at 3d. her yd.

" Fit a PEON It EL
and liiten in comfort.'

3. MERRETT & Co.
Trowbridge, Wills.

r.

,

- i/74,-
41"11010,1:11,#)
4.?..e.v.,.....--.----,I,'
'-'-..-.--V.,,,

,.,s,AUK'
------', fI

Mr. GUY BURNEY,
late Managing Directo.r of the Sterling
Telephone and Electric Co., Limited

begs to announce that he has opened
Offices at Morning Post Building,
34', Strand, W.C.2 (Telephone :
City 2373)
Mr. BURNEY is prepared to negotiate
with inventors and owners of Me-
chanical, Electrical and other kinds of
Patents with the view to developing
them, or placing same upon the
market. CommunicatiOns, in the
first instance, should be made by
letter only.

CABINETS
QUALITY and ACCURACY.

Parag n PondsGround, Drib el and Engraved.
SEND FOR LIST.

CATTIRMOLE BRCS.
rl 7' TE N E

17, WALLER ST., HULL

Specials
Qa sq
for pc,'
fle'i fish,

ECK°
00AL INDICATORS
SIMPLY H.HILL ONE HOLE AND FIX AT MI,

NT 00 OSAL ...Mr,. THE JKNEL.
OBTA,NA3LE FROM ALL The BEST DEALERS.

NE

Pr.ce 9? ye. Pew

THE FREE CHARGE
BATTERY CHARGER

enable, accumulators to be charged front
any D.C. supply with no extra current
...1st. Before adopting any system of charg-
ing, write for FREE BOOK e..plaining eft

methods.
THE CA RPAN COMPANY, Ltd,

312. DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER

MAKE

YOUR

OWN CABINETS

We sir:, ly the parts accurately
cut rea ly for assembly. Ox S in.
sections only 3l9 Stu e up and

7 6.10 xl2only 6 - or our.
made up and polished DV-. All
earriagc paid. Sloping t ypes 50 c
extra. Illustratedliaissent gladly,

F. & J.- FLETCHER
Water Lane, HALIFAX

Let our valve making plant repair your broken
or burnt -out valves efficiently and promptly
(most makes). Amplification, radiation, and
current consumption guaranteed same as new.

Bright emitters 6/. "D.E.'s" (2. and
4 0. types) 7/6. Radions Ltd.,
Bollington, tar. Macclesfield Ches.
Larp,est Valve Repairing Firm in
the world. List Frce.

SoSMOTH SONS IMA) LTD

NFA anode converter
THE M -L Converter is designed to replace H.T.

Batteries.
It consists chiefly of a small motor -converter, being

fed from an accumulator through a controlling rheostat.
The high-tension current is generated by a specially
wound motor of high efficiency, and supplied at. the
output terminals free from any ripple or hum due to the
machine. This is secured by smoothing circuits, -Which
are incorporated in the complete converter.

The M -L Anode converter is particularly recom-
mended for use with Power Amplifying Valves or
Transmitting Valves where a smooth and constant supply
of H.T. current of the order of 20 to 30 tnilliamps is
required. The current consumption of the motor is
extremely low owing to its high efficiency and it is
absolutely silent and free from vibration in working.
Single Voltage Types : Type B (6/120v.or 4/80v.) £11 5

Type C (12/300v.) ... £13 10
Type D (12/500v.) .... £18 0

TwoVoltage Types : Type BX (6/120v. or 4/S0v.) £12 15
Type CX (12/300v.) ... £15 0 U

o
U.

U

(Fe shall be glad to send full particulars of all
Anode Converters and auxiliary apparatus on reouest.

S. SMITH & SONS (M.A) LTD.
179-185 Great Portlasnd Street, Londok, Wit

Telephone: Longhorn 2323
E.P.S.p.

In replying to adz:erlisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 227
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ASK YOUR
DEALER

giost Jon _Sonftil

sal(lcu'd 'cense°.
Goan.

Ca ',rent contact
whilcopnawne.

No tod Hurt FS

or/ to.,e and do.
eebe 1.14,

The

&lust
matlruclfas.

Resistance 6o661do
chadily inter.
anged. For ow

with Dull Emilie,
or Bright Emilia

VOICCL

Small 'and arm
ncusitst.

FOR
THESE

Yol owns 3,
Ira! tool required
to saver what

tstogc al bobbed.

Onc Halo Flolds

Smooth sad
gradual rano:tore
Filament tempera.
lure selected la o
Alecto - arcsertall

411.6

Micrometer Rheostat.
represents a complete departure in Rheostat design and adopts an
entirely new principle of working. Owing to the fact that 10 turns of
the c ntrol knob are required to cause the contact arm to travel over
the range of the resistance bobbin, the variation of current is gradual
and smooth. thus assisting the life of the valve. Resistance bobbins of
different values to suit either Dull Emitter or Bright Emitter valves can be
readily interchanged without in any way disturbing soldered connections.
This Rheostat which is one -hole fixing and requires the small panel
space of l in. by in, is mechanically robust, and has no rotating lock
nuts to work loose.

Retail Prices -6 ohms 3/9 20 ohms ... 4/ -
Interchangeable Bobbins -6 ohms ... 1/6 30 ohms ... 1/9

The SERVICE Potentiometer is exactly similar in design and size to
the SERVICE Rheostat 'the contact is consistent throughout its
range, so that the point of resistance can be selected to a nicety.

Retail Price -400 ohms

The Battery

Lock Switch
This switch yrotects a receiving set from unskilled or unauthorised
usage by virtue -of the fact thatwhen the key plug is removed it is
impossible to. light the valves or put the batteries in circuit, and thus
impossible to use the receiver. it is very usef ul when it is desired to close
down fix an,interval,ete.,without altering the setting of the rheostats
which have already be.en adjusted for best results. The -key plug,
which is a detachable unit and can be carried on an ordinary key ring,
Is made in two parts, so that the plug is easily removable from its
ring h ead when required for use in a receiver. It can be used to
contr of both L.T. and H.T. batteries, and is one -hole fixing, occupying
very little panel space. It is of robust construction in order that
perfect contact shall be maintained, and is fitted with both terminals
and solder:ng tags. Retail price, 2/6. Additional key Plugs, 1/ -
extra, Write for fully

illustrated Price Zist of
all SERVICE Products.

SOLE PRODUCERS:

THE SERVICE
RADIO Co., Ltd.

67 Church Street
Stoke Newington
London - N. 16
'Phone - - Clissold 4931

December, 1925

THE PAN EL DE LUXE

IF after you have built up your Set you find that a
component is unsatisfactory it can usually be

replaced without much difficulty. On the other hand a
leaky panel will render useless the work of many hours
and necessitate the complete rebuilding of the Set. Be
wise, therefore, and refuse to take risks. Don't ask
merely for an ebonite Panel-ask for a Radion Panel
and see that it bears the trade mark Radion..

cRadian is available in al different sizes in
black and anahoganite. Radson can also be
supplied in any special size. Black ed. per
square inch, mahoganitc eid.per square inch.

DION
American Hard Rubber Company ,(Britain) Ltd.
Head Office: 13a Fore Street, Depots: coo VsVneollv,ingttioa SittinGiliasgow:

London, E.C. 2 Irish Agents : Corporation Street, Belfast:

Gilbert Ad. 3722

A GIFT FOR XMAS
that you or anyone would be pleased to give or receive.

A 5 -VALVE SET COMPLETE WITH LOUD SPEAKER
AND ALL ACCESSORIES FOR g.1.8 : 10 : 0

(Note-Total L.T. consumption '1 Amp.)
Requires no Aerial or Earth, can be used anywhere-in the House, on
the Car or Motor Boat, on the Caravan, or in the Air.

GIVES PERFECT RECEPTION
Demonstrations during Broadcasting hours at our Show Rooms or at
yow own home by appointment.
"SALIENT FEATURES," our new 80 -page List (price Cal. credited
against .first purchase) gives full. particulars of this set and of many
"Radio Press ". constructive sets, together with a quantity of useful
information; data, tables, etc.

"S. A. CUTTERS," LTD.
18, Berners Street, London, W.1

U1,1011 f327:;

Made of the finest low loss ebonite, is neat and well finishe 1, Counter.
sunk sockets provide ABSOLUTE SAFELYagainst burning out.
Cap specially constructed to serve as drilling Template. Valve legs
always make good contacts, .7n.t the thing for experimenters as
well as the amateur. Above all it's cheap, as well as good. Each one
on card with instructions for simple fixing.

Export enquiries invited
From all Dealers, or in case of difficulty write to the Patentees

MURRAY, SON a CO., 987a, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.1.7

'Phone: Tottenham 178
Postage one or two 2d., three or more post free,

Pat. No. 11426/24

-MURRAy
VALVE HOLDER 142

1'3 orotal;ciaTzd/
228 In replying to advertisers, please mention TRH WIRELRSS CONSTRUCTOR.
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THE " SECURITY " VALVE HOLDER

PRICE

1 /-
NETT

OBTAINABLE
FROM ALL
RETAILERS & FACTORS.

iProg. Pat. No. 2187125).

ANTI -CAPACITY
PROTECTS THE VALVE

METAL DRILLING
TEMPLATE Included.

Advert. of
Williams, Ellis & Co., London.

sae

r
1:

I 4111. A ''
h -a a   ' '''

IFAIWUS GENUINE

EVERY HOME A WIRELESS UT

EVERY WIRELESS SET A HOME
This is the Cabinet you have been
looking for.
The " MORRIS" Standard Wireless
Cabinet accommodates any kind of
receiver and panel up to 36 ins. x 18 ins.,
with all accessories.
Solid oak throughout and perfect work-
manship guaranteed. (Smaller size
56 lbs. net). No plywood used.
Sent on approval against remittance.

fS Model "A" inside as il'uitrated..iyg
"C" 25" ,, Jac 13.9.Z9 panel £ 1'5' 0

We have also a cabinet in Pine wood.
cak stained, 10' wide inside, at £2,5 O.

Carriage paid and packed free England and

MAKERIMPORT C O. (Dept. 20)
Melvin Chambers, 50a, Lord Street

LIVERPOOL

DORWOOD CONSTRUCTOR'S GAUGE
1)111

'2111)1)11
1 )1111'111TH

Zji '17 9" 1/130 0 0 om,,,!8y3-10

0
DORWOODS

REG!! 711893 I
RACIIJS0

BRITISH MADE

1/9
From your dealer, or

post free from
makers

TURN out your work as accurately and neatly as a professional's, by
using the Dorwood Precision Gauge. It automatically spaces con-

tact studs to any radius, correctly sets out valve sockets, gives B.A.
tapping and clearance drill sizes, has a Sin. rule and square, and is made
of hard silvered metal, finely engraved.

Sole Makers-
DORWOODS, 274a, Kentish Town Road, London, N.W.5
Have you seen Dorwood Precision Condensers? If not, send for list, it will
interest you.

ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA
11

:73 New Kind

N

N

r

A 1.-Greater Distance Circloids havens measurable external field to affect adjacent colts
or wiring circuit., This makes possible higher amplification in each stage with in -

Is creased sensitivity and greater range.
0,-More Volume. Higher r.f. amplification enables eircloids to bring in distant stations
scarcely audible in ordinary sets, with volume enough on the loud -speaker to fin an

Pn auditorium.
A 3.-Increased Selectivity. Circloids have absolutely no pick up qualities of their own,

only signals flowing in the antenna circuit are built up.

ERLA

of COIL

ERLA

SCIENCE has d'scoverel a new inductance principle that is bringing
a toundh9g result.. Now you can apply it, to your present set through

new type coils known as ERLA " Balloon " Circloids.
Thousands of tests and experiments were nece-s try before the cireloid was
finally perfected, Leading radio engineers worked night and day in order
to develop a coil that would correct the four vital weaknesses of present
sets. At last they were successful.
when eirct ids are used, results you think impossible are obtained with
surprising ease. Note especially the four that follow:

ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA

Instantly brings Four Amazing
Improvements to Your Present
Set - Greater Distance, More

Volume, Increased Selectivity
Finer Tone Quality

ERLA

LC

151

4.-Finer Tone Quality. The self -enclosed field positively prevents stray feel -backs
between coils. Hence no blurring or distortion. Tones are crystal clear.
You will be amazed at the difference eircloids will make in your present receiver.
Get a see, and test them out to -day. Go to your Erla dealer. or write direct, for ful
details and prices of these coils, and also the Erla 5 -Valve Tuned Radio Frequency Kit.
All components mom ted on panel and baseboard, only a few solder ess connections
needed to complete This Set we confidently believe will revolutionise broadcasting
reception in the British Isles.

C. G. VOKES & CO., 381 Conduit Street, Regent Street, W.1
EC. G. Yokes, A .M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I,A.E., etc) Telegrams: " Folberth, Ficcy, London." Telephone Gerrard 9693

ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA

a
CC

161

-9

W

et

cc

La

ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA ERLA
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"CROIX"
The World's greatest
TRANSFORMERS
over 5oo.o®O in use

one year's guarantee
RATIO 3/1

04V*
VALVE," of "The Ilford Guardian" of April 24th, said:

"I put in a Croix' Transformer which cost 916 only, and
although somewhat sceptical as to its power and purity, I was
amazed at the results. The average price of good Transformers
is quite double this sum; I have experimented with the best of
them, but this little instrument stood up bravely and well to
every test it was put to."

"The Manchester Evening Chronicle" of April 13th said:
"CHEAP AND GOOD."

"Tested in the family two -valve set a' Croix' L. F. transformer,
though small, gives tremendous amplification, with a complete
absence of mush. Tested on the bench with other standard makes,
it compared favourably with the best. It is a beautiful little
instrument, and sells at a remarkably low price. It was sent
by the Wholesale Wireless Co. of Farringdon Road; London."

WARNING-" Croix " Transformers
This is to give notice that genuine " Croix " Transformers will
in future be boxed in white boxes, with the Trade Mark "Croix"
stamped in black and gold on each end, and will be numbered
individually. These boxes are marked in English, and substitutes
marked in French should be refused. No other Transformers are
genuine or guaranteed by us, and the Trade and Public are
warned against them.

FROM ALL WIRELESS DEALERS.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS, United Kingdom:

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS CO.
103, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.

Colonies and Dominions 

A. VANDAM. AC XTON HOUSE,
WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.

December, 1925

11)

54 turn, o ti mug
odjustmen . Single

in. hole fixing.
Maximum capacity
'000015 mfd. Minimum
capacity Negligible.

Price 216.

TUNING
Keen as a Razor!

successful reception of distant radio demands the utmost
tuning accuracy. Every radio enthusiast of experience

appreciates this fact which accounts for so many having incor-
porated the Microhm Vernier Condenser into their receivers.

They have proved it to be an instrument capable of sharp
and accurate tuning always, with the greatest ease of
atijastment. Until you have fitted the Microhm into your
set, you cannot know what fine tuning really is. Fora

negligible outlay you eau greatly improve upon
present results. Remember it must be the-

MICROHM VERNIER CONDENSER
For use in parallel with aerial
and anode tuning condensers.

Indispensable for "Nentrodynes.' r.
MICROHM ENGINEERING CO.

VARSITY CO.LLEGE. ST.01)2211.2V

Scottish Agents KEITH & IRWIN, 36, Robertson Street, Glasgow, C.2

Barclays Ad. 1316

A REAL POWER VALVE
The New Pattern " FAMA "

Dr.

Pour reason, why every wireless enthusiast should have one
(1) Fama Valves have been tested and found unsurpassed

by any. irrespective a price
(2) The Power Valve works on the low amperage of '3
(3) Work: on 4 or .0 volts ac.nmulator
(4) Less than half the price of any other Power Valve

POWER DOUBLE PLATE F11.4-6 Volts,
0'3 Amps Anode 100-200 ...

0'06 Dull Emitters Fit. 1'8-3 Volts, 0'06
Amps. Anode 20-100 ...

4 Volt Amp.iners and Detect ,rs
Of all Mreles; Dealers or Post Free fears

H. D. ZEALANDER 6 CO.
ST. JOHN'S HOUSE, MINORIES, E.1.

1018

9/6
4, 8

P.

Price:

10/6

clipse

solute
micrometer

recision
withrigid?

British in ,,le in
every cletaiZ

These are the pre-eminent virtues of the new
" Eclipse" Micrometer. Coil Holder. You can make
minute adjustments with the true micrometer screw
action-no friction drive, but a positive mechanical
movement. You cannot jar the cods from their
adjusted position. Pigtail springs give perfect
connection through moving blocks.
2 -way holder only at present available. (3 -way coming shortly.)

Ask your radio supplier to get it for you.

MICROMETER
COIL -HOLDER

& C. MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LTD.
6, BATH STREET, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1 gal

230 In railving to advertisers, please mention TECE1 WIRWASS CONSTRUCTOR.
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CAXTON 4 -VALVE CABINET
Made for Editor of Wireless Magazine
for Set " As good as money can buy "
described in issue February, 1925.

Cash with Order. Fumed Oak £1 5 0
or Real Mahogany polished ... £1 14 0
With detachable recess fitted Base Board to ineunt 21 in. by 7 in. pans! to slide out of Cabinet front.

Extra 10,1- with two beaded front doors totally enclosing fitted panel.

Cabinet overall length 22; ins. Width ins. Height 9 ins.

Polished with the. new enamel that gives a glass
hard surface that cannot be soiled or scratched.
SENT FREE.-Catalogue of standard Wireless Cabinets in various
sizes and woods. Special Cabinets made to customer's orders,

PACKED AND DELIVERED FREE IN U.K.

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., Market Harborough

ACCURACY

THE GRAHAM PARISH

GRID LEAK & CONDENSER
Combined by

the

Patent
Series

and

Parallel
Connector

PRICE

2,3
COMPLETE

Grid, leaks (all
sizes) 1 /3

Condensers
'0001-.002.. 1 /-
'003-'000. .1 /9

C Vi WISH
nJA,RANTEED

MICA

Unique in design, the only grid leak
denser admitting instant connection
or parallel. Every model tested and supplied
with written guarantee of accuracy.
Sold by all leading dealers, or post free direct
from the manufacturers.
Liberal Trade Terms on application.

THE GRAHAM FARISH MFG. CO.
WRAY WORKS, BROMLEY, KENT

and
in series

con -

Details of Free Gift Scheme in Every Carton la

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Perfect Radio Reproduction
RADIO reproduction through the loud -speaker is not

only a question of power, but of sensitivity to frequen-
cies over the whole audio range-and clear amplification:
The U.S. Super Transformer owes its foremost position
amongst L.F. Transformers to its uniformity of amplifi-
cation. There is no marked "dropping off" in amplifying
Power when the broadcasting artist is singing or playing
the lower notes, neither is there any jarring on the high notes.
The U.S. Super amplifies evenly over the whole musical
register, low or high notes are reproduced with absolute
fidelity.

The U.S. Transformer's successlies in the
excellence of its design. The core, with
no bolts through it, is packed with finest
stalloy iron, allowing fullest amplification
without hint of distortion; winding is
done by experts; terminals are large
and comfortable, with ebonite strips at
top and soldering tags. 'Ratios guaran-
teed 5-1 and 3-1.

PRICE

18/6
From all deal-
ers or direct
from the
manufacturers

2 other U.S. Transformers of high efficiency
No. 1, suitable for first stage

work . . . Price 14,6

All U.S. Transformers are
tested and guaranteed.

No. 2, designed for following

stages and power work Price 11/6

Write now for a copy of the
N.P.L. Chart showing the am-
plification curve of the U.S.
Transformer.

A.D. Cowper, M.Sc., in " Modern
H Wireless," says of the U.S. Super

'Transformer :-
The present instrument, if the high qual-

ity of the specimen submitted is an
indication, can be heartily recommended,
and indicates the vast strides that have
been made recently in the design of really
effective transformers for L.F. amplifi-
cation.'

THE U.S. RADIO COMPANY, LTD.
(Dept. 2)

Radio Works, Tyrwhitt Road, Brocklay, S.E.4
'Phone : Lee Green 2404 Wires: Supertran, Lewis, London

Used in circuits
Published in

MOD ERN
WIRELESS

Used in circuits
published in

The WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR

SUPER TRANSFORMER
"U.S." Transformers are British throughout.
The letters have no connection whatever with

the words " United States"

 Seeeeki?C4,q!at. itgaW44.1.1
NL: riL
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A REVOLUTION IN CONSTRUCTION
-SOLDERED JOINTS SUPERSEDED !

Complete range of combined Nut -Connectors for
easy and quick wiring -up of any set.

"KRISCROS 91(PATENT) CONNECTORS

N /
/11k

3

S

1;1 111111

XRIS CROS

AI

H6

A

.1-rer

ett
0111111111111 IH

EMI
H6 S6 "T type A2

II

it

6 -
_ I -

t." 6 B.A.Screw

iii
arena,.0;

S6,

6H 6
rag-.,

1-

T type

Type A
N9 3

u

SIMPLE, NEAT. BETTER RESULTS SECURED
THAN WITH SOLDERING.

A CONNECTOR FOR EVERY CONTACT, FOR
EVERY COMPONENT AND EVERY PURPOSE

From 1./- to 3/ - per doz Send p.c. for list.

KRISCROS CO. (ROrderetai

Depot)
l Malt

50, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.1

11111111111111111111111111h. ...101111111111111H1111111

The Art craft Cabinet
Radio Receiversfor

Sizes of " Artcraft Popular
Type " Cabinets

Panel Size Depth Pr Price inZkin

9 x 6 X 6 6/0 8/0
10 x 8 x 6 8/0 10/0
101 x 8 x 6 8/8 10/8
10 x 9 x 7 10/0 12/0
12 x 10 x 8 12 ,0 14/0
13 x 6 X 7 10/0 12/0
14 x 10 x 8 14 /0 17/0
16 x 8 X 8 14/0, 1710
16 x 10 X 8 18 /0 19/0

x 12 x 9 21/0 27/0
All Cabinets Carriage Paid in

England and Wales.
Prompt delivery guar ant eed.

When ordering state if Base-
board requir e d.

1-RTCRAFT
Cabinets are

made in either light or
dark Oak or Mahogany, and
are of very attractive and
pleasing design.

Cabinets can be supplied for all sets
described in Radio Press publications.
If the special design you want is not
listed we will quote price and de-
liver seven days after receipt of
Order.

et Write for Illustrated
Brochure of Standard
" Artcraft " Cabinets

THE ARTCRAFT COMPANY, 1BoySoN VoincIrronliTz

December, 1925

Experiment with your
Fixed Capacities

No longer is it necessary to work in an awkward spot
behind the panel with screwdriver or soldering iron
when you want to change a Fixed Condenser.

The " K " TUBULAR
FIXED CONDENSER

fits to the panel in clips, and capacities snap in or out
-just like a gridlenle. Thirty seconds only are
required to change a capacity-an invaluable asset to
the experimenter.
Small underpanel space - no soldering necessary.
Cap reities are accur rte.
Send for oar New Free Illustrated Catalogue, which
gives particulars of this and many other interesting
specialities

PRICES

:g22} 1/9
'0005 each

Iggl)_
'0031 each
-006 2/6

fil:463 BROS.,
LIMITED

Head Office: 12/14, Gt. Queen St., Kingsway, W.C.2
'Phone: Gerrard 575-576. Grams: "Zywateseng,
Westcent." Works : LONDON and BIRMINGHAM

RADION VALVES ARE GUARANTEED BRITISH MADE

Sat Allow on Valves/

This Book,
Free on re-
quest gives

useful information and
curves of I1 A DION
VALVES. Write to -day

Radion D.E. .06 A wonderful
efficient 3 -volt "very dull"

I 0/ 61filament valve. In two types :
H.F. & L.F.

Radion D.E. -34 A2 -volt dull
emitter of fine performance. In
two types: H.F. & L.F.

Radion G.P. A 4 -volt bright r7
valve that only consumes -48 amp. I /
Radion Pyramid (1) Valve
be used with largest I ond-speaker 122 / 61The power valve de luxe. Can

without valve distortion. Filament robust;
works at low temperature, ensuring long life.
Special construction gives highest efficiency
and mechanical strength. Fil. volts 5.5; Fit -
amps. :34 ; Anode volts 50-100 , Neg. Grid.
Bias 3-9. Also supplied with 4 v. fil. if desired.
Don't let any dealer try to sell you something
dearer. There are no better valves ; our curves
PROVE IT. Buy RADIONS and save money.
A user writes: ' I am really amazed at the resvIt,
they are the best valves I have yet come across. Let
me thank you for executing my order so quickly and
when I require any more valves I will certainly
send to Radions Ltd."

From Untied Dealers or direct Post Free from the
Manufacturers:

RADIONS LTD., Bollington,
Nr. Macclesfield, Cheshire

Send for our booklet: it describes valves, re-
pair service, and gives useful hints. It's floe.
Write to -day.

10/61

RADION
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2/6 SOLOIS4 ERIT EN G
OUTFIT

with directions for Wireless Soldering
Soldering iron with Copper -bit of F.t
correct weight for wireless work and Port free
12 Terminal Tags, Solder and Flux
Useful Spirit Blow -lamp 1/3 extra

DA R X RADIO CO.
Standard Works, Forest Hill, S.£ 23

'44DECK0

6

BACK or PANEL VALVE HOLDERL
PURE EBONITE. SArt, SOCKETS
N.PLATED ONE HOLE BIAINO BOLT.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL THE BEST DEALERS,

PRICE 21- EACH Nf 9-11 CURS ITOR ST,
IN CARTONS CHANCERY LANE EC As,

2 -VALVE AMPLIFIER, 35 /-
I -Valve Amplifier, 20/-, both perfect as new; Valves,
4/6 each; smart Headphones, 8/6 pair; new 9 -Volt
Accumulator, celluloid rase, 13/-; new 66 -Volt PEP
Battery, guaranteed, T/-; 2 -Valve All -Station Set,

£4. Approval willingly
C. Taylor. 57, Studley Rd.. Stockwell, London

MAKE YOUR OWN ELECTRIC
LIGET-These wonderful Dyna-
mos light brilliantly 4-6v. lamps
and are very easy to work. "Do
Luxe" model. 0/6, post SI. (Usual

ricer/6.) List free. GREEN8(dept.
R.11. l,65, Long Acre, London, W.C.2

ei,c 6 EACH
Et.R.

IND. R owAC. 0 6.(

...NKR RUA.
VALVE WINDOWS
PAKE L Finis.. OF T. NI6NESE
DUAL., POP SETS Or DISTinETON.

OISERINAOLt FROPA ALL V. BEST DEALERS.

ouLGikr,
 91 ICURSITOR ST. -"0

CHANCERY LANE E.C.4,

Spintite Wrenches
AT REDUCED PRICES

Get your Spintite Wrench Set to -day
lIere are new prices-

Sri No.T 6, Gies) 14/- Single wrenches 1.6 B.A. 1/6
No.T 6o ,. 4/6 o 2/6

 No.T 825 (roundl 4/6 Phone Jack size 2/6
Write for Folder C., which tells you all about them
Rockwood Co. Ltd., 147, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4

1-0 ECK°
PANEL. KNIFE SWITCHES

ASIA_TO SEE THE DECK()
(NI THE ORANGE COLOUR CARTONS
OBTAINABLE IRON ALL THE BEST DEALERS

S.RD.T. 9' chl 9-11 CURSITOR ST, Q
oP.D.TALfs. CHANCERY LANE LONDON.

PRICE
gOU LGAN4c

COUPON

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

This Coupon must be
accompanied with a
2i6 P.O. and stamped

addressed envelope.

Wireless Constructor"
DECEMBER, 1925

tr,

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

experimentelY opinion
WE find that the best way to advertise the
M -L Transformer is the easiest: we glance
through our file of letters from people who

have bought the transformers, and pick out one
at random.
The one we have lighted on this time is from an
experienced and painstaking English experimenter.
He says:-

" After a large number of comparative
tests with other makes, I have found the M -L
Transformer to be entirely satisfactory. I
find that it is absolutely silent in working,
with practically no distortion, and that the
amplification is quite high enough for all ordin-
ary purposes. . . . There is no Transformer
on the market that distorts less."

Wireless experimenters will find that their own
experience will be the same as this.
If you cannot get the M -L L.F. Transformer from
your Wireless Dealer, write and let us know.

The 1 : 6 ratio is used for amplification after a
crystal rectifier.
The 1 :4 ratio is used for single stage L -F ampli-
fication.
The 1 : 2'6 and 1 :4 ratios are used respectively in the
first and second stages of two -stage amplification.

S. SMITH & SONS (M.A.) LTD.
179-185, GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.1

-SMEIT11=0 SONS (MA) LTD
E.P.S.,8
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" EVERY CONDENSER A VERNIER FOR 2/-"
TWO

There is no need to
dismantle your con-

densers to fit Vernier
attachment. An " East -
tune " tuning handle will
obviate hand capacity. One
touch of the spring and the handle
grips tightly any condenser knob.
One touch releases it.

Price 2/-, postage 3d. extra.
Fig. 411 WRITE FOR CATALOGUE TO:

Fig. 910

Fig. 429

S CLEVER SWITCHES
_AO. WARS

The Hunt Control switches illustrated on each side are splendidly finished. The
one on the right has a one way screw action to control Filament

Current, which almost renders it a secret switch. The left hand
switch for momentarily bringing in instruments generally

out of circuit, i.e. volt, amp, or milliampmeters, has
a single press button action, which is simpli-

city itself. Both switches
are connected neatly to the
leads bye one screw action.

Price 2!- each,
postage extra.

1Tunstall Rd., Croydon, Surrey

H .P

WE SPECIALISE IN

SETS OF PARTS
AND

PARTS FO1', SETS
WE SUPPLY

EVERYTHING WIRELESS
with Quick Service and
Guaranteed Satisfaction

We Want Your Custom and Your Recommendation

While your Local Dealer is thinking where to
get your Supplies we despatch per return

OCTOPUS

Our Trade

Mark

"OCTOPUS "

is known

all over

the world

REGD. TRADE MARK.
No. 4583 I 4,

WRITE FOR FREE LIST

RADIO " STOCKS "
(B. HAINE, Proprietor)

NOW REMOVED TO LARGER PREMISES AT

14, Rathbone Place, W.i
'Phone: MUSEUM 3205. LONDON

For
Goodness/

Sake /
"ETH ERPLUS-1-"
BRITISH MADE
Permanent connec-

tion on rotor

FIT THESE
" ETHERPLUS +

Variable Condensers
in your Set

The " Etherplus+ ' 1,11,1084 Braga
vaned coudena ra wit ernier, cost
only 12/6 each in the '0003 a d
capacities (w thout v rui r 11/-1 Yet
you can hove implicitc mfidence that
whatever elm m .y go At r ng in your
sit, your con emer 4 al, right.

Without Ver..ier
No. Capacity. Price.

'.01/25 10/-
W/84 '00-8 1.1/-
W,n5 '5 05 11/-
W.88 '001 11/ -

With Vernier
No. Cap city. Price.

NV/87Y .u0025 116
W/e.99. 12/6
W/991, '0005 125
w/aov -001 1E6

if your dealer cannot supply : direct from

MANDAW 9-15, Whitecross
Street, London,

WHY BUY ACCUMULATORS ?
and suffer the depreciation and many annoying
inconveniences caused by unskilled charging

IF you add depreciation
to the expense and

inconvenience of having
your otim accumulators
unskilfully recharged.
it costs you considerably
more than our inclusive
Hire Service.

105, Torriano

WE SUPPLY and d liver a New Rotax Wireless
Accumulator of suitable sine or your Set. We call
and exchange it for another fully chsrged one weekly
or lort.ightly anywhere in Greater London for 13
weeks from Be. inclusoze.
If you have roe own accumulators we give the
same continuous service from GS. per quarter-and
if you have only one, lend you one of ours,
alternate exchanges.

Radio Service Co.
Avenue, Kentish Town, N.W.5

REAL SERVICE-Hire or Maintenance
WRITE FOR FOLDER " Z-5" or 'PHONE-NOR777 4161 it 4162

ss.68

"SCIENTIFIC"
LOW LOSS

SQU RE LAW
CON DE NSERS.

ONE -HOLE
FIXING

As illustrated or with
EBONITE END

PLATES.

PRICES:
Maximum

:Capac.ty.
Without
Vernier.

With
Verluer.

£eienti to Low -lose
Tunirg Stand

W th knobs or extension
arms. 2-coil1 9.3 coil 2 9.

n010 mf...
'0005 mf.
'000a

5-pl. vernier
rnier

741
5/6
47
613
3/-
2/3

11,9
16,9
9/3
8/ -

Combined Rheostat Val ve-Hole er,
oneehnl fixing. Overhead or underhang iS
Combined Omnistat V.Ive-Holder,

oueehole tisi, g 3/6
All components postage extra.

SCI EN rIFIC SUPPLY SPORES. 126, Newington Causeway,
London, S.E.I. Branches: 80, Newington Causeway, S.E.I ; 1, St. Geor te's
Circus, S.E.I ; 16. M nette Street, Charing Cross Rd., W.1; 291, Edgwar
Rd., W.2; 84, Church Rd., Honer Norwood, S.E.23. Phon- : HOP 4177.
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INE,FI.L.Ii MICA CONDENSER
TE57ED ,CAPAt ITY .0002

- -
kir. LIECIP1.1. A..1.11 tkeouto...

A FAMOUS LABORATORY ISSUES THE GUARANTEE
Faraday House-the famous Electrical Institution-tests every Therla
Product. Affixed to every fixed Condenser and every Therla Grid Leak is
the Faraday House Guarantee-a personally signed blue label signifs Mg
that the accurate teeing instruments of this laboratory pass out the product
within a narrow commercial limit of the stated capacity.
Think what this accuracy means to you. Better Reception, the elimination
of mysterious faults-briefly, accurate condenser and leak values ensure the
best results, For this accuracy you pay nothing. Therla products are
manufactured to a high electrical standard, and are both accura:e and
reasonable its price, From all dealers.

THERL A GRID LE AK S THERLAFIXED CONDENSERS

Size 250,000 ohms PRICE

Price '0001 to '0011 rafd. 1,1 each
1/9 '003 mfd. to '008 raid. 2/- each1

,, 1,000,000
mesohms

Grid Condenser and Leak 2/- Grid Condenser with Clips 1/3

50/0/),51,b,,rors
SEL-EZI WIRELESS SUPPLY CQ,LTD
6 GREEK ST,LONDON.W.1,820,OLD HAYMARKET.LIVERPOOL
Te/ephone Resent 1140 LIVERPOOL Roodl 1682

Barclays Ad.

ACCUMULATORS
RE -CHARGED FREE

STANDARD MODEL

ONLY

25/-
DON'T PAY MORE

IN YOUR OWN HOME with the
" CHASEWAY" CHARGER
The " Chasaway " is a thoroughly practical

electrical apparatus, designed specially to remove
the re -charging bugbear.
It can be connected by the merest amateur in any
household having DIRECT (CONTINUOUS)
CURRENT, and if used whilst current is in use
for lights, irons, kettles, radiators, etc., costs
nothing for the re -charging. Once fitted, it is there
for life, requires no attention, and is a wonderful
boon for all accumulator users.
No. 1 Model, For any Installation of 100 to 250
volts. Size 9 in. by 30 in. 25/- complete.
No. 2 Model. For 25 and 50 volt systems and
other special oiremnstanoes, 55 /- ; with special
resistance lamp (2 amps.) or with special adjust-
able resistance (2 to 5 amps.), 40/-.
No. 3 Model. For Shopkeepers, Garages and
others who can re -charge batteries for revenue-
will charge several accumulators at once.

A WONDERFUL VARIABLE
GRID LEAK.

The " Chaseway " Variable
Grid Leak is the greatest ad-
vance yet made in gridleak
manufacture. Reliable for all
time and gives really wonderful
results. One hole fixing and
simple to fix. Remarkable
testimony has already been re-
ceived as to its efficiency.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR ONE
or send remittance direst if any difficulty.

Illustrated Catalogue of other " Chaseway "
Specialities FREE on receipt of stamped en-
velope. Contains many novel necessities.

CHASEWAY "
is 5, Archway Road, A ,

LONDON, N. 6. LI/-
Mountview 69r. TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED.

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

20 Metres ®m 209000
IT'S ALL THE SAME

TO THE

EDDYST
SQUARE LAW

LOW-LOSS CONDENSER
PATENT No. 240716

WHY ?
ECAUSEI e)

I

I-The 10: 1 patent micrometer gearing gives hair
splitting tuning. The fine helical cut gears
prevent backlash.

2-Ordinary brass or aluminium vanes oxidise in
time, which causes High Frequency resistance.
The " EDDYSTONE " Brass Vanes are
specially treated to prevent this.

3-There are no losses due to insulation, or unwanted
in:tal in the magnetic field.

4-It has negligible series resistance since both
Stator and Rotor Vanes are soldered to their
separate supports.

5-A phosphor bronze permanent contact ensures
silent working.

6-The fixed aerial vanes are of thinner metal to
reduce high frequency resistance. The moving
earth vanes are stout to prevent buckling.

The " EDDYSTONE " LOW LOSS CONDENSER is an instrument
of precision, of handsome appearance,and is complete with large dial and
knob. The end platys are of polished Duralumin for strength and light-
ness. One hole fixing; easy to mount and nothing to go wrong.

FIT ONE TO -DAY AND GET PERFECT RESULTS

Price : '0005 - 17/6 each
'0003 - 16/6

From all good class dealers. If any difficulty write
direct.

STRATTON & Co. Ltd
B ALMORAL WORKS,

Bromsgrove Street, Birmingham
ASK YOUR DEALER TO SHOW YOU
THE "EDDYSTONE" ABSORBOS

The Ideal Radio Set Mount.

In replying to advertisers, please mention Trm WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 235
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40 metres & below ! !

I BUY A COPY
EVERY WEDNESDAY I

PRICE
I D.

I I

Obtainable from all News- I

agents and Booksellers. If
I

I

any difficulty in obtaining
locally, send P.O. 3216 to

I
Dept. W, Radio Press,

I Ltd., Bush House, Strand,
London, W.C.2, and copies
will be posted you every

week for a year.
MEM= OIA

I

WI-re"

IRELESS WEEKLY"
is pre-eminently the journal for
short-wave enthusiasts.

The remarkable developments in
this field are fully reflected each
week in both theoretical and
practical articles.

All experimenters will find in its
pages information and assistance
of the greatest practical value.
"Wireless Weekly" keeps you
abreast of Radio development
and progress. Every up-to-date
enthusiast should buy'it.

On sale each Wednesday.

EDITED BY JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, M.G., F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
MEM
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PRICE 3d.
Deductable from

first purchase

Angle Brackets
For supporting

mounting boards.
Price 3/- pair

IIECONOMIC
ELECTRIC, LTD.

December, 1925

n.
Nickel -plated
Dial Indicators

3d. each

UNIVERSAL
ITERMINAL

Takes all thicknesses
of wire, spade or pin

connectors.
IPrice 4id. each

III

SEND
TO -DAY

for
44 PAGE

CATALOGUE
RADIO

DEXTRAUDION'
VALVES

Small nickel -
plated push-pull
switch for single
hole under panel

mounting, 3/-

3 -volt o6 14/-
35 12/6
'4 16/6

3 12 21/-
4 '4 6/6
4 o6 14/- Combined
4 I2 21/- and Ampmeters
5 .3 21/- 7/9

Head Office : 10. FITZROY
SQUARE, LONDON, W.1

Showrooms:
303, EUSTON ROAD

N.W.1

You want the Best
when buying coil -holders.
Ask for "Lotus" and you

will get the best.

" LOTUS "
Co i 1. Holders
are made from Bakelite
mouldings with nickel -
plated fittings; they are an
ornament to any set and
they give the best results.

TESTIMONIAL:
"I should like to take this
opportunity of saying how
glad I am that I fitted your
coil -holder. I can now, with-
out any other alteration in
my set (Del. LF), receive
six stations with comparative
ease, where, before, tuning -in
of three was an achievement."

RETAIL SELLING PRICES:
Two-way ... 7/- Extended handles ... 8/ -
Three -way ... 10/6 Extended handles ... 12/6

The Vernier Movement is actuated by three sets of encased
Precision Cut Gears, representing a reduction of 8 to 1.

MOVING BLOCK CANNOT FAIL

GARNETT, WHITELEY fa CO., LTD.
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THE MAXEL WANDER -PLUG TERMINAL 18 NOW ON SALE
This is a fitting that should be on every set And battery
where a quick change of connections is desirable

NON - CORR...SIVE
Trade enquiries invited

Extract from "Popular Wireless." April 25112., 1925
. The tops of the terminals, which can be used in the ordinary

manner if desired, form sockets into which standard wander plugs can
be inserted similarly to an H.T. battery. This is an improvement
which is decidedly a brain -wave, and one of those obvious little things
which are overlooked until some genius brings it to light and then
everybody wonders why everybody did not think of it.

giliL272 CUPS
AO

rIUEDER FLOG

Ira

PRIED In
2 rtestuts

A

:REYES?

-23019I TS
322ARATORS

2011117..

1:771191110

SPAC
PIA2L

a SO

nl

PROV PAT

POST
EACH FREE

The New MAXEL
Accumulator
Specially designed for Wireless

GUARANTEED TWELVE MONTHS.
It you live too far away to call and see the
Battery Mail your Order to us for the
size you want. We will willingly return

your money if you are disappointed.
Now fitted with NON -CORROSIVE

Wa

2 VOLT ..
4 VOLT
6 VOLT ..

Packing 1 - extra per battery

If. T. BAT I altS 60 VOLT - POST 7/6 FREE

coosils CASES
22.292222 1.2.2X3

ltdi CELLS -

AMPS.
40 60 80 110

7/6 9/6 11'9 14/6
15/- 19 - 22/6 26/6
22/6 27 9 336 19 -

111ax.el 4.4.sour .may /
Mittel Electrical Co. Belfast.

Dear Sire, 5/9/25
I am not in the habit of writing firms in praise of their products but your

accumulator and battery which I have received urge me to do so.
I only wish to say that you, the Havel Electrical Co. live up to every point you advertise.
It is one thing to look at the advertisement of your accumulator and quite another to

look at the article itself, and above all use it. It is then that one can appreciate all the
smart points of the Morel, and realise just what an accumulator should be.

I shall recommend them to anyone I know who is wanting a battery. Yours etc..
R A. B.

MAXEL ELECTRICAL CO. 28, ClipstoneStre
Street, Great

Portland et, W .1
Telephone: MUSEUM 708.

May we send
you also details
concerning our
new "Resicon"
Condensers?
Precision In-
struments-
made to an

ideal

Two
in

One !
The new Dual Rheostat-
a " Peerless " product in
every way. Specially de-
signed to meet the demand

for a resistance equally applicable to bright
or dull emitters. It has two windings-one
offering a resistance of 6 ohms, whilst a
continuation of this is of 3o ohms resistance.
The resistance element is wound on a hand
fibre strip under great tension. Ore hole
fixing is provided, and the terminals are
placed in convenient positions. The contact
arm has a smooth, silky action, and all metal
parts are nickel -plated.

3/t PEERLESSReail Retail

DUALDUAL RHEOSTAT
Send now for full details

The Bedford Electrical and Radio Co., Ltd.
22, CAMPBELL ROAD - - - BEDFORD
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No. 3
OUT TO -DAY r!

Important Articles
In this Issue on

PRICE CUTTING

THE TREND OF WIRELESS
DESIGN

THE WIRELESS DEALER AND
HIS ADVERTISING

SALES METHODS

TRADE CONDITIONS AT HOME
AND ABROAD

BRITISH AND FOREIGN
EXHIBITIONS

AND

A SEARCHLIGHT
ON THE V.M.A.

HAVE YOU
sent in

your
Subscription ?

There is no other source of information from
which the Manufacturer & Dealer can secure such
reliable advice and business building assistance

FILL IN THIS FORM TO -DAY AND ATTACH IT TO YOUR LETTER HEADING
The Wireless Dealer is only supplied to bona -fide Manufacturers and Traders

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
To RADIO PRESS, LTD., Sales Dept. \V
Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2

Please enter my/our name for a twelve month's subscription to "THE WIRELESS
DEALER " commencing with No. 1. Enclosed is remittance of 7/6 (10/- abroad)

NAME

ADDRESS

238 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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SUPER SETS and ACCURACY
For efficient results, absolute accurate capacity
and low loss are essential.
You must therefore fit THE

Dorwood Precision Condensers
which are guaranteed by our work's laboratory test.
The only grid condenser having a three point
connection.
The DORWOOD has often been used in sets described in Radio
Press publications. This is another guarantee of its efficiency

GET DORWOOD PRECISION CONDENSERS
direct from us if your dealer cannot supply at once, poet free
at list prices as follows:-

PRICES:
Capacities '0001 to '0009 MF. with or without Grid Leak Clip 2/6

*001 to '006 - - 3/ -
above '006 to '01 - . 4/6

Sole
HERBERT BOWYER & CO.

la, Malley Mews, Levertou
Manufacturers Street. LONDON. N.W.5

Just send a subscription for your favourite
Journals.

Promptly delivered through the post.

Wireless

MODERN WIRELESS
Twelve months - - 15 / - Six months 7/6

WIRELESS WEEKLY
Twelve months - - 32/6 Six months . 16/3

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
Twelve months - - 8/6 Six months

WIRELESS
Twelve months 13/- Six months - - 6/6

WIRELESS DEALER For the Trade only. Send business
letter heading with subscription.

Twelve months - - 7/6 (U.K.); 10/- Abroad.

RADIO PRESS, LTD LONDON -

BUSH HOUSE,
- W.0
STRAND

.2

4/3

------ - -

I

rice

Each

Telephones :
683 k 793

TRAFFORD EARN

Prov. Pet. No.
15753

THE 'WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

SUPER -HET KITS
Sets of essential components comprising Filters.
Oscillator Coupler. Intermediate Frequency
Transformers, etc., suitable for all circuits-
diagrams, lists of valves and copious instructions
with each set,
&Valve, 52/6; 6Nalve, ; 7 -Valve, 77/6.

TRANSFORMERS H.F. (or tuned
Anode Coils)

We specialise in H. F. Couplings and Reaction
Units of all kinds Supplied in all wavelengths
from 9/6 to 6/6. Post Free.

THE CARTRODENSER
The newest precision component which saves
trouble. Carri.id on the run of the wiring itrequires no fixing is instantly changeable,
damp proof and accurate. Supplied also with
Grid Leak. Get the Special list.

'00025 1/6

'0025, with 2-meg. leak In
shunt 2/3

Ditto in series 3/.

RADIAX LOW LOSS COILS
Will positively improve results.

These coils consist of wire and air. No shellac,wax or celluloid, yet they are marvellously
strong. Get a set to -day. Insist on " Radios..
Set of 6, Including Daventry, with one holder 109
Set of 9, with 2 holders ., 16/9

RADIAX REACTION UNIT
instantly fixed to any panel -3 coils cover the

range from 100 to 4,000 metres.
No. 736, with Coil. 300/1,600 metres 6,9
Ex. Coil, for 100/300 .. 3/3
Ex. Coil for 1,600,4.000 3,9

These are but a few of the things you must have.
Receiving sets list free, full catalogue of all COM-

poneotb and accessories also, 3d. stamp,

RADIAX LTD.
44. RADIO HOUSE. 4, PERCY STREET
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W 1

er CaMMMW__°: at"

TI/Ab
APERIODIC COUPLER
Novel, but no mere novelty. It is an indispensable
aid to ultra -selectivity.
Simply slide it into the core of ANY coil and you
can cut out the local station and bring in distant ones
at will.
At last it is an easy matter to separate stations and
to log them with certainty. Moreover, the set can be
calibrated and the readings will remain constant no
matter what future changes may be made to the size
or type of aerial used.
Clarke's " Atlas" Aperiodic Coupler is suitable for
wavelengths from 200 to 600 metres, and no experi-
menter's outfit is complete without one.

BOLE MANUFACTURERS

H. CLARKE & CO. (Manchester) LTD. Egt
"Atlas Works," Old Trafford, Manchester

Telegrams
"PIRTOID,

MANCHESTER

In reNving to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 239
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The New Low Loss H.F.
THIS H.F. Transformer represents an enl ire departure from all other exist-
ing desigt s, ard its peiftrmance La- Lein keenly comm nted upon by
such well-known Radio rngincis as Mr. Percy V. La ri,, M.I.R.E.,

and others.. lts piima"y is aperiodic, and its exclusive de ign and shape
make it the la. t word in kw loss and effici atcy. The secondary i. air
spaced on a gra ovt d ebonite forme-, and each otte 's made to an exact stand-
ard, resttiting in the condcriol seal, r,ading being Frantically identical in
each successive stage ttf H.F. amptification. The ma 'n f attire of this n
Peto-Scott p, ducticn is that tire capacity ci uping has beat reduced to an
absolute minimumresulting in an exceptional degree of selectivity.

The New Low Loss
B.F. Transformer.

Transformer
(Pros. Protected)

No. 1 250 to 550 metres with base 15/ -
No. 2 350 to 700 metres without base 15/ -
No. 3 1,200 to 2,300 metres without base 151 -

Base 2/- each
¶ We wish to warn intending purchasers that
these new Low Loss H.F. Transformers bear
our name and none is genuine unless so marked.

The new Low Loss Coil Former
This handsome Low Loss Former is made throughout
of only the very best material, and carries a centre
supporting' ring, which can be moved along inside
the former when winding the coil, to prevent the rods
being bent inwards by the pull of the wire. Made
in two sizes :

5' x 3i" ... . ... 6/-
7" x 3i" ... 6/6

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.
77, City Road, London, E.C.1

Branches : 62. High Holborn, London W.C.1. WAlm
THAMSTOW-230, Wood Street. PLYMOUTH -4, Bank

of England Place. LIVERPOOL -4. Manchester Street. Low toss Coil Former P.S. 3715

249 In replying to advertisers, Please men(ion THE WIRELKSS CONSTRUCTOR.
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LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER

CORRECT IMPEDANCE
is indispensable to a really efficient Low Frequency Trans-
former, and the correct impedance is that of the Valve.

THE NEW MODEL TYPE "B" EFESCA FIRST
STAGE LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER
has been designed so that, while maintaining a 4 to 1 turns ratio-
the accepted ratio for 1st stage low frequency amplification-the
primary winding consists of such a number of turns as to produce an
impedance at average speech frequency to match the average
impedance of an " R" Type Valve.
The Secondary Winding is of the correct resistance to obviate th e possi-
bility of grid current flowing, thus ensuring freedom from break-
down, purity of reproduction and maximum amplification.
An important feature is the heavy insulation between the primary and
secondary windings, every Transformer being tested to withstand
2,000 Volts.
The Transformer is enclosed by a polished brass screen, eliminating
parasitic noises, while the windings are embedded in a wax compound
to maintain an even temperature and give immunity from atmospheric
humidity

One Hole Fixing, price 21/- each

REGENIE ATIVE AERIAL TUNER
The Efesca Regenerative Aerial Tuner is the natural develop-
ment of the extremely convenient series of Efesca One -Hole
Fixing Tapped Coils. It is a specially designed form of
Tapped Aerial Coil incorporating Aerial Reaction in a
self-contained Unit.
Reaction is effected by means of a rotor revolving in a separately
wound section of the Aerial Coil, thereby effecting maximum reaction
over the whole wave band covered by the coil. Wavelength
range 150 to 2,600 metres in conjunction with a 0005 variable
condenser in parallel.

Price, Pcomplete and
with Knob. 32!- eachPo nter Sc ale.

Ask your Wireless Dealer or Electrician for

COM PON ENTS

Write for Catalogue No. 559'4, describ'ng and illustrating EFESCA
Components and EFESCAPHONE Receiving Sets.

FALK STADELMANN & Co., Ltd.
83-93, Farringdon Road, London, E.C. 1

Also at Glasgow, Manchester and Birmingham

EFESCA
POPULARITY
COMPETITION

£200
IN

CASH PRIZES

Ask your Dealer
for Entry Form,

or write direct

iii
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pERFECT reception is the objective of practically every wireless enthusiast
to -day. If you want to get perfect reception you must build your set
with good components.

The Firm R.I., with 25 years' experience behind it, has built up a reputation
for supplying only the best. You can rely on their products, and be sure of
perfect wireless reception if your set is constructed with R.I. Components.
Look at The R.I. DUOSTAT, a component which marks the highest
standard in valve filament current control. The special construction enables it to be used
for bright or dull emitter valves. Tile contact is uniform and sm loth in operation, elimina-
ting all microphonie disturbawes during the adjustment of the
fi.ament current and giving certain assurance of valve safety,. price - 7/6
The R.I. SQUARE LAW CONDENSER is a striking example of perfect
design and wortem tnship. It has been designed to give a straight line curve in the wave-
length adjustment of a receiving set, resulting in increased range with the greatest precision
In tuning. A vernier vane
is provided, which is Prices - '0005 mfia £1 : 4 : 0separately controlled by a
small knob situated in the '00025 mfd. £1 : 2 : 6centre of the dial knob..

The R.I. RETRO-ACTIVE TUNER is another R.I. Component which
has met with universal approval. It carries the distinction
of selective tuning over all wavelengths, and dispen es
with the use of multi plug-in coils .. . Price - 39/6
The NEW R.I., H.F. TUNED INTERVALVE COUPLING. This
special anode unit for one -hole fixing. ani covering a range of wavelengths from 200-4,000
metres has been designed to complete the series of components rewired to
build either 2, 3 or 4 -Valve Set,
The unit has live tappings, and the coil is wound on a grooved ebonite cylinder in
such a way that the impedance of ealt tapping has been calcula ed to keep the reactance
value approximate y uniform for all the wavelengths. This method of radio frequency
amplification was original y developed by our Research Director for reactance capacity,
c upled with R.F. ampdficatim, and has noa, been ad Jpted as the standard of
tilt country.
This component is beautifully made, and can be fitted to any
set in a few minutes Price - 25/-

THE MARK OF BETTeM RADIO

Write for the R.I. Blue and Gold Catalogue,
free on application

ilatIt. R. 1 Ltd, 12, Hyde otreet, Note Oxford Street, London, W.C.1 P.C.9
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